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Chapter 1

Introduction: Elizabeth I, John Lyly,
and the Monstrosity of Icons

I have the body of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart
and stomach of a king, and of a king of England too.
Queen Elizabeth’s Tilbury Speech

Elizabeth I
In October of 2013, a veterinarian at the Bronx Zoo was presented with
a problem—an abscess in the colon of one of the zoo’s gorillas. It was
clearly necessary to operate to remove the obstruction. While the veterinarian was sure this was the correct procedure, he had little training
in operating on gorillas. Consequently, he called in two abdominal
specialists from Mount Sinai Hospital in New York. They arrived with
their team and were presented with the veterinarian’s only guide to the
gorilla’s interior: an old book with sketches of gorilla anatomy. In addition to having only the sketchiest notion of a gorilla, the surgeons from
Mount Sinai also assumed that their patient would be enormous, an
“800 pound” gorilla. They were corrected by the zoo’s veterinarian, who
pointed out that gorillas never get that large and, in fact, the zoo’s largest
gorilla weighed about 450 pounds. Their patient, Holli, was a mere 180
pounds. The surgeons were a bit concerned, but once they retracted the
gorilla’s ebony-colored, hairy skin from the incision, they discovered that
they were essentially looking at the insides of a human. Thus reassured,
they completed the operation.1 In August, 1588, Elizabeth I greeted
her soldiers at Tilbury before the expected invasion of the Spanish, and
advised her troops that she was prepared for the worst, having the “heart
and stomach” of a king.
These incidents are both very similar and very different. A “monstrous” animal with a caricature-like external resemblance to humans turns
out to have an interior that is so human that ordinary surgeons can operate
upon it with complete confidence. True, humans are evolutionarily related
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to gorillas, but while we may consider the exteriors of both species to be
only vaguely similar, we are now presented with an incident in which the
interior “truth” of both species is revealed to be extraordinarily similar.
Thus, to what extent can humans be considered to take on some of the
monstrosity of the gorilla, or that of any great ape? Moving to Tilbury,
we are presented with another extraordinary experience. A female ruler
claims to have somehow inherited or absorbed male organs: a heart and
a stomach. Rationally, we know this is impossible, but probably as impossible as the Mount Sinai surgeons similarly being caught up short by
the identical nature of human and gorilla interiors. Thus, what had initially seemed monstrous has somehow been recast as essentially human.
So, given this, how are we to view Elizabeth’s claims of male and female
organs? Are there male and female organs? To what extent do male hearts
differ from female hearts, or male stomachs from female? Here we have no
possibility of physical proof of Elizabeth’s contention, for to have sought
the proof would have been to kill the queen. But since we can’t prove her
claims one way or the other, we are left with a picture of the queen’s monstrosity, a female body containing male parts and claiming as a result male
strength and power.
While delivering this well-known speech, Elizabeth was thought to
have worn pieces of male armor so as to present an Amazonian or hermaphroditic figure.2 I want to consider for a moment not the exterior of the
queen but what we “see” of her body in this speech. A completely female
body is described as containing a male heart and stomach. Yes, this is a
metaphorical usage, but I want to push it a little further and consider what
the actuality of a situation such as this might imply. Would such a physical combination of parts render Elizabeth hermaphroditic?3 Many statues
of hermaphrodites present the person asleep in a rather tortured posture
whereby the lower spine is twisted in such a manner that from one view the
hermaphrodite’s breasts are visible and from the other side the male genitalia. This is clearly a monstrous presentation of a human form, perhaps
as monstrous as a woman with the internal organs of a man. While this is
probably the only available “vision” of Elizabeth as hermaphrodite, she is
also likened to a pair of very unusual birds. In Nicholas Hilliard’s Pelican
Portrait (1575) the image of the queen wears a pendant or a broach with a
probably enameled image of a mother pelican and her chicks. The mother
feeds her chicks with her own blood and flesh by piercing her breast and
pecking out morsels for her young. In Hilliard’s Phoenix Portrait (1575),
Elizabeth wears a similarly enameled jewel, this time of a phoenix, the
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mythical bird who built herself a funeral pyre, ignited herself upon it,
was consumed, and then was reborn out of the ashes of her former self.4
While each of these animal images is monstrous, they each also have a nonmonstrous side. The cannibalistic pelican can also be seen as an image of
Christ sacrificing himself for his people in the cannibalistic situation of
the Roman Catholic Mass. This image, though, can also be seen as positive, with Elizabeth as pelican sustaining her offspring English people by
means of her own metaphorical blood and flesh. While the phoenix is also
self-destructive, she is capable of rising out of her own ashes, destroyed but
never consumed, an anomalous figure available at all times to the English
people. In both of these cases, we have an iconic image that has both a
positive and a negative side. Therefore, any reader of Elizabeth I’s imagery
is presented with dual possibilities. Not only is she either good or bad,
phoenix or pelican, but she is simultaneously always already both positive
and negative, good and bad iconic images.
In a similar way, Elizabeth I’s anomalousness comes from being a
queen regnant at a time when there were few female rulers and those who
existed were perceived to be guilty of political crimes that went beyond
simply being born a woman. John Knox, in The First Blast of the Trumpet
against the Monstruous Regiment of Women, lists Mary Tudor and Mary
Stuart as two of his “monstruous rulers.” Even if Elizabeth were not guilty
of crimes similar to those committed by these women, she still falls into
the trap of being considered monstrous because she is anomalous. Yet
there was no escaping Elizabeth’s anomalousness. She used it herself to
create her own fictions of rule and her courtiers used it to flatter her. The
anomalous queen created herself as another anomalous figure, a living
adult virgin who eschewed marriage for the stated goal of protecting her
people and her state. Thus we can see that Elizabeth’s courtiers occupied
a dangerous position as regards their monarch’s identity. While they were
aware of the dark side of Elizabeth’s singularity, their presence at court and
their future success hinged upon showing that singularity to be both positive and desirable.

John Lyly
The writer John Lyly (1554–1606) can be considered to have two “careers.”
Initially, he achieved fame by authoring two prose works: Euphues: The
Anatomy of Wit (1578) and Euphues and His England (1579–1580).5
These works were very popular and went through a number of editions
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even into the nineteenth century. The continuing popularity of these
works contributed greatly to the development of the English prose style
and might themselves even be considered to be “proto-novels.” Lyly’s
second “career” was that of a playwright. Though his plays did not achieve
as much popularity as the Euphues works, they still mark an important
point in the development of the English court drama.
From the time of R. Warwick Bond’s Complete Works of John Lyly
(1902; reprinted 1973) to Peter Saccio’s The Court Comedies of John Lyly
(1966), Lyly as playwright was relegated to a minor position. Saccio’s
naming Lyly’s dramatic works and court comedies as a specific genre
begins to help us understand the kinds of things that were going on in
Lyly’s plays and why he was considered a minor author.6 Peter Saccio’s
own very useful description of the plays suggests that they have basically
three characteristics: “their materials (mythology), their technique (situational dramaturgy), and their mode of meaning (allegory).”7 The basis of
the plays is primarily mythological, since the plots come, to a greater or
lesser degree, from Ovid’s Metamorphoses and their pastoral focus.8 Saccio
defines situational dramaturgy as relating to plays that concern “one or
more situations that are not developed in any way deserving the name of
plot. Little takes place, and the events that do occur have the limited dimension of anecdotes.”9 This thinness of plot is characteristic of Lyly’s dramas.
The allegory found in these plays can be defined as “a form of literature in
which thematic interest predominates over mimetic interest … Rather, our
attention is directed to the significance of events and characters as they
suggest concepts and are relatable in the world of ideas.”10
Even though Saccio clearly indicates his critical position that Lyly
is a minor dramatist, I feel it is necessary to look at the points Saccio is
making regarding the genre of Lyly’s plays. It is important to remember
that the plays are based on Ovid, are influenced by the pastoral, and also
contain very strong elements of debate. Throughout this book, I will be
relying on the definitions of Lylian comedy described by Saccio above.
I also consider as characteristic of Lyly’s plays his pastoral setting, his use
of gods and goddesses, his strong focus on debate, and his elaborate costuming and musical accompaniment as the plays were performed at court.
Later critics, notably Leah Scragg and Andy Kesson, argue for the
importance of Lyly’s plays as major works of their period. Examining
the publication history of both the Euphues books and the play has led
to the change of focus that Scragg and Kesson demonstrate in their work.
The Euphues works were very popular and went through several editions.11
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Interestingly, Lyly’s plays were all printed within his lifetime in quarto
editions naming him as the author and indicating, where correct, when
the plays were staged at court. Scragg and Kesson point out that these individual editions of the plays, which went into multiple editions, as well as
the collection printed by Blount in 1632, indicate the popularity of Lyly’s
work. These multiple editions of the plays show Lyly’s popularity, especially when compared with remarks by other writers such as Robert Greene
or Ben Jonson, and would also indicate that his plays were printed much
more often than were Shakespeare’s. Thus Scragg and Kesson argue in their
published work that Lyly cannot be considered simply a minor playwright,
but one who influenced other important writers of his time.12 Despite the
fact that his plays were rarely performed in “public theaters” and for the
most part appeared at court, they are still viewed as the most important
works of the theatrical world of London in the 1580s. Thus Scragg and
Kesson argue for the importance of Lyly as a dramatist despite Saccio’s
assertions to the contrary. In fact, Kesson/Scragg make it a point to focus
on the specific aspects of Lyly’s plays borrowed by other dramatists, such as
Shakespeare: debate and cross-dressing.
Debate had been important to Lyly as far back as the Euphues
books, which relied heavily upon this particular mode and used back-andforth argumentation to further the debates. In fact, university men and
law students at the Inns of Court at this period were instructed primarily
in terms of the ability to debate. The subject of the debate was immaterial: the point was to successfully argue whichever side of the question
was presented. Not surprisingly, Lyly was not the first author to use debate
as a means of composition or as a major characteristic of his/her dramatic
work. Often, the earliest English plays were shown to have consisted
almost entirely of patterned debate in which an equal amount of time was
given to each side and the summation or closure of the debate served to
end the drama. The academic drama, written and usually performed by
members of universities or Inns of Court, was based upon debate. Most
of the men at the schools trained to be lawyers, and this training occurred
through learning how to debate any subject in utra quem partes—from
both sides.13 While we may consider watching a play that consists solely
of young men who argued abstruse points of rhetoric or logic to be completely uninteresting, there was clearly a market for such entertainment.
One of the earliest of these dramas was Henry Medwall’s Fulgens and
Lucres (ca. 1497). This play was written by Bishop John Morton’s chaplain and probably performed at Morton’s own residence as an after-dinner
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entertainment for high-ranking visitors, who may have included guests
from Spain and Flanders.14
The first English play to include a subplot, Fulgens and Lucres,
according to Joel Altman, is essentially a staged debate that achieves
closure.15 Again, while we would expect the ending of a debate to remain a
secret until the end of the play, the servant—B—outlines the play. We are
told that the virtuous maiden Lucres is to choose her husband between two
suitors—Publius Cornelius and Gaius Flaminius. To make her job easier,
she opts to choose the more noble man. After the two have articulated
their claims to that title, we are told that Gaius Flaminius wins as “the more
noble man, having no regard / To his low birth of the which he did descend” (1.1.121–22). It is curious that, despite the Lucres plot and the subplot in which A and B court Lucres’s maid, no one has to wait until the play
is over to find out either the major question or the ending of the debate.
It seems that what this play lacks in dramatic tension it makes up for in
a very well-constructed and, as Altman remarks, educative debate, which
would allow the audience to focus on the success or lack of same for both
suitors: “For Lucres makes it abundantly clear that her decision is not absolute; it is something of a compromise … The fact that the plot arrives at one
solution and the heroine points to another suggests that the function of the
play has not been to demonstrate anything but rather to lead the audience
to envision, and ultimately to achieve, the ideal solution itself.”16
While, again, this is not the kind of play that a twenty-first-century
audience is used to or would probably even enjoy, it still has more dramatic
tension than the original debate upon which it was based. That debate
was the controversia de nobilitate by Buonaccorso da Montemagno.17 This
debate was written as a prose narrative and was not broken up into individual speeches. All indications of a subplot are absent, and no ending of
the debate appears. The only suggestion of an ending is present if we consider that Gaius Flaminius’s speech is twice as long as Publius Cornelius’s.
Gaius is given enough space to oppose Cornelius’s argument point by
point, plus almost the same amount of space to present his own argument.
Like Medwall’s play, each suitor is trying to prove he is the more noble.
This type of dramatized debate continued on into the early part
of the sixteenth century, notably in the work of John Heywood. Two of
his well-known plays are The Play of the Weather and The Play of Love
(both printed 1533). The Play of the Weather involves the character Merry
Report, whose task is to survey humans as to what type of weather they
prefer and report back to Jupiter. Naturally, no two characters seem to be
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interested in having the same kind of weather. While the farmer may want
still air and sunshine for his hay to dry, the sailor has no desire to become
becalmed in the sunshine. Ultimately, no one debate position holds pride
of place and everyone agrees to let Jupiter, as usual, decide which weather to send. The Play of Love consists of four characters: the Lover Loved,
Lover not Loved, Beloved not Loving, and Neither Loving nor Loved. The
characters debate which is the worst position to be in, though the conclusion taken is that the best position is to be that of the Lover Loved.
Heywood’s plays, like Medwall’s, are structured like debates, and reach
their conclusion when the debate is ended. Thus these early debate plays
can be described as debates that achieve closure. The Montemagno piece,
while covering the same ground as Medwall, technically does not achieve
closure. Lyly’s plays can be seen to come out of this debate tradition in
some way.18 Lyly’s plays can be seen to derive directly from the plays of
Heywood and Medwall. They all consist of the examination of a debate
question that is resolved by the end of the play. Campaspe, Sapho and Phao,
and Midas debate the importance of the monarch’s body politic versus
body natural. Love’s Metamorphosis and Gallathea debate the virtues and
importance of chastity/virginity versus love/marriage, and Endimion the
role of friendship versus love in a courtier’s life. The entertainments consider various debates. Yet while he may have been influenced by plays such
as Medwall’s and Heywood’s, Lyly was certainly also influenced by his own
work in the Euphues books. Debate was not unknown to Lyly, and in fact
one of the most popular characteristics of the Euphues books was their use
of debate.
Saccio’s generic discussion of Lyly’s court plays is technically fine as
far as it goes, but he does leave out a couple of other major characteristics
of this drama. Lyly’s plays, as mentioned above, had a major place for
debate, were acted by boy players/choristers, and introduced cross-dressed
characters. The debates, boy actors, and cross-dressing worked well as
elements in a drama presented at court before the queen and other highly
educated members of her court. This fact would suggest that there was
no real market for Lyly’s kind of drama in the public/arena theaters being
built in the 1570s: the Theatre and the Curtain, for example. In addition
to being played at court or at St. Paul’s or the Chapel Royal,19 Lyly’s plays
were also staged for either “public” or “private” performance at Blackfriars.
Lyly’s boy players were children, boy choristers generally below the age of
puberty and the changing of their voices, but still capable of punning outrageously in Latin as well as producing any number of songs or musical
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interludes. The boy players acting in court plays full of gods and goddesses
were easily able to flatter the most important viewer of the plays: the
queen. Jeanne H. McCarthy also importantly indicates: “In short, patronizing productions that constructed her powerful courtiers as children was
one tactic Elizabeth used to infantilize them in order to encourage their
submission to a new kind of monarchic authority, one gendered female.”20
Obviously these choristers cross-dressed while playing women’s roles.
There is no real evidence that they played in the public—that is, “arena”—
theaters, though the performances at the Blackfriars would have been
fairly public. For a number of years after 1591 the boys’ companies were
closed down, and so their performances would then have been at court.21
All of these characteristics seemed particularly suited to court drama and
to creating the kind of flattery of the queen that would be desirable in any
performance at court.
But Lyly’s debates and cross-dressing seemed to have slipped the
bonds of coterie theater to appear in a number of Shakespeare’s public theater plays. From his earliest plays to later ones, Shakespeare used debate
and cross-dressing.22 Cross-dressing was used to a greater or lesser extent
in Twelfth Night, As You Like It, and The Merchant of Venice. The debate
tradition, which often focuses on linguistic tricks that are part of comically complex debates, can be seen, for example, in the following: the debate
between the sisters, Adriana and Luciana, regarding a wife’s behavior in The
Comedy of Errors (2.1); Katherina’s debate with the other wives regarding
woman’s place in marriage in The Taming of the Shrew (5.2);23 the debate
between Berowne and Navarre on the role of abstinence in Love’s Labour’s
Lost (1.1); and in Portia’s judicial debate with Shylock in The Merchant of
Venice (4.1).

Elizabeth I as Sovereign
Elizabeth I’s role in Lyly’s court comedies is dependent upon her position
as ruler. This question of just how a woman ruler negotiated her bodies
natural and politic as regards a consort was raised off and on by political
theorists, most notably John Knox and John Aylmer. Knox began The First
Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment of Women (1558)
by maintaining that to “promote a woman to beare rule, superioritie,
dominion or empire above any realme, nation, or citie, is repugnant to
nature, contumelie to God, a thing most contrarious to his revealed will
and approued ordinance, and finallie it is the subuersion of good order,
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of all equitie and justice.”24 He based this stance on his belief that God’s
law determined that a woman’s “nature” was to be subject to man—“so,
I say, that in her greatest perfection woman was created to be subiect to
a man”25—thus making her unfit to rule those to whom she was “naturally” inferior: “[T]he law further will not permit, that the woman geue
any thing to her husband, because it is against the nature of her kinde,
being the inferior membre to presume to give any thing to her head.”26 The
pervading idea that any woman would by necessity be subject to her husband prompted John Aylmer, in An Harborouue for Faithfull and Teurue
Subiects, agaynst the late blowne Blaste, concerninge the Government of
VVemen (1559), to assert that a woman ruler could be subject to her husband as she was his wife and yet rule over him, and all other men of the
commonwealth, as she was his ruler:
Yea, say you, God hath apoynted her to be subiect to her husband …
[T]herefore she maye not be the heade. I graunt that, so farre as
perteineth to the bandes of mariage, and the office of a wife, she
muste be a subiecte: but as a Magistrate she may be her husbands
head. For the Scripture saithe Thine eye must be to the man, but ad
virum tuum to thy husbande. Neither ovveth euery vvoman obedience to euery man, but to her ovvne husbande … Whie may not the
vvoman be the husbandes inferior in matters of vvedlock, and his
head in the guiding of the commonwealth.27

The innate fear of the anomaly of female rule at least partially
involved the fear that a queen, subject to her husband—in all ways, as
Knox and others believed—would allow him to rule for her, a situation
that Knox saw as politically disastrous:
[A] woman born to rule ouer any realme, may choose her husband,
and to him she may transfer and geve her authoritie and right … But
the authoritie of a woma[n] is a corrupted fountein, and therefore
from her can neuer spring any laufull officer. She is not borne to rule
ouer men: and therefore she can appointe none by her gift, nor by
her power (which she hath not) to the place of laufull magistrat …
Wherefore let men that receiue of women authoritie, honor or
office, be most assuredly persuaded, that in so mainteining that
vsurped power, they declare them selues enemies to God.28

Knox’s particular anxiety in this instance was caused by the reign of the
woman he called “that cursed Iezebell”29—Mary Tudor—who, together
with Mary Stuart, prompted the composition of The First Blast. While it is
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easy to dismiss Knox’s “monstrous” remarks regarding the nature of female
rule as misogyny pure and simple, they are based upon specific incidents.
Knox saw Mary Tudor’s reign as being particularly injurious to the
English because of her and her husband’s Roman Catholicism. Thus Knox
named the English nobility “sclaues of Satan, and seruants of iniquitie”30
not simply because they were ruled by a woman, but because “where a
woman reigneth and papistes [my emphasis] beare authoritie, that there
must nedes Satan be president of the counsel.”31 A woman ruler was bad
enough, but an alliance between a woman ruler and papists represented a
deadly combination. And Knox further realized that it was Philip’s “foreignness”—both of nationality and religion—that was the base of the
problem, for he promised “the blast of the second trumpet,” which was
never written, to discuss what “may be obiected for the parte or election
of a stranger.”32 According to Knox, the very “nature” of the woman ruler’s
subservience to her husband could lead to the dangerous situation of the
country being ruled by a foreign consort who was totally unsympathetic
to the cultural and religious needs of the subject peoples. Suffering guilt by
association, then, the woman ruler was demonized because the marriage
that demanded of her to produce a legitimate heir to secure her line had
also the possibility of producing a husband who could destroy her realm.
John Knox was not the only critic of female rule. By now, we can see
that Elizabeth I’s anomaly as a woman ruler has been frequently remarked
on, documented, and analyzed. Many of those who write of Elizabeth
agreed that her success as a ruler depended upon the uniting of her body
natural and her body politic into the carefully constructed icon of the
Virgin Queen.
This Tudor fiction of rulership allowed for the concept of the
monarch’s two bodies: the body natural, which acted as any living human
body, and the body politic, which was separate from any human qualities.
This body, according to Edmund Plowden, “is a Body that cannot be seen
or handled, consisting of Policy and Government, and constituted for the
Direction of the People, and the Management of the public weal, and this
Body is utterly void of Infancy, and old Age, and other natural Defects
and Imbecilities, which the Body natural is subject to, and for this Cause,
what the King does in his Body politic, cannot be invalidated or frustrated
by any Disability in his natural Body.”33 Given the fact that the monarch’s
body politic could not suffer from any defect or imbecility, it presumably
could not “suffer” from gender either. Thus Elizabeth was able to use the
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fiction of the king’s two bodies to present herself as equal to any male monarch who preceded her.
The king’s two bodies are completely separated legally, which allows
the body politic to be considered separately from the body natural. As a
legal fiction, the body politic is a concept rather than an entity. It cannot
suffer death, age, or disease, and upon the death of one monarch it passes to
the natural body of the next—as indicated by the phrase “The King is dead,
long live the King.” In a way, it seems as though those who created this concept attempted to create a fiction of “the Immutable within Time.”34 The
legal fiction of the king’s two bodies allowed Elizabeth to rule as a woman
at a time in which all women could be considered as chattels. As Marie
Axton indicates, Elizabeth had legally been endowed with a body natural
and a body politic by 1561, and this body politic was “created out of a
combination of faith, ingenuity and practical expediency [and] was held
to be unerring and immortal.”35 This fiction, in its various permutations,
allowed Elizabeth to rule a nation as a woman, a legal chattel. But even
employing the fiction of the monarch’s two bodies, Elizabeth would be
considered anomalous. Thus, in order to be successful on the throne, she
needed to actively employ the legal fiction of her two bodies as one ruler as
well as find some way in which to deal with her anomalousness as a female
ruler. One example of how she fused her body natural and body politic is
her negotiation for a French husband. While managing to avoid a French
marriage, which would of course have saddled her with a husband, she
gained the usefulness of such a marriage through a treaty allying England
and France against Spain.36
Another way Elizabeth ensured her sovereign power was by refusing
marriage, another social estate that rendered women powerless. Early
modern Protestant marriage of noble families was quite similar to the
medieval Roman Catholic marriage from which it derived. Such marriages
were “dynastic” and were more interested in combining land or property
than in ensuring marital happiness for the bride and groom. Such marriages
were arranged by fathers or the highest-ranking male relative of the bride
and groom and were more contractual arrangements between potential
business partners than potential fathers-in-law. Claude Lévi-Strauss has
examined in detail the contractual aspects of such dynastic marriage.37
Early modern middle-class marriages were less restrictive than noble ones,
even though they still involved contractual arrangements regarding property. Merchants and members of the bourgeoisie would not have landed
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estates to worry about passing on, but would want to secure appropriate
partners for children who might inherit a business. These marriages also
often followed the Protestant idea of marriage, which indicated that the
estate existed to provide friendship and comfort to the married couple,
as a remedio forticationis, and as a site for raising Christian children. Since
Protestant marriage theorists suggested that husbands and wives be alike
in degree, age, and wealth, the estate was seen as a corrective to the purely
contractual arrangements of the upper-class dynastic marriage. While
the Protestant bourgeois marriage would seem to grant some autonomy
of choice to the potential bride and groom, it is important to remember
that parents controlled the situation of marriage and the choice of spouse
whatever their class.
Another reason for parental control of marriage had to do with the
question of inheritance. Whether it was property or land, fathers wished
inheritance to pass along through their own bloodlines. Thus, while
it was important to parents to choose a potential spouse who was of an
appropriate class and social position, it also became very important that
the bride was a virgin upon her marriage. Since any child born within a
marriage was legally the husband’s, it was necessary to ensure the virginity
of the bride at the first sexual contact between the two. Thus female virginity was fetishized and accounted for the high degree of bodily surveillance on the part of the bride’s father. Female virginity was not as desired
an object among the lower classes; since they had no land or property to
pass on, it was usually immaterial whether or not any woman was a virgin
on her wedding day.
This was generally the marriage situation that was in place when
Lyly wrote his plays. Thus the goal or aim of every young woman within
the Protestant early modern sexual economy was to marry. Virginity was
not an end in itself; it was only a means by which an excellent marriage
could be obtained. Elizabeth I was adamantly opposed to marriage for herself because the nature of the estate would cause her to lose power over her
realm as well as over her own body. Consequently, she chose not to marry,
but to maintain her virginity, despite its anomalousness at this time.
Virginity played a vexed role in the patriarchal society of (Protestant)
early modern England, as I have suggested above. Without this necessary
premarital condition, young women could not be married, nor—more
importantly—could their fathers achieve the (socially and economically) desirable alliances that resulted from marriage. In this context, then,
virginity can be constructed as simply a (biological) condition that all
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young women should possess to allow them to be successfully married
and thus fully incorporated into the early modern sexual economy.
Virginity here was simply a “means” toward an “end” of social integration and conformity. Without virginity, a woman could not become, or
be considered, a legitimate member of society. Therefore, a woman who
lost her virginity before marriage—and thus rendered herself incapable
of marriage—became a social pariah as well as an economic liability. She
was liable to social containment through redefinition as an impure, used,
violated, imperfect being whether or not she was a willing participant in
the means of her own despoliation. Given the importance of virginity for
the functioning of patriarchal society—which would cease without the
economic and social connections forged by marriages—virginity gained
an almost fetishistic importance in and of itself. The pure, intact, perfect
woman marked the perfection of society and her own exemplary place
within it.
The above “narrative” of virginity represents the early modern social
construction of the virginal estate. Female virginity was required to ensure
the legitimacy of heirs to a male bloodline essential for the reproduction
of patriarchal society. Virgins who lived this narrative were valued and
assured a place of respect within their society.

Elizabeth I as Icon
Women could violate the early modern notion of virginity by refusing
marriage as well as the kind of contaminating sexuality that would render
them whores. For these women, virginity became the “end” rather than the
“means” of their lives, so that their virgin condition marked them, paradoxically, as “deviant.” In other cases, the powerfully iconic virginity of
Elizabeth I may or may not have diluted the taint inherent in the unusual
behavior of such virgins. What increases the difficulty of understanding
literary representations of non-marrying virgins is their position relative
to love, desire, or pleasure, where they are often viewed as neither desired
nor desiring. Not only does the virgin neither take pleasure nor give it,
but she appears to be removed from any sexual economy. Only when she
is “loved” by a potential husband can the virgin be considered as a potential wife, a woman who is allowed the experience of desire and pleasure,
though in very circumscribed ways. The virgin is expected to be the object
of desire or pleasure, never the subject actively engaged in desiring another
or obtaining pleasure for herself and/or another.
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Given the relative complexity of the non-marrying virgin, it was
not surprising that there were no “rules” for dealing with those women
who chose virginity as an “end.” It is difficult to determine how patriarchal
society either constructed them or tried to write them into society. One
can argue, simply, that they were always considered to be “outside” society,
like Queen Elizabeth, in some intrinsic way. The question remains, however, as to whether these virgins existed “outside” society in a demonized
realm of the “anomalous” or the “deviant”—and served the patriarchy as
important examples of improper behavior—or whether they existed outside society in some separatist context, creating a “world” that existed
somewhat in opposition to the “real” one, but, of necessity, touched and
influenced by it.
Elizabeth’s court was, in many respects, not the “real world.” Many
of the comments I have made above regarding virgins and marriage do
not completely work in the context of this queen’s reign.38 However,
Elizabeth’s court was a place in which an anomalous, threatening, and in
many ways monstrous virgin had to survive and run a country. Residence
at any court was a tricky situation for courtiers. While a nobleman’s rank
may have entitled him to appear at court in the presence of the monarch,
regal favor had to be earned. Both Elizabeth and her father, Henry VIII,
were known for changing their minds regarding the collection of courtiers
who surrounded or had access to them. Jealousy regarding access to the
monarch was rife and can easily be seen in Elizabeth’s relationship to her
favorite, Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester.
Presence at court meant royal favor and royal favor meant advancement, whether in the form of money, position, or service to the queen.
Thus courtiers/noblemen were not the only ones who peopled the royal
presence. Entertainers also juggled for the monarch’s favor, though they
perhaps needed to do more than the average nobleman to garner the
queen’s regard for longer than a few days or months. An entertainer, such
as John Lyly, whose patron was the Earl of Oxford, managed to obtain
a position creating plays to be performed by the boy companies for the
queen’s amusement.
Elizabeth I always occupied an important position in early
Renaissance drama. Sometimes that position was simply an allegorical reference, an attempt to provide a certain amount of flattery to the queen
in a play or entertainment performed at court. R. Warwick Bond, in his
introduction to The Complete Works of John Lyly, points out the various
significances of Elizabeth’s allegorical or semi-allegorical appearances.
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Generally, this was the extent of critical occupation with Elizabeth as dramatic presence. In the 1960s and 1970s, however, critics such as Frances
Yates and Roy Strong focused more on the importance of Elizabeth as
an iconic figure in her court and country. Yates, in Astraea: The Imperial
Theme in the Sixteenth Century, was concerned with allegorical tropes
representing the queen as mighty, virginal, classical/allegorical figures such
as Justitia/Clementia. She and Strong also considered the various iconic
representations of the queen in her portraits. Yates pointed out that the
queen took care to control her visual representation. One way of doing this
was by providing a facial image that all portraitists could copy when they
devised any representations of the queen. This facial image resembled the
monarch, though often in a timeless way, neither focusing on her youth
nor betraying her aging.39
The actual composition of her portraits provided a myriad of icons
by which the queen could be represented. While she tried to keep control of her image and iconic representations, there were times, as Susan
Frye indicates, when she was unsuccessful: “Elizabeth’s relation to her
representations varied, depending on the time and place in which they
occurred and on their sponsors and audiences. Sometimes she was in relative control, and at other times she used others’ distasteful representations
of herself for her own purposes. She exercised the power to censor, interrupt, or critique what did not please her. But there were also times when
the proliferation of her image was beyond her control.”40 I want to call particular attention to the monarch’s ability to use distasteful representations
of herself for her own purposes. I will have more to say about various kinds
of distasteful representations of the queen as this book progresses.
It wasn’t until about the 1980s that this almost obsessive focus on
the queen invaded literary texts referring to her. Louis Adrian Montrose’s
two brilliant essays, “ ‘Eliza, Queene of Shepheardes,’ and the pastoral of
power” (1980) and “ ‘Shaping Fantasies’: Figurations of Gender and Power
in Elizabethan Culture” (1983), describe the paradox between the powerlessness of the anomalous woman monarch and the power she held over
her subjects and male courtiers. His essays, in light of other new historicist work, consider how the early modern theater managed to act as an
ideological state apparatus to control its audience: “Indeed, [Stephen]
Greenblatt goes so far as to suggest that, because ‘a poetics of Elizabethan
power’ is synonymous with ‘a poetics of the theater,’ the drama produced
in the Elizabethan public theatres is always already co-opted by the state.”41
Further, in The Purpose of Playing, Montrose acknowledges that literary
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studies have drastically changed in the past twenty-five years or so. Various
political positions, such as “feminism, cultural materialism, revisionist
forms of Marxism, and new historicism or cultural poetics” must, of necessity, play a major role in literary analysis.42 I would agree with Montrose
that this also means that an analysis of allegory in literary works must be
more pointed and especially more political.43
Lyly’s plays, like those entertainments of other writers, necessarily
flattered the queen by looking at the positive side of her persona. She was
thought of not only as a pure virgin, a possible substitute for the Virgin
Mary, but also—as Frances Yates points out—as a number of other mythological figures of benevolent power and greatness, such as: Astraea and
Justitia/Clementia.44 Edmund Spenser saw her as Gloriana and various
artists provided visual models of her as exemplars of both purity and
power in: the Sieve Portrait, the Rainbow Portrait, the Armada Portrait,
the Ermine Portrait, etc.
But how do these images, allegorical or not, tie in with the various
monstrous images of Elizabeth I mentioned in the first part of this
chapter? Many critics have pointed out that there was some sense of monstrosity attached to allegorical representations or thoughts of Elizabeth,
while at the same time indicating that allegories of her greatness as a monarch and woman abounded. This is certainly a highly charged situation.
But one of the things I’m very concerned about in Lyly’s plays is just how
the playwright negotiated between the two Elizabeths: the regal and the
monstrous, the light and the dark. What seems to me to be happening
in Lyly’s plays is that it is difficult to present only the image of the great
or light Elizabeth. It seems to me that any of these representations of the
queen also carries with it a sense of an Elizabeth of the dark side, a monstrous Elizabeth.
As I indicated in the first section of this chapter, the Pelican
Portrait shows Elizabeth both as a Christ figure and a cannibalistic animal.
The Phoenix Portrait shows her as a miraculous being who is also selfdestructive. Even some of the other visual portraits have dubious possibilities. Elizabeth’s regal nature in the Ermine Portrait (1585) is suggested
by a white/pure ermine. But this creature, which is a symbol of royalty, is
only a stoat in its winter phase. In this portrait, Elizabeth’s dress is covered
in pearls and she seems also to be wearing a pearl necklace. Pearls are, of
course, a symbol of virginity, yet the pearls in this portrait are all black.
Granted, natural black pearls, which come primarily from the south seas,
are rare and costly now, and would have been more so during the sixteenth
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century, yet to what extent do these black pearls reflect virginity or chastity and to what extent does their blackness represent something else?
The Armada Portrait (1588) shows the queen between two windows,
each of which shows a scene from the attack by the Spanish Armada. The
window on the left shows the beginning of the battle, while the window
on the right shows the storm that ended it and the defeated Armada in
flight. Within the portrait is a crown, a sword, and an orb, indicating her
regal power, and the seemingly infinite number of bows on her garment
batter the viewer with the reality of the queen’s virginity, the knot in the
bow symbolizing the knot of the queen’s virginity. If we hadn’t figured out
the allusion to Elizabeth’s virginity by looking at the gown’s bows, we need
only look toward the end of the stomacher, the triangle of which seems to
be poised directly above the queen’s pubic triangle. Tied onto this part of
the stomacher is a thin pink ribbon from which hangs a white pearl, again
a symbol of virginity. Yet, while this portrait also focuses on the queen’s
virginity, the defeat of the Spanish Armada, seen through the windows,
reflects England’s naval power as well as her economic might, given that
the majority of the ships in the English navy also doubled as privateers,
stealing gold from Spanish treasure ships from the New World.
The Rainbow Portrait’s (1600–1602) eyes and ears surround
Elizabeth in a cloak of monstrosity as though she were some sort of tyrant
whose large collection of eyes and ears enable her to see and hear anything
and everything in her realm. On her left sleeve is embroidered a serpent
whose body curls in such a way as to show it in a figure eight, lying on its
side. Serpents, such as the one in the Garden of Eden, are often figured as
instruments of evil, though the fact that they completely shed their skins
also recognizes their transformative power. The symbol of the number
eight on its side is also the symbol of eternity, thus marking either the
queen or her good or bad serpent as somehow eternal. This might also be
an allusion to the queen’s motto, Semper eadem. The motto of the painting,
Non sine sole iris, can refer to the fact that the rainbow she is holding, like
all rainbows, cannot appear without sunlight. Further, it might refer to the
queen not being in her best condition without sunlight, or that she herself
is the sun that shines upon her realm.45
So, what I am suggesting is happening in Lyly’s plays is that each
time he takes hold of or creates a positive image of Elizabeth, his plays are
simultaneously implicated in the opposite side of the image, thus all of his
images of the “light Elizabeth” bring forth simultaneously images of the
“dark queen.” He and his plays are thus caught in the conflicting web of
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Elizabethan icons, and situated in such a way that he cannot only represent
her as bearing one face.
What I intend to do in this book is to consider how those of Lyly’s
characters who are often viewed as allegorical representations of Elizabeth
both validate the queen and raise troubling issues as to her true nature.
I will do this by looking at both the light and the dark side of the Elizabeth
character in each of Lyly’s court plays, while at the same time considering
how that allegory works in terms of the various issues Lyly debates within
the plays.46 For example, chapter 2, which deals with Campaspe and Sapho
and Phao, debates the question of how a monarch might successfully
unite the public and private aspects of his/her political body in order to
more successfully reign. In addition to examining how this debate plays
itself out, I also want to consider whether and to what degree the allegorical images of Elizabeth create or call to mind the monstrous, even as we
examine the positively regal nature of the figure. In chapter 3, I will look at
Love’s Metamorphosis in terms of how gender and marriage are represented.
While this play, like many of Elizabeth’s courtiers over the years, validates
marriage in order to tempt Elizabeth away from her anomalous position
as virgin, it also presents a very imperfect picture of marriage. This picture,
while held up as desirable, curiously suggests that the queen’s virginity
is powerless to affect the position of women in marriage, even though it
paradoxically suggests that she should join all other married women in
this degraded and degrading estate. In chapter 4, the importance of virginity in Gallathea seems excessive, as it is necessary to save a culture/
town. Yet, despite the disguise necessary to save its main female characters,
they proceed to become deeply in love with a same-sex partner, and to
explore that love in private. Given the duality of gender at this period and
the importance of traditional marriage, these “lesbian” lovers are forced
to accept conversion into an “ordinary” couple through a change in sex
and gender. Chapter 5 concerns the play Endimion and how it debates the
relationship between love, friendship, and female power. The Elizabeth
figure in Endimion, the Moon/Cynthia, becomes the ideal love object of
the shepherd Endimion despite the ridiculous impossibility of his desire.
This impossibility is reinforced by the fact that Cynthia may not be the
perfect allegory of Elizabeth that she seems to be. Eumenides, Endimion’s
friend, also raises the issue of whether or not friendship is a stronger or
more desirable emotion than love. Chapter 6 looks at Elizabeth I from
the point of view of entertainments created for her by Lyly and others.
It also considers commercial aspects of the reign as reflected in Midas.
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These entertainments were presented as parts of the various progresses that
took Elizabeth across the country. They were obviously designed to flatter
the queen, and she herself played herself in these dramas, being feted by
desirous relatives and courtiers. Thus references to Elizabeth I were not
mitigated by having them pass through an Elizabeth figure. Despite the
continuous praise heaped upon the queen in these entertainments, political and social issues of the day were raised to some degree in these works.
Questions of commerce, sea power, the wool trade, enclosures, and rackrenting often made their appearances in various allegorical presentations
to the queen. Similarly, dealings with the Spanish trade in gold are also
explored through an analysis of the mythological ruler with the golden
touch. How, for example, did the ability of English privateers to raid
Spanish galleons raise the issue of whether Elizabeth could be considered
to be as much a part of the gold trade as Philip II of Spain?
My intention in this book is to examine the fraught nature of
John Lyly’s relationship to Queen Elizabeth. He was not the creator of
the kinds of tensions that developed during entertainments designed to
flatter the queen. He was as much a victim of iconic representations of the
queen as any courtier. What I would like to get around, however, in this
study is the notion that Lyly always presented favorable portraits of the
queen. Obviously he did, and those iconic representations are easily traced
through his dramatic works. However, as I stated earlier, my intent is to
demonstrate how Lyly, while praising the queen and accepting her beneficence, simultaneously manages to present his audiences with the “dark
queen,” the opposite side of the positive image of the queen of England.
NOTES
In “original spelling” works, I have modernized spelling as regards long “s,”
and tildes. All references to John Lyly’s works will be to the edition appearing on
the works cited list. Act, scene, and line numbers will appear in parentheses in
the text.
1
Lisa W. Foderaro, “The 180-Pound Gorilla in the Operating Room: Ailing
Occupants of the Bronx Zoo Get Sophisticated Medical Care,” The New York
Times, October 14, 2013, www.nytimes.com/2013/10/15/nyregion/for-ailingoccupants-of-the-bronx-zoo-sophisticated-medical-care.html.
2
Like many other scholars, I have been greatly influenced by Louis
Adrian Montrose’s work on Elizabeth I. I specifically refer to “ ‘Eliza, Queene
of Shepheardes,’ and the Pastoral of Power,” English Literary Renaissance, and
“ ‘Shaping Fantasies’: Figurations of Gender and Power in Elizabethan Culture,”
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Representations, as well as its abridged version—“A Midsummer Night’s Dream
and the Shaping Fantasies of Elizabethan Culture: Gender, Power, Form,” in
Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourses of Sexual Difference in Early Modern
Europe, and yet a further version in The Purpose of Playing: Shakespeare and the
Cultural Politics of the Elizabethan Theater. See also Susan Frye, Elizabeth I: The
Competition for Representation, and Annaliese Connolly, “ ‘O Unquenchable
Thirst of Gold’: Lyly’s Midas and the English Quest for Empire,” in John Lyly,
p. 163.
Ellen M. Caldwell, in “John Lyly’s Gallathea: A New Rhetoric of Love for
the Virgin Queen,” in Women in the Renaissance: Selections from English Literary
Renaissance, pp. 76–79, indicates the following about various sorts of monstrosity
connected to the queen and hermaphroditic or cross-species characters: “Yet even
in Protestant England, the Roman Catholic image of the Virgin Mother Mary
provided the model for a hybrid identity. From this mixture of divine and human
qualities in the character of the sovereign, it was an easy step to see the amalgamation of her other opposites, notably sexual, in the image of the sovereign. If
Christ’s identification with the Phoenix could represent a self-generating unisexuality, then the Virgin Queen could acquire the nature of semi-divine androgyne
in assuming the historically masculine role of ruler while also retaining her traditional gender role” (p. 76). “Just as with the androgyne, the image of the hermaphrodite provoked opposite responses in the Renaissance. On the one hand, it
symbolized the perfect union within marriage; on the other, it was a grotesque
image of comic depravity” (p. 78). Ovid, in the Metamorphoses, shows the grotesque side of the hermaphrodite in the story of Salmacis (pp. 78–79).
Various authors indicate the different pieces of armor Elizabeth supposedly wore at this occasion; see especially Philippa Berry, Chastity and
Power: Elizabethan Literature and the Unmarried Queen. Since the queen is sometimes spoken of as wearing a breastplate, this piece of armor could call attention
to the masculine organs it is protecting. There seems to be no justification other
than appearing as a field marshal for Elizabeth’s wearing a helmet or carrying a field
marshal’s baton.
3
Berry, Chastity and Power, p. 69, indicates: “In 1583, for example, the
Puritan Philip Stubbes referred to women who favoured the new more masculine style of attire, in which the bodices of dresses resembled men’s doublets, as
‘Hermaphroditi; that is, Monsters of bothe kindes, halfe women, halfe men.’ ”
See also Michel Foucault’s Introduction to Herculine Barbin: Being the Recently
Discovered Memoirs of a Nineteenth-Century French Hermaphrodite, p. x, especially: “Sexual irregularity is seen as belonging more or less to the realm of
chimeras. That is why we rid ourselves easily enough of the idea that these are
crimes, but less easily of the suspicion that they are fictions which, whether involuntary or self-indulgent, are useless, and which it would be better to dispel.” I will
discuss the issue of chimeras in greater detail in chapter 5.
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Peter Abelard, Abelard and Heloise: The Letters and Other Writings, p. 24,
cites Augustine’s De Trinitate 1.1 in pointing out that no person or creature can
be created from nothing: “Whoever thinks that God has the power to beget himself is wrong. God does not have this power, any more than any spiritual or corporeal creature. There is no being whatsoever that can beget itself.” This comment
points out the monstrosity of the phoenix as a creature who can behave contrary
to existing theological laws. Elizabeth used many animal and non-animal images
to convey both her regal power as well as her care for her people. Elizabeth often
referred to herself as the mother of her country and declared that she wished to be
a good parent to her children/citizens. See Jacqueline Vanhoutte, “Elizabeth I as
Stepmother,” English Literary Renaissance, pp. 317–20.
5
“The euphuistic mode is distinguished by three fundamental
characteristics: opposition (frequently pointed by alliteration), ambiguity
(promoted through punning), and the location of duality or antithetical change
(exhibited through imagery drawn from mythology, classical history or the natural world).” Leah Scragg, “Speaking Pictures: Style and Spectacle in Lylian
Comedy,” English Studies, p. 300. The characteristics of euphuism are found
throughout Lyly’s plays. Scragg sees the best example of dramatic euphuism in
Love’s Metamorphosis (p. 307).
6
Scragg provides a helpful summation of the state of Lyly criticism through
the mid-1970s. See Leah Scragg, The Metamorphosis of Gallathea: A Study in
Creative Adaptation, chapter 1, “Introduction: Shakespeare and Lyly,” pp. 1–15.
7
Peter Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, p. 8.
8
“Thus the allegorical potentialities of the pastoral guise accompany a direct
appeal to escape from the cramping and frustrating milieu of the court, into a sympathetic natural landscape, assimilated to human inclinations by a plentiful use
of the pathetic fallacy” (George K. Hunter, John Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier,
p. 133). See also Robert Knapp: “In order to achieve such interplay of sense, allegory has to insist upon its own fabular integrity; it must playfully resist interpretation, for its strength is to say many things at once by stubbornly remaining one
thing itself ” (Robert Knapp, “The Monarchy of Love in Lyly’s Endimion,” in John
Lyly, p. 137). See also M. C. Bradbrook, The Growth and Structure of Elizabethan
Comedy, pp. 65–66.
9
Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, p. 2.
10
Ibid., p. 4.
11
William and Joan Broome, who acquired Lyly’s plays and “published all but
three of his comedies between 1591 and 1592,” demonstrated a likely “established
market” for Lyly’s work. See Leah Scragg, “The Victim of Fashion? Rereading the
Biography of John Lyly,” Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England, p. 211.
Andy Kesson, John Lyly and Early Modern Authorship, p. 9, indicates: “This
book argues that Lyly helped to create the market for printed plays. Since almost
nothing of Shakespeare’s works survives in manuscript, it is no exaggeration to say
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that if his work had not been printed then Shakespeare would now be a marginal,
if not completely forgotten literary figure.” It seems to me that the fact of the first
folio, not to mention the production of the second folio and the lengths of both,
would indicate that Shakespeare was not only a very productive playwright, but a
very popular one. This is not surprising given his position of importance within
the world of the public theater. I would suggest that the reason Lyly seems not to
have written as many plays as Shakespeare is that he was not involved in the public
theater in any meaningful way.
12
Scragg refers to Lyly as “the most influential prose writer of the Elizabethan
period, and foremost dramatist of the 1580s.” See Scragg, “The Victim of Fashion?,”
p. 210. Kesson’s recent book, John Lyly and Early Modern Authorship, focuses on
and stresses John Lyly’s importance as an early modern prose writer, beginning
with Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit. He uses sixteenth-century commentary by
William Webbe, Thomas Lodge, Francis Meres, and Ben Jonson to reinforce his
conclusions regarding the importance of Lyly as a prose writer in the period. This
is not a particularly unusual stance, but Kesson is specifically interested, in this
book, in also pointing out not only the importance, but the popularity of Lyly as
a playwright. He supports his contention by discussing the many editions of Lyly’s
plays that appeared during the writer’s lifetime. In fact, many more individual
editions of Lyly’s plays appeared during his lifetime than individual examples of
Shakespeare’s plays appeared during his. See Kesson, John Lyly and Early Modern
Authorship, pp. 1–32, especially p. 4, and pp. 138–74.
13
See Lorna Hutson, The Invention of Suspicion: Law and Mimesis in
Shakespeare and Renaissance Drama. Hutson discusses the connection between
the education of law students and the later Elizabethan drama. Their study of
debate becomes important for an analysis of Lyly’s plays. Additionally, Jeanne
H. McCarthy indicates: “This court drama was often primarily concerned with
debates over themes such as friendship and loyalty or the conflict between love
and war or between love and duty. As an expository drama concerned with the
development of a theme or idea, the children’s version of court drama was allied
to the courtesy books and novella, which also dealt with the performance of the
nobility and the development of character.” Jeanne H. McCarthy, “Elizabeth I’s
‘Picture in Little’: Boy Company Representations of a Queen’s Authority,” Studies
in Philology, p. 450. For the relationship of the drama to the courtesy books, see
chapter 2 of this book.
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Chapter 2

Rulership and the Monarch’s Two Bodies in
Sapho and Phao, Campaspe, and Midas

Hey ho: I know not which way to turne me! Ah, ah! I fainte, I die!
[…] Oh which way shall I lye? What shall I doe? […] Ah! inpacient
disease of loue, and Goddesse of love thrise vnpitifull.
Sapho and Phao, 3.3.1–2, 77–78, 83–84

Flattery?
As indicated in chapter 1, two of the major characteristics of Lylian
court comedy are their focus on debate and the presence to a greater or
lesser degree of a character who either represents or allegorizes Elizabeth
I. Quite a number of debates are dealt with in the court comedies. Some, as
in this chapter, deal with questions of government and politics, and others,
in later chapters, deal with issues of the queen’s virginity and marriageability. A major part of any Lylian debate becomes the issue of whether
or to what degree the action of the debate flatters or does not flatter the
queen. Earlier critics have consistently been working with the assumption
that all representations of the queen are based upon flattery. Later critics,
including myself, have looked at a number of the ways in which the
Elizabeth I character is either not flattered or is placed in such a position
that it is difficult to tell whether she is to be viewed as someone who is to
be worshipped or reviled. What I intend to do in this chapter is to consider Lyly’s first two plays, Campaspe and Sapho and Phao, and one of his
later ones, Midas, because they all deal with issues of rulership and the
Elizabeth/ruler figure is represented as human. My discussion of later plays
in which the Elizabeth figure is represented as a goddess will necessarily
require a different kind of argumentation. Interestingly, though, the first
view of the Elizabeth figure in Sapho and Phao is unusual.
Act 3, scene 3, of John Lyly’s Sapho and Phao presents the play’s
heroine “in her bed” [my emphasis] suffering from “a strange disease” and
lamenting her victimization by the Goddess of Love, as the quotation
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above indicates. At first glance, neither the image of this lovesick heroine
nor her rhetoric seems particularly unusual. The romantic tradition is full
of nubile young virgins restlessly tossing upon solitary sheets or prophesying their imminent demise should their love objects not return their
affections. Consider, for example, Juliet’s “if he [Romeo] be married,/
My grave is like to be my wedding bed” or Helena’s “And I am sick when
I look not on you … I’ll follow thee and make a heaven of hell,/To die upon
the hand I love so well.”1 Sapho’s pining and lovesickness may not seem
unusual when compared to similar excesses in such characters as Juliet or
Helena. What is unusual is to find a visual representation of this kind of
behavior in a character who is considered to be an allegorical representation of the queen of England, especially when the play never presents
a visual representation of the same character within a political situation.
What is also unusual about this play is the role played by Sapho’s
female attendants. In act 1, scene 4, we are presented with a somewhat
humorous discussion by Sapho’s women in which they not only reveal
their close relationships to each other and to Sapho, but also indicate that
men do not play as extensive a role in their thoughts and behaviors as we
would suspect. In fact, we might even suspect that men are really not the
least bit interesting to these women:
I cannot but oftentimes smile to my selfe, to heare men call vs weake
vesselles, when they proue themselues broken hearted, vs fraile,
when their thoughtes cannot hang togeather, studying with words
to flatter, and with bribes to allure, when wee commonly wish their
tongues in their purses, they speake so simply, and their offers in
their bellies, they doe it so peeuishly.
Ismena, 1.4.28–332

This speech by Ismena demonstrates the peripheral role played by men
within this group of women and/or within Sapho’s court. Considering
Sapho as the classical lesbian poet, it is not surprising to see that her private space is that of a lesbian community bound more to each other than to
any ties with men. However, once Sapho becomes enamored of Phao, she
withdraws from this lesbian space and appears to be recuperated within the
realm of heterosexuality. Unusually, though, Sapho is not shown with the
collection of male courtiers as Elizabeth usually is, but only with Cupid,
whom she has completely controlled.
Allegories like this one appear in many of Lyly’s plays and are, for
the most part, not the one-to-one correspondences found in Spencer, but
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more “general” allegories in which foreign or mythological courts represent
the English court.3 The exception to this “general” sense of Lylian allegory
is that each play contains a mythological, often divine, often female figure
who “symbolizes” or “represents” Elizabeth I. Equating the queen in whatever way with a mythological, usually virgin, deity or ruler served to flatter
the most important member of Lyly’s courtly audience. As mentioned
earlier, Sapho and Phao (ca. 1581–84), Campaspe (ca. 1579–84), and
Midas (ca. 1590) are the only plays to represent the Elizabeth figure as
human, and Sapho and Phao the only one to represent her as a woman.
As several critics have shown, these plays can be viewed as means
by which Lyly flattered Elizabeth by attributing to her divine qualities
and representing her as a ruler different from other earthly princes.4
However, Sapho and Phao, concerned as it is with the challenge to Sapho’s
reign because of her love for the handsome boatman Phao, contains at its
center the scene quoted above in which Sapho lies on her bed suffering
from lovesickness. Clearly, such a depiction is a curious inclusion in a play
ostensibly meant to flatter a queen who claimed complete control of her
passions. In fact, David Bevington has stated that “the portrayal of lovesickness is too clinical and disparaging to flatter Elizabeth.”5 Yet, despite
Bevington’s remark, the fact of Sapho’s lovesickness is often glossed over—
or eliminated from—most readings of the play in an attempt to create a
unity between the self-controlled virgin princess of Siracusa in the early
part of the play and the self-controlled earthly goddess of love at the end.6
The character Sapho has traditionally been read as having so conquered
her love passion for Phao that she can replace Venus as the mother/controller of Cupid/Love at the end of the play. Queen becomes divinity, thus
flattering Elizabeth by alluding to her own semi-divinity.
I do not wish to challenge the critical assumption that Lyly intended
to produce, in Sapho and Phao, a text that flattered Elizabeth. I think
he did so intend. I would, however, point out that the text he actually
produced—a work that represented the princess of Siracusa as lovesick for
a handsome ferryman—can be read as calling into serious question both
the political stature and political efficacy of the woman he intended to
flatter. The unflattering picture of Sapho which appears in act 3, scene
3—a tormented victim of the sickness caused by an irrational passion for
Phao—is violently different from both the early picture of her as the monarch in complete control of her emotions, and the final picture of her as a
surrogate mother/controller of Cupid.7 While the critics I have mentioned
previously all agree, as do I, that Lyly’s plays seem to have been designed
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to flatter Elizabeth, it is impossible to escape the picture of Elizabeth in
an unflattering position. Lyly may have been caught within the conflicting
discourses of women, but this is not an excuse for his confused portraits
of Elizabeth.8

Sapho’s Natural and Political Bodies
Traditional modes of describing women—such as the romance—assign
their characters circumscribed roles within the genre. Women were written
into those discourses as characters whose lives and passions were both controlled and defined by their relationship to various men: fathers, brothers,
lovers, husbands, etc. No traditional language existed for presenting a
woman in any sort of political context. In fact, the lack of such modes
of describing women meant that Queen Elizabeth herself had literally to
write her own text of rule or be subsumed within existing discourse(s) that
had a place for her rarely as a “subject,” usually as an “object,” though never
as a ruler. It is not surprising, then, that Lyly’s text of Sapho and Phao is
discontinuous. What is surprising is that critics have persisted in reading
over the text’s discontinuities to see the play as a discourse of flattery.
Lyly’s Sapho is similarly portrayed as a female ruler whose success
also depends upon the uniting of her natural and political bodies into a
virginal icon. Although Sapho does not appear as a character until act 2,
scene 2, she is described in act 1 in both her natural and political bodies,
as both woman and ruler. The first description of Sapho, given by Venus
and Cupid, is essentially of her body natural, since it focuses upon her
affections in terms of the private emotion love, though it also implies the
force of her personality. The goddess Venus, angry at Sapho’s refusal to
submit to love, vows to “yoke the necke, that yet neuer bowed” (1.1.32–
33). Cupid, however, appears less sure of the outcome of such an action
and reveals that “they say [Sapho] hath her thoughts in a string, that she
conquers affections, and sendeth loue vp and downe vpon arrandes” (39–
41). Sapho is shown to be in such complete control of her body natural
that her mortal’s autonomy challenges that of the two deities and leads to
Venus’s plot to have her submit to love.
Sapho is next described in her body politic by the courtier Trachinus.
She is “faire y nature, by birth royall, learned by education, by government
politike, rich by peace; insomuch as it is hard to iudge, whether she be
more beautifull or wise, virtuous or fortunate” (1.2.7–10). By means of
birth, education, and governance, Sapho is regarded as a woman ruler
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who is seen as “nature’s miracle” (38) and “without comparison” (51–52).
Thus Sapho, because of her personal and political virtue, and because she
is shown to live a life from which love is divorced, has been “read” as an
allegory of Elizabeth I, a woman who, by uniting her bodies natural and
politic through effectually putting her “thoughts in a string,” developed a
successful strategy of rule that countered prevailing uneasiness regarding
a woman ruler.
Act 1 certainly presents the audience with an idealized, flattering portrait of a woman ruler. But the curious thing about it is that, as a portrait, it is
completely verbalized, never shown. Venus, Cupid, and Trachinus give their
own descriptions of Sapho that, together, serve to present the “complete”
picture of the woman ruler. Though we “see” those bodies natural and politic, we never see the actual Sapho herself. Her first entrance is in the brief act
2, scene 2, where she meets the ferryman, Phao. This meeting serves, in many
ways, to shatter the previous image of Sapho as a ruler. The princess’s first two
speeches are more appropriate to a romantic heroine than to a ruler: “What
faire boy is that? […] I have seldome seene a sweeter face. Be all Ferrie men
of that fairnesse?” (2.2.4, 9–10). In fact, only one speech—“Wilt thou forsake the ferrie, and followe the court as a Page?” (28–29)—even begins to be
“political,” though the impetus for it is clearly amatory.
Although Phao may bewail his fate and Sapho’s courtiers and ladies
question the state of her health, the princess of Siracusa is not shown again
until act 3, scene 3, when her lovesick body natural is placed directly before
the audience’s gaze.9 In order to truly realize the extent of the uneasiness
that may be generated by this scene, it is necessary to consider not only
the lovesickness it presents, but also the cause of that sickness. Angered by
Sapho’s self-control, Venus vengefully inspires her with love for Phao, now
made beautiful through the goddess’s intervention.10
Thus Sapho, the woman ruler, is represented not only as being in
love, but also as being in love with a man much below her in degree whom
she is forced— by virtue of her own superior position and contrary to social
custom—to “court.”11 While the picture of Sapho as suddenly slave to her
body natural and its passions clearly calls into question the woman ruler’s
ability ultimately to keep her “thoughts in a string” and take appropriate
and politic action, it also raises the question of how a woman can rule a
country if she is to be subject—whether actually, or even emotionally—to
a lover/husband. One barely suppressed anxiety, then, in Sapho and Phao
is that if Sapho were to marry, the realm would stand in danger of being
ruled by the queen’s husband and not the politically astute woman herself.
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This fear is intensified by Lyly’s presentation of the princess of Siracusa’s
love object as a commoner vastly beneath her in degree.
The princess of Siracusa finally concedes the irreconcilability of her
positions as lover and ruler of Phao: “If hee yeelde then shal I shame to
embrace one so meane: if not, die, because I cannot embrace one so meane.
Thus doe I finde no meane” (41.15–17). In bringing up the idea of the
“mean,” the character Sapho calls attention to the conflict between reason
and emotion for control of one’s “being.” The necessity of seeking a “mean”
between the two contestatory and extreme states is the subject of Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics and a basic concept of humanist education. While
Sapho’s desire to achieve a mean in her affection for Phao is completely
understandable, her discussion of the topic becomes extremely problematical. Men were capable of achieving the mean since they were beings
composed of both reason and emotion. Their task, facilitated by humanist
education, was to achieve an equal agreement between two powerful forces.
For a woman, who was composed—many believed—exclusively of emotion,
achieving the mean was virtually impossible, since women’s beings contain
little reason with which to do so. And, in fact, Sapho never does achieve the
mean. Cast into love by Venus, Sapho is relieved of her passion for Phao not
through her own agency, but through the intervention of the same goddess.
Thus Sapho, the ruler who in act 1 had—Elizabeth-like—united her natural
and political bodies into a paragon of nature, is shown as incapable, ultimately, of controlling her womanish/irrational emotions. This is presented
visually by Sapho taking control of and holding the boy Cupid; thus she
would seem to represent the Virgin Mary and the child Jesus, a reference
to a Catholic image already removed from Anglican churches. Thus Sapho’s
representation as a deposed religious icon can also suggest the problem of
Elizabeth’s position as powerful woman within England. Suggesting she
draws her power from a Roman Catholic icon would cast doubt upon
her own political power, especially since Catholic icons had already been
removed from Anglican churches and replaced with Elizabeth’s motto,
Semper eadem. Thus, while the end of this play seems to make a specific
comment regarding Sapho/Elizabeth’s ability to control love and the body
natural, there is still the underlying fear that neither character nor virgin
queen really can completely control her body natural.
In contrast to this literary example, however, the historical Elizabeth
I was able successfully to use courtship negotiations to gain the political
advantages of marriage without losing her personal autonomy (see note 36
in chapter 1 for further details). Elizabeth’s caginess and political acumen
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thus call attention to the difference between her handling of her own
marriage negotiations and Sapho’s handling of hers.

Theories of Rulership and Alexander as Ruler
The lack of a coherent discourse of female rule for Lyly to draw upon in
creating his character Sapho exists simultaneously with a rich and varied
discourse for exploring the nature of male rule, the resources from which
Lyly could and did draw in fashioning his ruler Alexander of Campaspe.12
While the latter half of the sixteenth century produced texts of practical
politics, such as Knox’s and Aylmer’s, the early part of the century explored
the nature of kingship in a more theoretical way. Courtesy books, such
as Baldessare Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano (1528), reproduced a specifically
humanist discourse of rulership—one that attempted to define the nature
of kingship in terms of an “ideal” sovereign who effectually practiced “right
rule.”13 In order to rule successfully, the monarch should possess
justice … because she teaches us to do what we ought to do …
and, without her, … Jove himself could not rule his kingdom well.
Magnanimity also follows upon these and makes them all greater. …
Then the guide of these virtues is prudence which consists of a certain judgment in choosing well. And linked into this happy chain
are also a liberality, magnificence, desire for honor, gentleness,
pleasantness, affability, and many other virtues that there is not
time to name.14

Embedded within this conception of the right ruler as guardian of the
virtues listed above is the notion that he is able to exercise them correctly
because of his own self-control.15 This power comes about through the
ruler’s achieving the “golden mean,” or Aristotelian “median,” between the
conflicting claims of reason and emotions in his being:
[W]e see that an expert in any field avoids excess and deficiency, but
seeks the median and chooses it … and if virtue, like nature, is more
precise and better than any art, we must conclude that virtue aims
at the median. … Thus we can experience fear, confidence, desire,
anger, pity, and generally any kind of pleasure and pain either too
much or too little, and in either case not properly. But to experience all this at the right time, toward the right objects, toward the
right people, for the right reason, and in the right manner—that is
the median and the best course, the course that is a mark of virtue.16
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The importance of the “mean”—or “temperance”—to humanist discourse
is demonstrated in Il Cortegiano, where Castiglione indicates that,
like a good prince in time of civil war, temperance destroys her
seditious enemies within, and gives to reason the scepter and entire
dominion. … [T]emperance brings under the sway of reason that
which is perverse in our passions and which stands against what is
right.17

In further exploring the humanist concept of the right ruler,
Castiglione draws upon the Renaissance myth of Alexander the Great
as an example of the ideal enlightened monarch. This tradition, as
Castiglione records it, presented Alexander as a man of fame and noble
deeds,18 a man of letters who venerated Homer and kept a copy of The Iliad
by his bed,19 and a man who studied philosophy with the best teachers,
such as Aristotle.20 He was a great commander,21 who nevertheless wept
as a child because he feared his father would leave him no worlds to conquer.22 In fact, Castiglione also cites him as an ideal ruler in his conquest
of other lands:
[B]y his victories Alexander did good to those whom he overcame,
having taught so many good customs to these barbarous peoples
whom he conquered. … He built so many fine cities in lands that
were sparsely populated, introducing there a decent way of life,
and, as it were, uniting Asia and Europe by the bond of friendship
and holy laws so that those who were conquered by him were happier than the others.23

And he was even revered as an example of continence for refusing to treat
the injured Darius’s wives as spoils of war.24 Thus the mythical Alexander
became something of a humanist ideal, a man who was successful both
as a general and as a ruler. To be clear, then, the sixteenth-century myth
of Alexander rests upon the Aristotelian concept of the temperate right
ruler, self-controlled by his own knowledge of the importance of managing the mean—of regulating his emotions. Given this myth to draw
upon, it is not surprising that Lyly was able to utilize it in a play that
clearly tried to flatter Elizabeth I.25 In Campaspe, the difficulty of trying
to present a woman ruler within the discourse of power usually reserved
for men did not exist. Alexander, as a male character, is not an anomalous
ruler and, therefore, fits easily into the various early modern discourses of
power and rulership.
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Campaspe, as Joel B. Altman and others have documented, comes
directly out of the humanist tradition going back to Henry Medwall and
John Heywood, of drama as debate that achieves closure.26 Although
critics have been divided as to the exact subject of debate displayed, it
is generally viewed as one that explores the nature of kingship and how
it relates to Alexander’s personal experience of love.27 This dichotomy
between the character Alexander as a ruler exploring the nature of rule and
a lover exploring the nature of love becomes essentially a conflict between
the body politic of the ruler and his body natural. In order for Alexander
to come to any conclusion between these two contestatory states, he must
negotiate between his body politic and his body natural in an attempt to
achieve a “temperate” resolution to the conflict. How Alexander prevails—
in contrast to the character Sapho—will help to explain why Campaspe
succeeds as an instrument of flattery and Sapho and Phao fails.
Alexander is initially presented as a conqueror who wishes to
become a ruler. He does so by appealing to all the philosophers in his
realm—Plato, Aristotle, Cleanthes, Anaxarchus, Crates, and Chrysippus, a
collection that marvelously defies chronology—for their help in the task.28
Through the ruler’s dialogues with philosophers, we see a character who is
serious about his position and desirous of collecting the best advice he can
to rule as best he may. Alexander in his body politic, then, represents an
intelligent monarch whose intellectual questioning within the basic philosophical traditions of his culture bodes well for his realm.
The conflict in this ruler’s character occurs when he is confronted
with his love for the captive woman Campaspe. The love of Campaspe
is part of the myth of Alexander and is also found in Il Cortegiano.29
As constructed in Lyly’s discourse, Alexander reveals his passion for
Campaspe to his friend Hephestion: “I loue, Hephestion [emphasis in original], I loue! I loue Campaspe, a thing farre vnfit for a Macedonian, for a
king, for Alexander” (2.2.20–21). When Hephestion argues how ignoble
and intemperate it is for the conqueror of Thebes to “become the subiect
of Campaspe, the captiue of Thebes” (2.2.31–32), Alexander defends the
extent of his passion by indicating that, “in a great prince,” the
passions and thoughts do so far exceede others in extremitie, as
their callings doe in Maiestie. … [N]one can conceive the torments
of a king, vnlesse hee be a king, whose desires are not inferior to
their dignities. And then judge Hephestion if the agonies of loue
be dangerous in a subiect, whether they be not more than deadly
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vnto Alexander, whose deep and not to be conceiued sighes, cleaue
the hart in shiuers. … Come then Hephestion, with arguments to
seeke to refel [sic] that, with which their deitie Gods cannot resist;
& let this suffice to aunswere thee, that it is a king that loueth and
Alexander, whose affection[n]s are not to be measured by reason,
being immortall, nor I feare me to be borne, being intollerable.
2.2.81–82, 83–88, 89–93

I would like to look at this speech in terms of two things: how it
relates to Alexander’s bodies natural and politic; and how it relates to
Sapho’s lovesick speech in act 3, scene 3, of Sapho and Phao. If we assume
that successful rule involves the temperate uniting of the body natural and
the body politic of the potential ruler, we are presented with an interesting
picture of Alexander’s bodies natural and politic in the above speech.
Although Alexander acknowledges that his love for Campaspe is “unfit”
and that love itself is beyond reason, he indicates that his exalted position
as ruler makes his passion stronger, exceeding that of ordinary men.30
Thus he essentially declares his passion to be “kingly” and seems to suggest
that the affection he bears for Campaspe in his body natural is appropriate
to his body politic. While this character’s attitude toward himself and
love will change in the course of the play, it must be acknowledged that,
compared to Sapho’s, Alexander’s passion is kingly. This character is shown
calmly and rationally to explain his irrational passion to his friend while,
presumably, clothed and standing upright. The rhetoric of this declaration, unlike Sapho’s, is free of wild exclamations and tortured repinings.
Nor is he represented as writhing indecorously upon hot sheets in a posture unfit for a ruler. His royal body is never compromised nor indecorously displayed in the way that Sapho’s body is. Although there may
be questions as to the mental or rational appropriateness of Alexander’s
passion, there is never any question about the appropriate presentation of
the male ruler’s body.
Alexander’s resolution of this problem is grounded in the character’s
dedication to the humanist concept of temperance. Intrinsic to that concept is the notion that all men—and especially gifted rulers—have the
rational means to exercise such self-control over their emotions that they
achieve a median state. And in his presentation as an ideal and right ruler
who strives to exercise power and appropriate command over his subjects,
Alexander is shown to exercise self-command as well. By exploring his
concepts of rulership, Alexander has tried to command all that has come
into his orbit: the appropriateness of Diogenes’s thoughts, the rules of
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painting, and Campaspe’s love for him in coming to understand the nature
of right rulership. The character is shown to discover that, while he may
appropriately command his subjects Apelles and Campaspe, he can neither
command the rules of art the one practices, nor the affections both feel.
While taking a tour through Apelles’s studio, Alexander views the
painter’s work, which consists primarily of pictures of women being raped
by the gods. This scene can be read simply as a misogynistic representation of any number of paintings, whether completed in Alexander’s time
or Elizabeth I’s. Men raping women is simply an example of the extremist
form of commodification of the female sex. Curiously, though, Alexander
makes no specific mention of the concerns these paintings might engender,
especially in a man who is looking at such paintings while in the company
of the woman he loves. I want to further consider the role played by these
paintings of rape. The character Campaspe, as a captive, is certainly aware
that, under ordinary circumstances, she would be as vulnerable to rape
as any of the women in the paintings. But beyond the almost despicable
juxtaposition of the proud ruler and the victimized conquered woman, we
can look at this scene in yet another way. If the Alexander character, who
represents Elizabeth, can ignore the state of the raped women, how would a
female ruler, such as Elizabeth I, react to the same paintings? Pictures that
represent Jove raping Europa, Danae, etc. could image the various kinds of
power that a male ruler has over his female subjects and possibly even allegorically over his male subjects. Yet, were that ruler female, she would be
reacting to the paintings from the position of being potentially the victim.
There is no image in Apelles’s workshop of a woman who exercises supreme
power over a man, whether sexual or political. There was just no place for
this in Lyly’s world.
Thus we have an example of the problems inherent in humanist
thought. While this philosophy may extol the abilities of individual men
to make intelligent or temperate decisions about their living situations,
it also points out the fact that there really are no roles for women within
this philosophy.31 Upon realizing the limits of his regal power, Alexander
discovers his own relation to love: “I perceiue Alexander cannot subdue
the affections of men, though he co[n]quer their countries. Loue falleth
like the dew aswel vpon the low grasse, as vpon the high Caeder. …
Thou shalt see that Alexander maketh but a toye of loue, and leadeth
affection in fetters” (5.4.127–30, 132–33). Once he has decided to make
a “toye” of love and fetter his own affections, Alexander can achieve
the meeting between his rational and emotional selves. He is shown to
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discover that love can be commanded, but only one’s own love and only
by self-command.
The difference between Alexander and Sapho as ruler-characters
can also be seen in their use of the word “toye” to define “love.” By naming
love a “toye,” Alexander places it beneath his royal contempt. As adults
put aside toys, so too should rulers put aside the “toyes” of their less noble
subjects to concentrate on the important aspects of their reign. In contrast, Sapho—once she has gained control of Cupid—desires love as “a
toy made for ladies, and I will keep it only for ladies” (5.2.35–36). Thus
Alexander’s rejection of love establishes him as a character who opts for
the mean through the right reason necessary to rule successfully. Sapho’s
acceptance of love, in contrast, distances her both from reason and the
mean, calls for further attention to the emotional nature of “ladies,” and
allies her even more strongly with the discourse of romance. Her decision reinforces the notion that all women are willing slaves of love—even
though they may claim to control it—and willing participants in the discourse in which their culture writes them. Sapho’s ruling, as imagined in
the play, becomes simply a rule over women and love not a rule (a reign)
over a country containing male and female subjects.
Ultimately, the ruler in Alexander has subjected the desires of his
body natural to the needs and duties of his body politic. In thus making his
body natural serve his body politic, the character Alexander is presented as
being like Elizabeth I, who—in her strategy as Virgin Queen—also caused
her body natural to be subservient to a body politic. In this way, Alexander
can be seen to flatter Elizabeth I by showing that, through temperance,
the true practitioner of right rule can easily control the stirrings of the
heart and subject them to the desires of the realm.32 Although a monarch
may love and love greatly—like a god, in fact—s/he can also easily fetter
the affections so that the “toye” love will not disrupt policy or confidence.
Likening Elizabeth to the mythic Alexander the Great flatters her because
it makes her part of the humanist discourse of right rulership guided by
temperance, self-control, and magnanimity.
The resolution of Campaspe as a work of flattery differs greatly from
Sapho and Phao. While Alexander’s power increases through the course of
the play, Sapho seems to lose her political power by degrees, and, in fact, the
final image of the princess of Siracusa is very different from the initial one.
The detached and educated virgin is now presented as a more comforting
mother figure with her surrogate son, Cupid, in her lap. Having control
of Cupid—love itself—she becomes “the Goddess of affections” (5.2.64)
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who no longer rules man—that is, “citizens”—but “the fancies of men, and
lead[s] Venus in chaines like a captiue” (66–67). Even though she may style
herself a “Goddess,” it is clear that something odd has happened to Sapho’s
power. Her sovereign power over her realm seems to have diminished to
a power only over love. She has gone from a “Virgin Queen” ruling actual
subjects in an earthly realm to an earthly goddess whose only sway is over
men’s affections.

Midas and Rulership
Lyly’s third play exploring questions of human rulership was Midas, printed
in 1592 though composed perhaps as early as 1586. It shares some similarities with Campaspe and Sapho and Phao, though it differs from them
in many respects. While the two earlier plays were concerned with the
question of whether and to what degree the monarch negotiated between
his/her natural and political bodies, this kind of negotiation seems to be
absent in Midas. Midas’s actions seem to involve primarily his body natural in his personal desire for gold and his personal incapacity to choose
between Apollo and Pan as musicians.33 In this sense, though, as Stephen
Hilliard indicates in his article,34 Midas more closely resembles an analysis
of tyranny or an examination of how a monarch does or does not use temperance or the golden mean to frame his rule. In his discussion, Hilliard
points out that the king of Phrygia is either a tyrannical ruler or a fool,
who takes the word of untrustworthy advisors.35 He is more interested in
obtaining gold for his personal use than in gaining honor for his country
and his people. While Hilliard, like other scholars, indicates that Midas
might be seen as an allegory of Philip II of Spain, he points out that one
of Midas’s tyrannical actions is to send out sea rovers to attack shipping.36
Hilliard indicates that Midas is more an example of tyranny than an allegory of Philip II, just as Elizabeth is usually an allegory of chastity: “Midas
is more intelligible if it is seen as a straightforward anatomy of tyranny
than as a dark conceit of Philip’s aggression.”37 Again, this is an example of
how Lyly scholars have difficulty making distinctions between individual
characters as allegorical references to people or concepts versus images or
representations of those characteristics. For example, what is at stake in
saying that the character Midas represents tyranny versus saying Midas is
an allegory of the tyrant Philip II? This debate in itself sets Midas off from
Campaspe and Sapho and Phao and makes it necessary to consider the later
play in terms of the public and private body of the monarch.
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The initial problem Midas is faced with is deciding which gift to
request from Bacchus. In discussing the possibilities, he is dubiously aided
by his courtiers. One suggests that gold would be an appropriate gift
because one can always use it to buy a fleet of warships with which to conquer one’s neighbors. Another suggests that gold is useful for purchasing
the affections or simply the physical body of any woman one desires,
such as the Celia named here. The fact that Midas needs gold to bribe his
courtiers and get them to do what he wishes points out how corrupt they
are, a situation reinforced by his daughter Sophronia: “I wish not your [the
courtiers’] bodies banisht, but your mindes, that my father and your king,
may be our honor, and the worlds wonder” (2.1.105–7). The king does,
however, agree that gold makes sense for the support of conquest and so
requests the golden touch.
Hilliard reminds us that the specific actions of a monarch should not
only control his courtiers, but provide an example of the proper way for a
monarch to interact with his advisors and his citizens.38 Sophronia’s condemnation of the courtiers and their disturbing advice points out just how
incapable Midas is of acting as an honest ruler or controlling his corrupt
court. It is not so important whether the courtiers or Midas are initially
responsible for the king’s behavior, but the mere fact that the monarch
continues unchecked in his disregard for his kingdom casts a shadow not
only upon his rulership but upon the advice he receives. This can be seen in
Midas’s remark that “I haue written my lawes in blood, and made my Gods
of golde” (3.1.28). This leads Hilliard to state that Midas is, of course, primarily a play about tyranny.39 The only person who remains uncorrupted
by this situation is Midas’s daughter, the epitome as well as an allegory of
wisdom.40 As Sophronia presents the only wisdom and temperance within
the play, Hilliard notes that the excess of Midas calls to mind the temperance and lack of corruption of Lyly’s queen.41
The use of these two myths of Midas can easily be seen to demean
Lyly’s monarch. Act 1 shows a monarch greedy for all that gold can
buy him:
Come my Lords, I wil with golde paue my court, and deck with
gold my turrets, these petty ilands neer to Phrygia shal totter, and
other kingdoms be turned topsie turuie: I wil command both the
affections of men, and the fortunes. Chastitie wil growe cheape
where gold is not thought deere. … Thus shal Mydas be monarch of
the world, the darer of fortune, the commander of loue.
1.1.110–17
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This speech not only shows Midas’s obsessive desire for gold, but also
indicates what he plans to use it for. Like the monarch Alexander,
Midas plans to conquer worlds of many kinds. He also plans to buy
the affections of women— or simply their sexual favors— as well as
the obedience of his courtiers. Only vaguely can this request be seen
to affect Midas’s political body. Like Alexander, Midas clearly has conquest in mind, though, unlike Alexander, he is uninterested in bettering
the condition of those he conquers. The other two uses of gold are
simply personal: controlling courtiers or women. That everything
Midas touches turns to gold points out the extremity of his choice as
well as his lack of temperance in even considering it. However, I think
there is another way to look at this section of the play, especially when
we consider how the supposed allegory of the play is presented. I will
further consider this aspect of the play in chapter 6, specifically in terms
of how Lyly presents economic aspects of the state of England in many
of his entertainments for the queen.

Midas and the Music Contest
The second part of the story of Midas involves his judging the music contest
between Apollo and Pan. On the surface, there seems to be no references
at all to monarchy or right rulership, though the lack of temperance may
play a role in Midas’s unfortunate decision. He accidentally comes upon a
music contest between the two gods, to be judged by a collection of forest
nymphs. Midas is flattered into accepting a role as judge, even though
it is clear that his musical talents are negligible. While it would be hard
to determine how “heavenly” any human musician’s talents may be, it is
obvious that the choice of instruments, lute for Apollo and pan pipes for
Pan, would suggest some kind of hierarchy. The nymphs choose Apollo
as the better musician while Midas claims that Pan, with his rustic dance
tunes, is superior. The king may have a tin ear, but he even lacks the diplomacy to be able to figure out who should have won the contest. In voting
completely for Pan, Midas again shows his lack of temperance and his
desire to choose the extreme of any options he is offered. Unfortunately,
Apollo is incensed and rewards Midas with asses’ ears.
This part of the Midas myth seems to be in no way connected with
Philip II of Spain. The question then remains as to why it is there and to
whom it is connected. Although the suggestion may seem to be outrageous, I would suggest that the Midas portrayed in this part of the play may
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very well refer to Elizabeth I. If we consider the character Sapho in Sapho
and Phao, we can see how difficult it seems to be for her to reconcile her
body natural’s desires with the claims of her body politic. Women rulers
were still an anomaly, and it is easier to explain the deeds and choices of a
male monarch such as Alexander. So, while it is completely unflattering,
this view of Elizabeth I with asses’ ears could serve to point out what many
might feel to be the innate monstrousness of her anomalous position at
court. It is only finally by praying to the god Apollo at his Oracle at Delphi
that Midas is able to lose his ears, and they fall off only once his daughter
convinces him to humbly accept the dictates of the god. That wisdom
(Sophronia) has a positive effect upon Midas would certainly demonstrate
the king’s humility and reconciliation with the powers that be, but this is
still an unusual situation for any monarch. If the allegory of Midas as Philip
II were to continue to the end of the play, then we need to wonder what
the allegorical significance of the ears would be, and how Philip would be
induced to humbly beg for their removal. If the Sophronia character is to
represent Elizabeth I, then why would a wise queen of England be giving
such advice to her realm’s enemy? The only way that I can see for these
characters to make some sort of sense within the allegory of the play is to
look at the character Midas in the second half as representing Elizabeth, a
woman not quite up to the task of ruling, a woman who needs pure wisdom
as advice, and a woman who visually represents the monstrous qualities of
Knox’s “Regiment” when she tries to act outside the constrained role of
women in the early modern sex/gender system.

Women and the Discourse of Rulership
Perhaps it can be argued that since the final view of Sapho is as a goddess—
albeit an earthly one—the play achieves its ostensible goal as an instrument of flattery,42 but I think that such a reading eliminates consideration
of various contradictions, such as the especially bad picture of Sapho as a
powerless, lovesick girl, sitting (or lying) at the center of the play. What
I see is a play that presents a deep-seated uneasiness with the question of
female rule. Turning Sapho into a goddess removes her from the sphere of
daily affairs and realpolitik, where the person of the female sovereign can
represent a threat to existing patriarchal notions of rulership. This strategy
also eliminates serious consideration of the problems surrounding the
woman ruler’s consort: whether she should have one; how he should be
chosen; and what should be his degree.
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Sapho and Phao may seem to be about flattery, but, in fact, it
subverts flattery. Rather than validating Elizabeth as an astute practitioner of realpolitik, or actively confronting the difficult question of how
a woman ruler could be thoroughly accepted within a patriarchal social
structure, the play presents two images of a virginal princess that purportedly flatter the woman on the English throne. The self-controlled ruler of
act 1, whom we never see engaged in the act of ruling, is transformed into
a goddess whom we are supposed to accept as greater than an earthly ruler.
The image of Sapho as conqueror of love may be impressive, but it is based
on meanness and traditional iconography. Sapho is glad to take over as
Cupid’s mother so that she “may be even” (5.2.7) with Venus. The image
of her as “mother” is also in direct contrast to Elizabeth’s favorite icon of
“Virgin” queen. True, Elizabeth played on the power her own image as
Virgin Queen had to call to mind the much more powerful image of Mary
as virgin mother,43 but to be mother of Cupid is quite different from being
mother of Christ. Also, when Elizabeth referred to herself as mother it was
as a mother to England or mother to her subjects—again, a more political
image than being mother to Cupid. Further, to set Sapho up as a goddess
of love is again to call attention to her traditional female emotional nature.
The curious thing about Sapho and Phao is that a discourse consciously intended to flatter the queen of England unconsciously becomes
a discourse questioning the monarch herself and the very nature of female
rule. I suggest that the reasons for this occurrence can be located within
the conflicting gender ideologies, the anomaly of Elizabeth’s reign, and
Lyly’s impetus to flattery as a court entertainer. Until Mary Tudor came to
the throne, early modern texts never seriously considered either the possibility or the nature of female rule. Literary texts allowed only for the
exploration of the political nature of male rule in the genres of history
and tragedy. And specifically political texts supported the convention of
male rule while never really considering the possibility of a female sovereign. Thus the only language available for writing of woman was one that
considered her as a being who was “subject to” rather than “ruler over” men.
Even those few texts that contained female “rulers” were usually romances
whose circumscribed generic codes focused on women characters primarily
as love objects. In fact, it was this absence of discourse about women as
rulers that caused such problems when Elizabeth I came to the throne.
In addition to having to write the text of her own rule, Elizabeth also had
to create a language for dealing with her anomalous situation as a female
ruler, a language that acknowledged her political power and her innate
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ability to rule over all citizens while also acknowledging her own female
nature. Elizabeth’s discourse was successful in accomplishing this purpose,
but it clearly caused uneasiness, for it was a discourse that, of necessity,
spoke of a woman in terms previously applied only to men.
In writing a play to flatter his female sovereign, Lyly was confronted
with the difficulty of trying to represent an admittedly anomalous woman.
Existing literary codes presented him with conventions for representing
ordinary women or male rulers. The successful flattery achieved in
Campaspe shows how easy it was to flatter a ruler who was, at least, imaged
as a male. But short of creating a completely new genre, Lyly had to fall
back on existing genres, and tried to modify them to serve his unusual
purpose in Sapho and Phao. This play represents an attempt to use the
romance’s language of female flattery to praise a female sovereign. The
attempt failed. Its failure seems to me to lie in the fact that the romance
tradition carries encoded within it a specific text of “irrational” women
as slave to or victim of love. The mere use of such a convention served to
cast its heroine into the role of victim. The character of Sapho may have
been modified to represent some sort of challenge to love, but codes of
the discourse necessarily prevent her from transcending its conventions.
Lyly’s understandable reliance on the romance tradition to write a text
of woman had no chance but to be contradictory to the discourse that
Elizabeth wrote to define her own nature as female ruler. I do not believe
that Lyly intended to undermine Elizabeth’s authority in his production
of Sapho and Phao, since he clearly did not seek this effect in Campaspe.
I see him as basically a confused product of his own culture: confused
regarding its conflicting gender ideologies, its traditional genre ideologies, and its monarch’s vigorous rewriting of the discourse about women.
Consequently, what Lyly produced as an instrument of flattery is a very
conservative play that validates and reifies his queen within the irrational
sphere of romance while, ironically, casting grave doubt upon her within
her actual sphere of government.
NOTES
1

William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet (1.5.131–32) and A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (2.1.213; 243–44), in the Norton Edition. All further references to
Shakespeare will be to the edition on the works cited list.
2
Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly: Eros and Eliza, pp. 73–74, focuses
upon the lesbian atmosphere among Sapho’s ladies, suggesting that the queen is
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similarly inclined. He interestingly suggests that Sapho’s ladies take Cupid’s arrows
(5.2.94–96, 100) to use as dildos. Despite their potential sharpness, they appear to
be able to provide Sapho’s women with enough “real” pleasure to cheer up their lesbian existence. As I indicate in chapter 4 as regards the marriage of Gallathea and
Phillida in Gallathea, men—whether characters or critics—seem to feel that lesbian pleasure is severely unpleasurable without the addition of a substitute penis.
3
Lester A. Beaurline, Jonson and Elizabethan Comedy: Essays in Dramatic
Rhetoric, p. 70, feels that the plays are more “allusions” to specific events than “allegories” of them. Felix E. Schelling, Elizabethan Playwrights, p. 54, indicates that
“the distinct Lylyan contribution to English comedy is the politico-allegorical
drama, which touches, in the personages presented and in the relations of the
fable, upon certain contemporary events, or rumors of events, and turns them to a
deft and telling flattery of the queen.”
4
John Dover Wilson, John Lyly, pp. 103–4, states that Lyly uses allegory to
flatter the queen; David M. Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth: Royal
flattery in Campaspe and Sapho and Phao,” Renaissance Papers, p. 67, indicates
that the playwright’s “courtly intent [was] to extol Elizabeth as exemplar of man’s
highest pursuit toward the divine”; and Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind, p. 197,
sees Lyly’s plays as, “in one sense, emasculated ‘problem plays’, destined to flatter
the Queen and her court by rehearsing for them the topoi that constituted the basic
education of those who made their lives at the center of power.” The following
critics have indicated a connection between Elizabeth I and Sapho: Wilson, John
Lyly, p. 105; G. Wilson Knight, “Lyly,” Review of English Studies, p. 161; Bernard
F. Huppe, “Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court Comedies,” Journal of English Literary
History, p. 102; Frederick S. Boas, Queen Elizabeth in Drama, and Related Studies,
p. 20; Marion Jones, “The Court and the Dramatists,” Elizabethan Theater, p. 178;
Hunter, John Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier, p. 173; Sallie Bond, “John Lyly’s
Endimion,” in Studies in English Literature 1500–1900, p. 189; and Beaurline,
Jonson and Elizabethan Comedy, p. 71. A connection between Elizabeth and
Alexander (in Campaspe) is indicated by: Wilson, John Lyly, p. 101; Huppe,
“Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court Comedies,” p. 38; Bevington, “John Lyly and
Queen Elizabeth,” p. 57; and Sybil Truchet, “Campaspe: A Brave New World?,”
Cahiers Élisabéthains, p. 26.
5
Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth,” pp. 64–65. He further states
that “love’s tyranny is unflattering, as it was for Alexander [in Campaspe]. At the
extremes of her passion, Sapho is quite desperate for Phao” (p. 64).
6
The following critics, while often pointing out the inappropriateness of a
desperate passion in a character meant to be read as an “allegory” for the queen of
England, explore neither the further implications of these unflattering references
for Sapho or Alexander (in Campaspe) nor the differences between the references
as applied to either character. Huppe, in “Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court
Comedies,” p. 98, for example, while agreeing that the queen “might be disturbed
at seeing herself pictured as sick and distempered through her love for a discredited
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suitor,” feels that the play is “an even more direct compliment in picturing a poetic,
learned queen’s conquest over love for a beautiful commoner.” John Houppert,
John Lyly, p. 71, observes many unflattering references to Sapho and Alexander
that, he claims, could not be part of an allegory. Beaurline, Jonson and Elizabethan
Comedy, p. 68, sees Lyly’s plays as being composed of “ambiguous situations” that
“show the indignity or embarrassment of some figure of great power under the
sway of irresponsible love.” And Truchet, “Campaspe: A Brave New World?,” p. 20,
sees Alexander’s love for Campaspe as showing him “to be incapable of following
his own rules or obeying his own reason.” Leah S. Marcus, “Shakespeare’s Comic
Heroines, Elizabeth I, and the Political Uses of Androgyny,” in Women in the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance: Literary and Historical Perspectives, edited by
Mary Beth Rose, indicates that Elizabeth I never referred to herself as a “princess”
in her royal proclamations. She used “princess” as a term of disparagement to refer
to Mary Stuart. Thus, the possibility exists that Lyly could have chosen to also use
“princess” as a derogatory term. My purpose in this chapter is to show that, despite an initial similarity in Sapho and Alexander’s passions, the ultimate effect of
the characters’ emotions on the question of flattery is quite different in each play.
7
It has been pointed out to me that in Shakespeare’s plays, some male
characters— Orlando in As You Like It—as well as some male and female rulers—
Orsino in Twelfth Night, Navarre in Love’s Labour’s Lost, and Cleopatra in Antony
and Cleopatra—exhibit various symptoms of lovesickness. This is, of course, true,
but in no circumstances do these characters conceive an inappropriate passion for
anyone below them in degree, much less a commoner. In fact, it might even be
argued that Orlando and Cleopatra love somewhat above themselves in degree.
Also, in no case is the lovesickness shown to hinder the efficacy of the rulercharacter. In fact, unlike Sapho, Cleopatra manages to use her passions and sexuality as political tools to unite her bodies natural and politic to rule successfully.
See my article “ ‘As I am Egypt’s Queen’: Cleopatra, Elizabeth I, and the Female
Body Politic,” Assays, for a more detailed development of the latter idea. It is also
important to remember, though, that although male characters are, at times,
described according to the discourse of romance, unlike female characters, male
ones can easily be described simultaneously in other discourses as well.
8
In using the term “discourse,” I refer to Paul Brown’s “ ‘This Thing of
Darkness I Acknowledge Mine’: The Tempest and the Discourse of Colonialism,”
in Political Shakespeare: New Essays in Cultural Materialism, edited by Jonathan
Dollimore and Alan Sinfield, p. 69n3, explication of the term: “By ‘discourse’
I refer to a domain or field of linguistic strategies operating within a particular
area of social practice to effect knowledge and pleasure, being produced by and
reproducing or reworking power relations between classes, genders, and cultures.”
9
Act 1 and Act 2 show Sapho existing in a very lesbian world in which her
ladies-in-waiting have more access to her than her courtiers. This is obviously a
problem that all women rulers face, because there are times when the ruler would
not wish to admit male counselors into her private chambers. This picture of Sapho
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and her women provides a lesbian space that is challenged by Venus in making
Sapho fall in love with Phao.
10
The now beautiful young Phao recalls the actual or literary minions or
ganymedes appearing in written literature or the drama. The cross-dressed boys
present a number of the erotic problems raised as regards the public theater.
In that case, the controllers of public morals feared that male spectators might
develop an erotic attraction to the hidden male body of the cross-dressed actor
in a woman’s role. A similar, though somewhat different problem confronted the
audiences of the boy players, whether at the Blackfriars or at court. Here the youth
of the choristers was such that it would be close to impossible to determine the
actual sex of the boy player. This raises the issue of what if any erotic attraction
might have occurred between adult audience members and the boy actors. Would
male audience members be interested in a sexual partner who was a prepubescent
male or would he be more interested erotically in an actor who looked as much like
a little girl as a little boy could look? Similarly, were adult women spectators drawn
in any way erotically to the actors as little boys or little girls? I would assume that
the same kind of gender juggling or pederastic homo-/heterosexual desire would
also have occurred at court, thus leading to the tradition of cross-dressing and
witty repartee present in all Lyly’s court plays. I am not interested in dwelling on
this question of pederastic desire, either in public or court performances, but I do
want to suggest the possibility of such desire. See also Pincombe, The Plays of John
Lyly, p. 72, on this issue.
11
Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth,” p. 64, points out that Phao’s
“coyness in wooing, if applied topically, would make Elizabeth the aggressor.”
12
R. Headlam Wells, “Elizabethan Epideictic Drama: Praise and Blame
in the Plays of Peele and Lyly,” in John Lyly, p. 115. Wells sees Campaspe as an
example of a humanist play debating the qualities of the humanist ruler. Wells also
points out Alexander’s awareness of the need for any ruler to achieve self-control.
13
Daniel Javitch, Poetry and Courtliness in Renaissance England, p. 18n1.
Javitch reminds us that the first English translation of The Courtier was in
1561. Other translations were in Spanish (1534), French (1537), and German
(1566). Javitch indicates that Hugh R. Trevor-Roper lists numerous translations
occurring between 1528 and 1619, though Javitch feels that Trevor-Roper
has underestimated the number of editions produced. Other courtesy books
of the period include: Stefano Guazzo, Civil Conversazione, 1574; Pierre de La
Primaudaye, Académie française, ca. 1577; Thomas Elyot, The Boke Named the
Governour, 1531; and Desiderius Erasmus, The Education of a Christian Prince,
1516 (published 1532).
14
Baldassare Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, Book IV, pp. 302–3.
This work was first translated into English as The Courtier, by Sir Thomas Hoby
in 1561. Castiglione’s avowed purpose was to write a manual of instruction for
“courtiers” rather than for “rulers.” However, the definition of kingship he includes
for the edification of his courtier is traditional both to the period and to the genre.
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Many educative and theoretical works of the early sixteenth century dealt with the
nature of kingship. I have chosen to use Il Cortegiano as an example since it has had
the most pervasive effect. Of all the humanist works of this period dealing with
rulership, Niccolò Machiavelli’s Il Principe (1513) is perhaps the only one that
deals with “political,” as opposed to “theoretical,” aspects of rulership.
15
David M. Bevington, Tudor Drama and Politics: A Critical Approach to
Topical Meaning, p. 172, indicates that the monarch is the epitome of the courtier.
Wells, “Elizabethan Epideictic Drama,” p. 115, indicates the importance of the
ruler’s desire to achieve a just society overall.
16
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, pp. 42–43. See also Albert C. Menut,
“Castiglione and the Nicomachean Ethics,” Publications of the Modern Language
Association. Menut points out that, by the sixteenth century, Aristotle’s influence
had become “virtually supreme” (p. 317) within the ethical system of humanist
thought, so the “relativism, which constitutes the distinctive mark of Peripatetic
ethics, plays an important part in the gentleman’s code under different guises—
as mediocrita, as ne quid nimis, as the ‘golden mean’ and in the slightly cynical
maxim of La Rochefoucauld, ‘L’honnête homme est celui qui ne se pique de rien’ ”
(p. 314). Menut also indicates that many, if not all, of the virtues Castiglione assigns
to his ideal monarch—prudence, humanity, justice, liberality, courage, modesty,
wittiness, friendship, magnanimity—came directly from Aristotle: “[A]long with
such additional virtues as grace and sprezzatura, the twelve principal virtues of the
Nicomachean Ethics provide the major theme of Il Cortegiano. Thus the virtues
urged upon the gentlemen were indeed, as Kelso states, chiefly Aristotelian: Nor
was there any considerable deviation from the standard set by Castiglione in later
versions of the doctrine” (p. 319).
17
Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, Book IV, pp. 301–2.
18
Ibid., p. 69.
19
Ibid., p. 68.
20
Ibid., pp. 42, 68.
21
Ibid., p. 240.
22
Ibid., p. 166.
23
Ibid., p. 321.
24
Ibid., pp. 242, 247.
25
Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth,” p. 57, sees Campaspe as “celebratory drama.”
26
Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind, pp. 197, 201. See especially
chapter 7: “Experiencing [Campaspe] is therefore rather like being argued at;
there is little opportunity for the awakening of that wonder which is stimulated
obliquely, allusively, to perceive complexity, note differences, and speculate upon
the relations of things. […] Without the humanist program of education there
could not have been a John Lyly, nor the continual reminder of life’s complexities
that fill his plays.” For a longer explanation on Lyly’s relationship to late fifteenth- /
early sixteenth-century debate, see chapter 1, section 2.
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Knight, “Lyly,” p. 150, sees the debate as that between love and soldiership. Hunter, John Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier, p. 161, feels that the debate
centers upon the following theme: “Wherein lies true kingliness? Is it in the power
to command others or in the power to command ourselves?” Alfred Harbage,
Shakespeare and the Rival Traditions, feels, similarly, that it has to do with
Alexander’s need to resist the attraction of Campaspe. Bevington, “John Lyly and
Queen Elizabeth,” p. 57, sees two debate topics in the play: first, “the relationship
of a great monarch to his nation’s philosophers”; and, second, “the proper attitude of a monarch toward love and honor,” a position Saccio, The Court Comedies
of John Lyly, p. 26, agrees with. Houppert, John Lyly, p. 55, also sees the debate
as between love and magnanimity, as does Beaurline, Jonson and Elizabethan
Comedy, p. 73. However, Houppert, John Lyly, p. 61, also feels that the play is a
“satire against war and philosophy.”
28
See Bevington, Tudor Drama and Politics, pp. 172–73. “Lyly both flatters
and urges a continued place for intellectuals in Elizabeth’s favor. Even the warlike
Hephaestion agrees that ‘it is better to have in court a wise man, than in your
ground a golden mine.’ ”
29
See Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, Book IV, p. 81. “So we read that
Alexander loved Apelles of Ephesus dearly—so much so that once, when he had
him paint one of his favorite women and had heard that the worthy painter had
conceived a most passionate love for her because of her great beauty, he made him
an outright gift of her: a generosity truly worthy of Alexander, to give away not
only treasures and states, but his own affections and desires; and a sign of a very
great love for Apelles to care nothing if, in pleasing the artist, he displeased that
woman whom he so dearly loved—whereas we may believe that the woman was
sorely grieved to exchange so great a king for a painter. Many other instances are
cited of Alexander’s kindness to Apelles; but he showed his esteem for him most
clearly in giving order by public edict that no other painter should be so bold as to
paint his portrait.”
30
It has been noted by a number of critics, including Pincombe, The Plays
of John Lyly, p. 32, that Alexander’s desire to privilege his love for Campaspe has
the negative effect of questioning his own abilities as a ruler and his philosophers’
arguments in favor of temperance. See, for example, Aristotle’s line to Plato and
Chrysippus regarding Alexander (“He seeketh to draw neere to the Gods in knowledge, not to be a God”) and Hephestion’s line: “You Alexander that would be
a God, shew your selfe in this worse than a man, so soone to be both ouerseene
and ouertaken in a woman” (2.2.70–72). See also Bevington, Tudor Drama and
Politics, p. 172. Bevington also notes that “Diogenes’ rejection of worldly acquisition continues to mock Alexander’s restless search for new conquest.”
31
See also Andy Kesson, “ ‘It is a Pity You are not a Woman’: John Lyly and
the Creation of Woman,” Shakespeare Bulletin, pp. 35–39.
32
See Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth,” p. 57: “As royal patron
of the arts and conqueror of erotic love, King Alexander is … a prototype of
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Elizabeth—lesser than she, but worthy of comparison. The flattery is tactfully
indirect and avoids the dangerous immediacies of the marriage question. Personal
resemblances or biographical details are nowhere to be found.”
33
The classical stories in Lyly’s plays derive from various stories in Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. That of Midas appears in Book XI. Stephen S. Hilliard, “Lyly’s
Midas as an allegory of tyranny,” Studies in English Literature 1500–1900, p. 244,
points out that Elizabethans would have been familiar with the two Midas tales
from Ovid and would see them as having a strong moral impact.
34
Ibid., pp. 243–58.
35
In the humorous adage “One ought to be born a king or a fool” (Aut regum
aut fatuum nasci oportere), Erasmus seriously discusses various issues regarding
kingship, specifically those concerning the personal qualities of the king as well as
his necessary education. This commentary is similar to that found in the various
courtesy books mentioned above; however, I see one of Erasmus’s most important
suggestions as being that the education of a future king be strenuous, and that only
the best teachers be chosen to prepare the prince to rule. As he states, one is stuck
with one’s ruler, but at least one may choose those who are to educate the ruler.
Clearly, Midas was not raised by exceptional teachers. Thanks to Scott O’Neil for
drawing my attention to this adage.
36
Hilliard, “Lyly’s Midas as an Allegory of Tyranny,” p. 246. See also
Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly, pp.115–18. Pincombe also regards Midas as a
play about tyranny that does not foreground Elizabeth I. He sees Midas’s reference to invasions of Lesbos as allusions to a realm (England) ruled by a woman
monarch (Sapho/Elizabeth). Even though this identification of Midas’s antagonist
does suggest the connection between the queen of England and the Sapho of Lyly’s
earlier play, Pincombe feels that Lyly does not press this identification since he
does not wish to make Elizabeth the center of this play.
37
Hilliard, “Lyly’s Midas as an Allegory of Tyranny,” pp. 247–48.
38
Ibid., p. 250.
39
Ibid., p. 252.
40
See Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly, p. 127n7: “The Greek sophroneia
is a synonym of the more familiar word sophrosune, or ‘Temperancie’ (Cooper,
s.v. sophrosyne); but was confusable with Sophia, or ‘Wisedome and temperance’
(3.1.57–58).” See also Sophronia’s remarks about her father’s golden touch—“I
would the Gods would remoue this punishment, so that Mydas would be penitent”—and his asses’ ears: “The Gods dally with men, kings are no more: they disgrace kings, lest they shuld be thoght gods” (2.1.97–98 and 5.1.13–15). Hilliard,
“Lyly’s Midas as an Allegory of Tyranny,” p. 255, calls attention to these two sets
of lines, reminding us that even the gods have no patience with idiots. Temperance
is of course one of the most desired qualities of a ruler, according to Aristotle’s
Ethics.
41
Hilliard, “Lyly’s Midas as an Allegory of Tyranny,” p. 247.
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In fact, many critics view the play primarily as a debate between Chastity/
Sapho and Love (Eros)/Venus that Chastity wins: Huppe, “Allegory of Love in
Lyly’s Court Comedies,” p. 102; Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth,”
pp. 62, 66; Jocelyn Powell, “John Lyly and the Language of Play,” Elizabethan
Theater, p. 159. Likening Sapho to Elizabeth would also imply that the Queen,
in conquering her passions, wins and triumphs over love. Hunter, John Lyly: The
Humanist as Courtier, pp. 167–73, asserts that “Lyly’s Sapho can only be a conqueror and a ruler” and the play ends with her in command of herself. He also
remarks that Lyly “has here made his monarch a lady, and therefore one whose
power must express itself in the field of love rather than that of war.”
43
Yates, Astraea: The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century. Yates gives
a detailed explication of the various images that were part of Elizabeth’s allencompassing icon of the Virgin Queen.
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Chapter 3

Gender, Alpha Males, and All-Around
Bullies in Love’s Metamorphosis

Monster of man, hate of the heavens, and to the earth a burthen,
what hath chast Fidelia committed? Is it thy spite, Cupid, that
having no power to wound my unspotted mind, procurest meanes
to mangle my tender body, and by violence to gash those sides that
enclose a heart dedicate to vertue: or is it that savage Satire, that
feeding his sensuall appetite upon lust, seeketh now to quench it
with bloud, that being without hope to attaine my love, hee may
with cruelty end my life? […] I am that Fidelia. … Whose mind
nothing can alter, neither the feare of death, nor the torments. If
Ceres seeke no revenge, then let virginitie be not only the scorne of
Savage people, but the spoyle.
Love’s Metamorphosis, 1.2.90–97, 117, 120–231

Virginity and The Metamorphoses
Chapter 2 examined rulership in Campaspe, Sapho and Phao, and Midas,
specifically in terms of how the ruler figure represented either the dark
or light side of Elizabeth I. These plays also examined how various allegorical representations of the queen were able to consider the precarious
situation of a female ruler. They did so primarily within the context of
Elizabeth as ruler. What I will do in this chapter is to look at how a brief
allegorical representation of the queen in Love’s Metamorphosis allows for
a very deep consideration of the relationship between love, virginity, and
marriage within early modern culture. The examination of marriage here
replaces Lyly’s examination of rulership in chapter 2. The discussion of virginity and marriage in this play again reflects the issue of the light versus
dark side of Elizabeth. The play continually analyzes to what extent virginity is a desirable or a threatening estate, and how marriage might serve
to counteract the troubling nature of virginity, especially when applied to
the queen.
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Louis Adrian Montrose argues that Elizabeth I’s virginity was particularly threatening: “Elizabeth incarnated a contradiction at the very
center of the Elizabethan sex/gender system. … It was inevitable that the
role of a woman who was unmastered by any man would generate peculiar
tensions within such a ‘patriarchal’ society.”2 One may consider virginity
in this play as desirable in itself though not as springing particularly from
early modern notions of the estate. This concept of virginity seems to come
from classical mythology and the pastoral tradition. Although the discourse of virginity in classical mythology is very different from that of early
modern Christianity, there are situations in which virginity is held in high
regard. Certain mythological characters retain their virginity throughout
their legendary lives. Artemis/Diana is always the virgin huntress. Those
who try to invade her privacy or challenge her virginity (such as Acteon)
can be destroyed. Her nymph companions retain their virginity in her service. Philippa Berry correctly points out: “Still, [Lyly’s] court plays reveal
that the mythological association of Diana with a close-knit community
of women, and so with a feminine mode of self-consciousness which was
not necessarily devoid of sexuality, was equally if not more disconcerting.”3
Persephone/Proserpine was a virgin until her unhappy sojourn in the
underworld leads to the creation of winter. While her mother, Demeter/
Ceres is clearly not a virgin, she suffers from her daughter’s rape—in the
sense of capture—by Pluto/Hades. In fact, there are other nymphs, such
as Fidelia in this play, who are changed into bits of plant life to help them
retain their virginity: Daphne into a bay tree and Syrinx into reeds and pan
pipes. So, while the classical discourse of virginity is not really similar in any
way to the Christian discourse, it does represent an estate that may under
certain exceptional circumstances be preserved even at the cost of one’s life.
In a similar way, the discourse of love/sexuality in classical mythology differs greatly from that of early modern Christianity. Many gods
and goddesses seem to be engaged in perpetual sexual antics. Jupiter/
Zeus has sexual relationships with anyone he chooses (male or female),
while Venus’s son, Eros/Cupid, tempts both mortals and gods to love,
and Venus spends the majority of her time engaged with human or divine
lovers. The only “punishment” Venus and Zeus receive is the chiding of
their or their victims’ spouses. This part of the discourse seems like the
harping of nagging housewives, though it is fairly consistent throughout
the discourse. The play provides a couple, Protea and Petulius, who engage
in unmarried sexuality without any kind of punishment. In fact, Protea
is saved from being sold into prostitution by an earlier sexual affair with
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Neptune. Finally Erisichthon, the angry husbandman, is punished for
destroying an arborified virgin nymph dedicated to Ceres.4
One consistent aspect of these two discourses is that they do not deal
with love as an emotion of mutual regard. The marriage theory described
above is not concerned with whether or not either of the parties involved
is in love with the future spouse. Certainly, love matches may occur, but
generally they occur out of the blue. Similarly, the matings in the discourse
of classical mythology are more apt to be purely sexual than based upon
love or any kind of affection. In Love’s Metamorphosis, we are shown what
we are supposed to regard as a number of love matches, but they are so
implicated in violence that the love they purport to display is questionable. Thus we are left to explore the nature of love in this play as well as
how it relates to Elizabeth I. As indicated in chapter 1, attempts to flatter
the queen have traditionally occurred in terms of a chaste/virginal figure
who represents her. While there are some virginal figures in this play, it
is difficult to reconcile how their virginity and love can be applied to the
Virgin Queen.

Rape and the Threat of Virginity
Historically, Lyly’s comedies have been seen as light-hearted attempts to
argue the proposition that, although it is fine to be a virgin queen, it is
better to be a married queen who can provide an heir for her realm. Not
surprisingly, then, love becomes an emotion desirable for Elizabeth to
experience. Unusually, however, Love’s Metamorphosis is steeped in extraordinary amounts of violence directed against women, specifically virgins.
The play virtually commences with violence as the churlish husbandman
Erisichthon—who claims to have no regard for either women or their
goddesses—takes an axe to a tree sacred to Ceres. His first blow causes the
tree to pour out blood and address an accusatory speech to her murderer
and all the other men responsible for her transformation and death (see
epigram at the beginning of this chapter). This is a remarkable speech, even
more so because it has occasioned so little remark by critics over the years.
Love’s Metamorphosis has not itself been neglected by critics, but the rapemurder of Fidelia curiously does not figure in most analyses of the play.
On the occasions when Fidelia is examined, she is viewed not as a victim
of rape, but as a disturbing exemplar of chastity. One of the problems
with reading Love’s Metamorphosis lies in the interpretation of “chastity.”
Although the word is often used in an early modern context to refer to
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fidelity within marriage (“a chaste wife”), it also refers to “virginity” in
Lyly’s play. Fidelia and the nymphs clearly argue in favor of “virginity,” in
the sense of abstention from all sexual relations, and act as though they
had never experienced sexual intercourse. However, in this play “chastity”
is also lauded by Cupid as a characteristic of love. In this case, “chastity”
refers to fidelity in love. In this chapter, I will use “virginity” when it is clear
the characters mean abstention from sexual intercourse and “chastity” in
other cases. However, it is important also to realize that the conflation of
“virginity” and “chastity” leads to much of the confusion in the play—
and among its critics—regarding attitudes toward women characters, as in
Paul Parnell’s comment:
[T]he nymph Fidelia represent[s] Fidelity in Excess, a far from
admirable attribute if, as hers, the person is faithful to an unworthy
object or ideal … Fidelia … cannot see that her loyalty to the ideal
of chastity is a basically negative and fruitless one, that the world
need not be expected to tolerate. In [Fidelia’s extreme] we see a
lack of human sympathy that very nearly approaches coldness, an
intentness on the satisfaction of one’s own desires and a rejection
of what is socially useful.5

This notion that “Fidelity in Excess” is “unworthy,” “negative and fruitless,”
and a quality so lacking in human sympathy or social usefulness as to be
intolerable is most curious, as it is articulated within the context of an
early modern play. Yet such critical attitudes toward virginity, a virgin life
choice, or virginal characters are not unusual, as I indicated in chapter 1.
Parnell’s commentary also harks back to my explanation in chapter 1, which
indicates that women were destined for marriage. The choice of spouse and
the terms of the marriage itself were left to her father or other male relative.
Similarly, Berry importantly points out just how early modern gender roles
are implicated in the creation of a dangerous female sexuality that may not
be able to be controlled by men or husbands.6 While we may argue that
marrying a woman against her will is a form of rape, Erisichthon’s violation
of Fidelia is indeed a rape, because he has no legal hold over her. He merely
sees his position as a male in patriarchal society as allowing him the privilege of raping any woman he wishes to.
In this context, then, surely the nymph Fidelia should be valorized
for attempting to preserve her virginity even if, in her arborified state, the
only form of resistance left to her is verbal. In her long speech, she does
outline her history of resistance to violation before the play begins. Her
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botanification initially preserves her from rape but at the cost of remaining
an active participant in “human” society.
What I want to do in this chapter is twofold: first, I want to recover
a space for virginity by arguing that Love’s Metamorphosis constructs a
radical and powerful virginity that is viewed as threatening by the play’s
male characters and called into question by its (male) critics. Second, I want
to look at how this reading of virginity ties in with Lyly’s presentations
of Elizabeth I as the Virgin Queen. Do Lyly’s plays as a whole support
a virginal role for Elizabeth, or do they strive to present marriage as a
more appropriate estate? Although virginal women characters in the early
modern drama are often read as threatening because they are not completely under male control, their condition is usually seen as temporary
and powerless. Love’s Metamorphosis is a play that grants both power and
autonomy to its virgin characters—personal autonomy and power to resist
incorporation into the sexual economy of early modern marriage. Yet,
in so conferring this autonomy, virginity is viewed as problematical and
threatening, honored and dishonored, capable of protection but also of
dehumanization. To defuse the threat I maintain is implicit in virginity,
the play suggests that any protection virginity offers is transitory; the
female body must ultimately submit to the male body; one form of violence can easily be substituted for another.

Virginity and the Patriarchal Sexual Economy
Love’s Metamorphosis consists of two plots that are played out against
the conflicting claims to power of male and female godhead— Cupid and
Ceres. The first plot concerns nymphs and foresters and is based on the
discourse of courtly love; the second concerns the daughter of Fidelia’s
murderer and employs the discourse of classical mythology, which
I discussed above. Both plots are implicated in the discourse of early
modern marriage. In the first plot, three foresters love three nymphs, who
scorn their attentions. Although Parnell has seen the nymphs as “selfish,”
“completely unkind,” and embodying “unpleasant” traits in their behavior
toward their suitors, the behavior is not unusual for women characters
within the courtly love tradition.7 The nymphs elicit all kinds of promises
from their lovers, yet keep none of the promises they make in return.
They demand constant devotion from the lovers, which the foresters constantly deliver. In fact, the nymphs are represented as behaving exactly
like the ladies in courtly love romances: proud, obdurate, inconstant, and
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demanding.8 But the courtly love discourse is not appropriated intact.
The foresters, unhappy in having their love unfulfilled, demand that
Cupid grant them revenge, which he does: “[Y]ou’re revenges are reasonable, and shall bee graunted” (4.1.93). The god changes the nymphs into
a stone, a flower, and a bird in view of their “cruel,” “proud,” and “inconstant” natures and indicates that chastity is an attribute of a faithful lover,
not an end in itself. Thus the discourse of courtly love is radically altered
in three ways. First, unlike courtly ladies, the nymphs are not married and
insist upon retaining their virginity. Secure in this personal autonomy,
they demand the same freedoms the foresters have: “Give them leave
to love, since we have libertie to chuse, for as great sport doe I take in
coursing their tame hearts, as they doe in hunting their wilde Harts”
(1.2.23–25). Second, the lovers are initially “rewarded” for their faithfulness in love with revenge, not the achievement of their desires. Third,
the nymphs, like Fidelia, are violently objectified for refusing to submit
to male advances, for claiming their own autonomy, and for scorning the
power and control of the male god of love.
The nymphs continue in their metamorphosed states until Ceres
intervenes for them. She persuades Cupid to change them back to nymphs
if they agree to return the love of the three foresters. Initially, each responds
in the same way: “Not I!” (5.4.54–56). Yet, as they are questioned by Cupid,
they explain why they will not relinquish their virginity and yield to love:
NISA
Not I, Cupid! […] For rather had I beene worne with the continuall
beating of waves, then dulled with the importunities of men, whose
open flatteries make way to their secret lustes, retaining as little
truth in their hearts as modestie in their words. … Turne me, Cupid,
againe, for love I will not!
5.4.66, 67–71, 74
CELIA
Nor I, Cupid [. …] If men looke pale, and sweare, & sigh, then forsooth women must yield, because men say they love, as though
our hearts were tied to their tongues, and we must chuse them
by appointment, our selves feeling no affection, and so have our
thoughtes bound prentises to their words: turne me againe. Yeeld
I will not!
5.4.77, 84–89
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NIOBE
Nor I, Cupid! […] In the heavens I saw an orderly course, in the
earth nothing but disorderly love, and pievishnesse: turne me
againe, Cupid, for yeeld I will not!
5.4.93, 96–99

The nymphs’ reasons are marked by a refusal both to relinquish their
personal autonomy and to accept love simply because a male suitor demands
it. In fact, their speeches recall that earlier one of Fidelia by pointing out
that “women must yeeld” (5.4.85) simply because a man wishes her to do
so. The alternative to acquiescence for the nymphs—metamorphosis—
recalls both Fidelia’s earlier change and the more extreme forms of punishment she submits to for retaining her autonomy—rape and murder.
Yet, despite the nymphs’ autonomy and the strong claims to selfhood that
they make, they are finally compelled to “love” the foresters, since Cupid
threatens to turn them into “monsters, no lesse filthie to be seene then to
bee named hatefull: they shall creepe that now stand, and be to all men
odious, and bee to themselves … loathsome” (106–9).
That all the nymphs in this play are punished so severely reveals the
degree of threat virginity represents. To understand the complete nature of
that threat it is necessary to realize that by refusing to marry—or have any
social/sexual intercourse with men—the virgins in Love’s Metamorphosis
refuse to be commodified by patriarchal society. They refuse to comply with
early modern social norms regarding marriage that use women as objects
to secure contractual arrangements between two houses and as breeders
to ensure the continuance of business between these now united houses.
Yet, ironically, by being transformed into a bird, flower, stone, or tree, they
are effectively removed from the sexual economy. In this way they can control both their personal selfhood and their physical bodies (sexual organs).
Their objectification is thus symbolic of their place outside the system of
exchange as well as a metaphorical representation of patriarchal society’s
view of such undutiful women. Yet a symbolic objectification can often not
“be” a punishment, as the nymphs demonstrate. As stone, bird, and flower
they have eluded the social systems of patriarchal control and achieved
the autonomy they wish. Thus Cupid’s final threat is necessary in order to
realign them within their society’s system of sexual commerce.
The importance of virginity to the nymphs can be viewed as an
attempt to flatter Elizabeth I in her own virgin state. Like the nymphs,
she was strong-willed enough to refuse the demands of her counselors
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to marry. Luckily, her marriage was not arranged for her by her father
before he died, nor by any other male relatives. Thus she remained in this
unusual state, which she accepted as a way to guarantee her own political
autonomy. That Fidelia and the nymphs are punished for retaining their
virginity suggests that, despite granting her autonomy, virginity may have
a negative effect upon Elizabeth’s personality or attempts to engage in realpolitik. Thus what appears to flatter Elizabeth may also be seen as a means
of denigration, as I have shown in chapter 1.
While, technically, Elizabeth can be viewed as an unmarried virgin
who needed to be married in order to realign her within the sexual
economy, her age and the fact that she was the most powerful person in
England made it seem impossible that this could happen. The monstrousness of her position as ruler (see chapter 1), allied with her virginity, point
out just how difficult she was to control. Besides, given her interactions
with the male members of her court and her women, she seemed, curiously, to straddle two unusual discourses of virginity. Elizabeth reacted to
her male and female courtiers in two different ways. While with her male
courtiers, she occupied the position of the princesse lointaine to a group of
adoring men who treated her as their distant beloved, thus recalling the
courtly love tradition I mentioned above. With her women, whom she
wished always to remain virgin, she became a Diana-like figure, protecting
them and herself from the assaults of her lusty courtiers. Thus, while each
discourse reinforced her role as virgin queen, neither really provided an
easy way for her to transition into a marital state. The fact that she was the
highest-ranking woman in the realm and her marriage to an Englishman
would necessarily raise him to her rank, again point out just how delicately
balanced issues of marriage and virginity were for the queen.
The commodification of women is more clearly articulated in the
second plot of Love’s Metamorphosis, the one that concerns Erisichthon’s
famine, and helps to explain why Protea, who is definitely not a virgin, is
valorized. Unlike some fathers, who may “sell” their daughters into a particularly advantageous marriage, Erisichthon literally sells Protea, though it
is unclear whether the buyer has slavery or prostitution in mind. Whatever
the case, Protea agrees to her own commodification, “both to sale and
slaughter” (3.2.15), to being “chop[ped] and change[d]” (17–18), for it is
“the onely happinesse of [her] life, should [she] live an hundred yeares, to
prolong [her father’s life] but one mynute” (16–17). Completely accepting
her father’s autonomy and ownership of her body, she willingly agrees to
whatever violation of it is necessary to save his life. The “justification” for
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Protea’s willingness to be sold lies in the character’s history prior to the
beginning of the play and is closely tied to the Fidelia story that began this
chapter. Like Fidelia, Protea had been pursued by a god. Unlike Fidelia,
she submitted to Neptune—“whose godhead conquered [her] maidenhead” (15)—and, as a reward, acquired the ability to change into whatever creature she wishes. Thus she is able to escape the merchant she is
sold to by turning herself into a fisherman. Since she has demonstrated
her unquestioned loyalty to her father, she is rewarded by being allowed to
join her lover, Petulius, who is himself unconcerned by his potential bride’s
lack of virginity. Reading Protea’s story in terms of the discourse of classical mythology that is the source of Fidelia’s story can perhaps explain her
success. Women who avoided the desires of the gods may have had their
virginity preserved, but often with disastrous consequences. Women who
submitted to the gods—such as Leda, Europa, Danae, or Alcmena—were
often rewarded by giving birth to demigods or important mortals— Castor
and Pollux, Minos, Perseus, and Hercules, respectively. The voluntary submission of female selfhood and personal autonomy to male power becomes
desirable for women in this discourse.
But Protea’s story more properly recalls the discourse of early
modern marriage. Social and legal custom determined that a woman was
the property of her father before marriage and her husband afterwards.
At no time in her premarital or marital state did she have a legal identity.9
Thus marriage codified a situation in which the dominant man commodified the subordinate woman and controlled any actual or perceived female
power. In extreme cases, marriage became a legal metaphor for either rape
or imprisonment. Consequently, we are presented with the ironic situation that only an earlier commodification/violation of Protea’s body
enables her both to maintain her integrity and save her father, a salvation
that would otherwise depend upon yet further commodification through
sale, slaughter, chopping, or changing. That the sexual commodification
of the female body is acceptable is further stressed when Petulius, Protea’s
lover—in contrast to early modern social custom—does not repudiate her
for her loss of virginity. This behavior seems to imply that in certain cases
when a superior power is to be obeyed—god or father—the potential husband agrees to the violation and use of the woman he would otherwise
have obtained in a non-violated state.10 The love manifested by Protea for
her father and Petulius manages to allow her to save herself and her father
and acquire a man she loves and desires for a husband. Although the discourse of classical mythology does not focus much on love, and Protea and
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Petulius cannot be viewed as courtly lovers, Cupid does manifest some
power in this play, thereby suggesting that love may be strong enough to
challenge Elizabeth I’s virginity.

Love, Rape, and Control
The addition of a discussion about love problematizes the virgin/married
woman dialectic in this play. Whereas previously it was necessary to decide
how much Lyly may have wished Elizabeth to remain the Virgin Queen
and how much he may have wished her to become the married queen, the
introduction of the third term “love” would seem to be a way in which
this dialectic is moved back to a flattering picture of the queen. While a
completely powerful virgin was extremely threatening and an argument
in favor of her marriage never seemed to please the queen, the addition
of “love” as a desirable emotional outcome for the singular and elderly
queen might have directed the energy of the play back toward flattery.
Redirecting the discussion toward love would suggest that Elizabeth was
a “real person” and capable of “real emotions,” even though she is usually
regarded as a purely iconic figure in Lyly’s plays. While one type of flattery
may not have worked in the case of this play, moving the queen into the
realm of love works as a more successful choice.
Although the nymphs seem also to finally submit to love, accept
the foresters, and be recuperated into the sexual economy, their unwillingness to do so indicates that love is not as all-powerful as is suggested by
the union between Protea and Petulius. Although many comedies of the
period used marriage to channel disparate elements into a celebratory conclusion, Love’s Metamorphosis relies on love to effect such an organization.
As Mary Beth Rose cogently argues, Lyly’s plays “rarely end in a festive celebration of marriage,”11 though this one perhaps comes closest to such a conclusion. But, even though the last scene presents several pairs of lovers, it
also recalls the play’s earlier violence by threatening the nymphs with a grotesque metamorphosis if they refuse the foresters. That we tend to accept
the ending of the play as “festive” is due, I believe, to the way critics have
consistently ignored or minimized the play’s violence in order to validate its
“love.” Falling back on the commonplace that all of Lyly’s court comedies
are either allegories or debates, they generally read this play as a lopsided
dialectic between a Neoplatonic, universalizing love and a crabbed, asocial
chastity/virginity.12 Yet to accept the existence of this debate—much less
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it’s amor vincit omnia outcome—without closely examining just how—and
at whose expense—“love” and “chastity/virginity” are defined is to become
complicit in this drama of uneasy, misogynistic violence.13
G. Wilson Knight sees Lyly’s conception of love as “a humble, rich,
sweetly human thing” to which “[s]acrifice and piety are intrinsic.”14 Given
this definition he sees Cupid as justified in turning the nymphs into “lifeforms thoroughly loathsome” if they refuse to “love normally.”15 Similarly,
Bernard F. Huppe states that the nymphs’ responses “typify the wrong
attitudes of the young virgin in the courtly love system as … expounded
by Dan Cupid.”16,17 He sees the subject of the play as “courtship,” to which
two reactions are presented: the nymphs’ and Protea’s. The latter’s conduct, “the ready surrender to importunity,” is favored over the nymphs’,
who “become so unnatural as to become dehumanized.”18 Curiously,
though, Huppe’s rhetoric seems to imply that a “loose” and “easy” sexuality is more desirable for an early modern woman than a vigilant regard
for her honor. Parnell sees love in the play as “a good and a sign of good
in men”19—a gender-specific word, in this case, I would argue. While
“[c]hastity is a matter of mere physical restraint, … love governs and directs
activities of both body and soul.”20
Although there is nothing particularly unusual about the definitions
of “love” or “chastity” these critics employ, there is something rather
interesting about their interpretations of the play based upon these
definitions. Knight’s “sweetly human” emotion becomes a justification for
transforming nymphs into monsters, while Huppe completely forgets the
agent involved and holds the nymphs responsible for their own metamorphosis. All see any attempt to reject love as unacceptable and deserving of
punishment. What is curious, though, is that these critics never actively
question in whose interests love or chastity/virginity are defined, while
acknowledging in their conclusions that they are defined in the interest of
the early modern sexual economy. This connection can be seen in Parnell’s
condemnation of the nymphs and his curiously unproblematized reification of Erisichthon’s destructive masculinity:
[B]ut [the nymphs] have come to realize that their commanding position during courtship will be replaced by humiliating submission if
they once yield to their lovers. Therefore, they deliberately shirk their
social responsibilities, and determine to resist the blandishments of
any lover whatever. … They are women and abuse their privilege of
temporary superiority in courtship by remaining passively resistant;
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[Erisichthon], being a robust male, is impatient of amorous formulas,
and must carry out his impulses by violent action.21

Similarly, as Pincombe states, “As we have often had occasion to
observe, rape is the tragic extension of Lyly’s fundamental tragi-comical
scenario: the strange power of love to effeminate men and make them
slaves to women can be countered by an act of sexual violence.”22 Parnell’s
and Pincombe’s arguments further stigmatize the nymphs as social pariahs
and reify rape as an acceptable tool of male dominance. Parnell’s commentary calls attention to the real threat “virginity” offers to “love.” “Love”
should really be defined as a socially constructed emotion whose logical
end for women is marriage. And early modern marriage, as I indicated, was
a means by which a woman substituted her father’s control of her body for
her husband’s. Love’s Metamorphosis replicates this paradigm of marriage
by seeming to grant power only to a woman who voluntarily relinquishes
it to allow herself to be violated and controlled by men—Protea. Those
women who wish to maintain physical separation from men—the three
nymphs and Fidelia—are violently and powerfully denied personal
autonomy.
By thus punishing female characters who are represented as virgins
and rewarding those who submit to various forms of male sexual domination and commodification, Love’s Metamorphosis severely calls into
question the very nature of virginity. This questioning is also done through
the juxtaposition of the characters Cupid and Ceres. The male god of
love claims eternal power for that emotion as well as claiming chastity as
one of its characteristics. The female goddess Ceres, although seemingly
the champion of the chaste life, submits herself completely to Cupid by
exalting the power of love:
[T]hey that thinke it straunge for chastitie to humble it selfe
to Cupid, knowe neither the power of love, nor the nature of
virginitie: th’ one having absolute authoritie to commaund,
the other difficultie to resist: and where such continuall warre
is betweene love and vertue, there must bee some parlies, and
continuall perils: Cupid was never conquered, and therefore must
be flattered; virginitie hath, and therefore must be humble.
2.1.38–45

The play purportedly demonstrates the power of love by showing
that only virginity is conquered, never love. Yet, within the world of the
play, virginity is never threatened by love, but by force. The power dialectic
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between love and virginity is based on the fact love uses power to sustain
its position—the power to rape, murder, objectify, and demonize—while
virginity is granted only mental power to resist. Fidelia, in fact, claims
total mental resistance—“[my] mind nothing can alter” (1.2.120–21)—
while the nymphs physically and mentally resist the foresters, even at the
risk of being turned into bits of nature. In fact, they claim to prefer being
objects to submitting to the unwanted embraces of their suitors. But
Fidelia’s resistance results ultimately in rape/murder and the nymphs are
forced to submit to the foresters on pain of being turned into worse things
than flowers, stones, or birds: monsters.23
Love’s Metamorphosis reflects the problems inherent in a society that
fetishizes virginity. As such an important quality, virginity becomes the
bearer of many definitions—some acceptable to the ideological status quo,
some at complete variance with it. As Kirsten Hastrup observes: “Virginity
can be seen as an aspect of female sexuality which is likewise subject to
different interpretations. … We have to know the meaning of virginity
in relation to the larger social whole, and in relation to the evaluations
attached to different stages of woman’s life.”24 Thus, if virginity is defined
as that time of a woman’s life, necessarily transitory, between birth and
marriage when she keeps her body intact so that she is both an acceptable object in a marriage bargain and a pure vessel to house her husband’s
legitimate heir, it can be read as a “natural” and, therefore, unthreatening
part of every woman’s life experience. According to Hastrup: “What is
suggested … is that a female is not fully specified as a woman until she has
been sexually associated with a man. At one level is the man who spoils
the purity of a virgin, but at another level it is only through intercourse
with a man that a woman becomes wholly a woman, and thus enters into
the pure female category.”25 Thus, paradoxically, socially acceptable virginity can be validated only through intercourse, through the elimination/
destruction of that virginity, through an act that renders the woman completely powerless and totally subject to her male owner. In order to continue to maintain her importance to her society, the virgin’s intact body
must be “violated”/sacrificed to assure, and validate, the social/cultural/
economic/(political) connections that patriarchal early modern marriage
was about. Consequently, this socially mandated virginity carries within
it the seeds of its own destruction. The virgin remains so only for a man’s/
men’s needs. Her virginity is proved by her husband in the (quasi-)ritual
defloration of the wedding night. Paradoxically, though, it is at the point
at which proof of virginity is obtained—the rupturing and bleeding of the
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hymen—that the virgin ceases to exist. A husband does not need a wife
to remain virgin, only to be virgin until proof of that (now non-existent)
virginity is accomplished. Seeing virginity as a means to its own end, a
life choice in itself, eliminates the necessity of male validation/destruction of that virginity. Thus the desire for a perpetual virginity denies the
insertion of a male world into its definition—thus severely calling into
question that previously male-defined and male-validated virginity—and
poses a conflicting definition that rejects the very need for male validation.
While this latter definition allows women perpetual autonomy over their
bodies, it also allows them the means of self-definition, setting them up
not only as speaking subjects but also as challengers to an ideology that
is in all other instances male-defined. This is, in fact, how I see the virgins
in Love’s Metamorphosis. Fidelia and the nymphs are able, through their
objectification, to be removed completely from this sexual economy. Their
challenge to that economy—and early modern society as a whole—is that
objectification as virgins is preferable to “objectification” as wives. This
obviously transgressive stance is contained either through death (Fidelia)
or a rape-like forced marriage (the nymphs) as an alternative to a more
awful demonization. Most early modern women could not conveniently
turn into bits of nature to avoid a marriage that might be economically
necessary to their survival. Although Love’s Metamorphosis reinforces the
undesirability and the threat of a female-defined virginity, it also denies
the necessity that a woman must be defined by her relationship to a man,
by how a man does or does not write “virgin” upon her with his penis.

NOTES
1

There seems to be some question as to whether Love’s Metamorphosis was, in
fact, performed at court. Although Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, pp. 1–
11, 225–26, does not take a definite position in this debate, he does grant that it
was composed for performance at court. R. Warwick Bond, “Lyly is a Playwright,” in
The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, p. 230, posits two court performances, the
first between 1586 and 1589 and the second in early 1600 after a 1599 revision of
the play. The play appeared in quarto in 1601. Schelling, Elizabethan Playwrights,
p. 125, feels that the play was not acted at court.
2
Montrose, “ ‘Shaping Fantasies,’ ” pp. 80, 68. The threat occurs primarily
because this “unmastered” virgin held the most power in the realm. Thus Montrose
argues that, in Elizabeth’s case, virginity plus power equals threat. I am arguing
here that virginity contains its own power, and this is the source of the threat
virgins pose.
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Berry, Of Chastity and Power, p. 112.
The story of Erisichthon is found in Book VIII of Ovid’s The Metamorphoses.
Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly, p. 149, indicates, “The nymphs are devotees of
Ceres, who, rather oddly for the goddess of fertility, wishes them to preserve their
virginity. We think immediately of Elizabeth and her ladies; but the choice of
Ceres as the figure who bears the allusion to the queen is deliberately mysterious—
just as the prince of Lesbos is meant to be in Midas.” See also Sapho and her ladies
in this regard (see chapter 2, notes 2 and 36).
5
Paul E. Parnell, “Moral Allegory in Lyly’s Love’s Metamorphosis,” in Studies
in Philology, p. 15. In addition to Parnell, Bernard F. Huppe and G. Wilson Knight
also view chastity as undesirable.
6
Berry, Of Chastity and Power, p. 8.
7
Parnell, “Moral Allegory in Lyly’s Love’s Metamorphosis,” pp. 4, 3.
8
C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval Tradition, pp. 1–2,
defines the courtly beloved as a lady of “inflexible cruelty,” yet maintains that the
“lover is always abject. Obedience to his lady’s lightest wish, however whimsical,
and silent acquiescence to her rebukes, however unjust, are the only virtues he
dares to claim. There is a service of love closely modeled on the service which a
feudal vassal owes to his lord. The lover is the lady’s ‘man’. He addresses her as
midons which etymologically represents not ‘my lady’ but ‘my lord.’ ” Hunter, John
Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier, p. 205, indicates that “the three ladies are really
only three aspects of one person—the Petrarchan unkind mistress—alternately
cruel (as Nisa), coy (as Celia), and inconstant (as Niobe).” Saccio, The Court
Comedies of John Lyly, p. 164, reaffirms Hunter’s point that the nymphs and
foresters represent Petrarchan mistresses and their lovers. Rose, The Expense of
Spirit, p. 23, indicates that “Lyly creates an image of love and sexuality that he
develops throughout his plays, and that is recognizable as emanating from that
polarizing consciousness which posits idealization of women or misogyny, chaste
worship or lust, as the only possibilities for love.”
9
The extremely violent nature of male/female sexual relationships in this
play can be understood in terms of a literary representation of rape. Madelon
Gohlke, “ ‘I Wooed Thee With My Sword’: Shakespeare’s Tragic Paradigms,” in
The Woman’s Part: Feminist Criticism of Shakespeare, p. 153, indicates that “the
structures of male dominance, involving various strategies and control, expressed
in the language of prostitution, rape, and murder, conceal deeper structures of
fear, in which women are perceived as powerful, and the heterosexual relation as
one which is either mutually violent or at least deeply threatening to the man.”
Coppelia Kahn, “The Rape in Shakespeare’s Lucrece,” Shakespeare Studies, pp. 55,
58, draws a clear connection between sex and politics when she states that “the
structure of both is patriarchal, with authority over subordinates designated
to certain individual men.” Thus rape (such as that in Shakespeare’s Lucrece)
“represents in part the failure of marriage as a means of establishing sexual ownership of women.”
4
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Nancy J. Vickers, “This Heraldry in Lucrece’ Face,” in The Female Body in
Western Culture: Contemporary Perspectives, p. 219, reminds us that “to describe is,
in some senses—as [The Rape of] Lucrece so eloquently reminds us—to control, to
possess, and ultimately to use to one’s own ends.”
11
Rose, The Expense of Spirit, p. 13.
12
Huppe, “Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court Comedies,” pp. 107, 93n1,
indicates that Bond, Schelling, and John Dover Wilson feel there is no allegory
in Love’s Metamorphosis. However, he feels that the play is “a thorough-going
venture into allegory.” Bond, “Lyly is a Playwright,” p. 259, in fact does propose an allegory for the play: “Love’s Metamorphosis was written, or, as I think,
rewritten, in the latter part of 1599, when Essex was under the royal displeasure
on account of his misconduct of affairs in Ireland, but before his final revolt had
compelled the Queen to harden her heart against him; so that it was still possible
for Lyly to attribute the reconciliation of Ceres with Erisichthon to the intervention of Cupid.” And Wilson, John Lyly, p. 112, sees Queen Elizabeth I appearing
“under the mythological title of Ceres.” Jonas A. Barish, “The Prose Style of John
Lyly,” English Literary History, p. 34, sidesteps the whole question of debate by
maintaining that Lyly manages “to achieve a genuine reconciliation of conflicting
elements, a poetic blending of opposed forces, wherein neither party is wholly victorious or wholly vanquished, but where a fresh equation emerges from the clash
of antitheses.”
13
Mark Dooley, “The Healthy Body: Desire and Sustenance in John Lyly’s
Love’s Metamorphosis,” Early Modern Literary Studies: A Journal of Sixteenth- and
Seventeenth-Century English Literature, p. 4. Dooley’s readings of the nymphs and
Erisichthon are similar to Pincombe’s. Additionally, Dooley sees Protea’s body
as an example of a “healthy” female body as opposed to the unhealthiness of the
nymphs’ bodies.
14
Knight, “Lyly,” p. 162.
15
Ibid., p. 159.
16
Huppe, “Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court Comedies,” p. 108.
17
Actually, this is not so much a “wrong attitude” toward the courtly love
system as a “wrong attitude” toward early modern notions of marriage.
18
Huppe, “Allegory of Love in Lyly’s Court Comedies,” p. 110.
19
Parnell, “Moral Allegory in Lyly’s Love’s Metamorphosis,” p. 10.
20
Ibid., p. 11.
21
Ibid., pp. 4–5, 7.
22
Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly, p. 151.
23
See Vickers, “This Heraldry in Lucrece’ Face,” p. 220: “The association
with the image of the Medusa, a beautiful woman punished with monstrousness
for a forbidden sexual encounter—some traditions define it as a rape—introduces
a deep ambivalence into the ‘heraldry in Lucrece’ face.’ The monstrous becomes
the other side of the beautiful; … and fear of the female body is mastered through
polarized figurations that can only denigrate or idealize.” It is important to
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remember, in terms of Lyly’s play, that the nymphs are threatened with monstrousness because they refuse “normal” sexual encounters by engaging in a different form
of “forbidden sexuality”—virginity.
24
Kirsten Hastrup, “The Semantics of Biology: Virginity,” in Defining
Females: The Nature of Women in Society, p. 50.
25
Ibid., p. 58.
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Chapter 4

Sexuality, Lesbian Desire, and the Necessity
of a Penis in Gallathea

Your chast harts my Nimphes, should resemble the Onix, which
is hottest when it is whitest, and your thoughts, the more they are
assaulted with desires, the lesse they should be affected.
Gallathea, 3.4.21–23

The Virtue of Virginity
This chapter considers the analysis begun in chapter 3 of the relationship
between the queen and the concepts of marriage and virginity. The virgin
deity in Gallathea, Diana, is more clearly related, as an allegorical figure,
to the queen than was the Ceres of Love’s Metamorphosis. As a result, the
analysis of the light versus the dark side of the queen must be handled differently. As the major deity for the majority of Gallathea, Diana’s ruler-like
presence controls the actions of her nymphs, as well as, to a lesser degree,
the love affair between Gallathea and Phillida. Bereft of the majority of the
descriptions of rape or discussion of the dark side of women’s life within
early modern English society, the play allows for a much more positive display of virginity, as it is reflected within Elizabeth I’s light side.
Diana’s response to her nymphs, quoted above, is not surprising.
The goddess’s construction as an exemplar of virginity within the discourse of classical mythology—as well as her location within a play by
Lyly—makes such a response predictable.1 But the particular definition of
virginity, as well as its validation, evident in Diana’s speech goes beyond a
literary convention. Gallathea (1592), like Love’s Metamorphosis, is about
virginity in a way that only works designed to be performed before the
queen could be “about” virginity.2 Yet, even though the virgins in this play,
as well as Diana herself, flatter the queen of England merely through their
intact bodily condition,3 they represent a decidedly problematical concept of virginity. After all, the play presents a virgin sacrifice—meant to
save a society—that is subverted by members of the society expected to
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be saved by it. And the play ends with the most important human virgins
seemingly about to be incorporated into the patriarchal sexual economy
as a result of marriage. If this play is meant either to validate virginity or
flatter the Virgin Queen, it is a decidedly curious construct. One thing
I would like to argue in this chapter is that the condition of virginity,
especially during Elizabeth I’s reign, could not be anything but a “curious
construct.”
Lyly’s oddly constructed paean to virginity, Gallathea, provides an
interesting place to examine both the implications of virginal desire and
the limitations of patriarchal control over women. I have examined one
aspect of such control in chapter 3, on Love’s Metamorphosis. Ironically,
the fathers’ desire to control their daughters’ destinies frees the virgins
Gallathea and Phillida to explore the possibilities not just of a womanonly society, but of an economy of desire that is similarly woman-centered,
as I have discussed earlier in terms of Sapho and Phao. In this play, the
inhabitants of a certain pastoral region4 must present “the fairest and
chastest virgine” (1.1.42–43) to the monster Agar every five years or
Neptune will destroy the country with floods. It is not known whether the
sacrifice is killed, eaten, or raped by the Agar, or transported to Neptune
for either rape or death. However, the potential for a hideous end for
the sacrifice is strong enough for Tyterus and Melebeus, fathers of fair,
chaste daughters, to protect their children by disguising them as boys, thus
leaving Haebe to be chosen as the virgin sacrifice.
This sacrifice acts as a bond between human society and divine
agency in the same way as a marriage acts as a bond between two families. As Lévi-Strauss has indicated, the woman’s/(virgin’s) body is the
means by which an economic/social contract is forged between two men
(families).5 Similarly, the body of the sacrificial virgin acts, in Lyly’s play,
to forge a contract/alliance between men and gods that can be read as
a metaphor for marriage. The normal virgin is “rewarded” for keeping
her virginity with marriage; Lyly’s virgin sacrifice is “rewarded” by saving
her society from destruction. Virginity thus is reinforced as a means to
an end, never as an end in itself. In either case, patriarchal society can
continue only if marriages/sacrifices occur, and they can occur if men/
(gods) negotiate them over virgins’ bodies. But, rather than blatantly
announcing that the role of the virgin in patriarchal society is simply that
of bargaining chip in a contractual arrangement, early modern English
society masked the virgin’s role with a love narrative in which her primary gift to her beloved/betrothed is her bodily integrity. The bride’s
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well-preserved and extremely fetishized virginity allows her a valorized
position within her society, which is ceremonially reinforced by both her
marriage and its consummation.6 A similar valorization of the virgin sacrifice occurs in Lyly’s play, for Gallathea argues that her disguise leads
to dishonor rather than to the triumphant virtue that sacrifice would
(1.1.69–83). Yet, despite the importance of the virgin sacrifice for the
continuance of society in Gallathea, no one seems to realize that Tyterus
and Melebeus have secreted their daughters until the Agar refuses Haebe,
the (less beautiful) sacrificial virgin presented to it. If Haebe, like the ideal
early modern English woman, has preserved her virginity, she should be
rewarded in the appropriate socially determined way for this accomplishment. If social salvation through sacrifice replaces marriage in Haebe’s
society, then her nomination as sacrifice should be accepted. She should
become the exemplar of her society’s fetishized virginity. But she does
not. Her virgin condition is suddenly made subservient to her beauty and
she is refused. Why?
This is a difficult question to answer absolutely, but I would like
to suggest a couple of possible responses. Both involve consideration of
the most important member of this play’s first audience, Elizabeth I. If
Gallathea was written to flatter, as well as amuse, the Virgin Queen, its
ability to do so would be curtailed if a virgin’s only destiny were shown
to be death. Thus the Agar’s refusal to accept Haebe not only saves the
character’s life, but flatters Elizabeth by demonstrating that, although
there may be many virgins, only one is special (or beautiful) enough to
be the Virgin Queen. That Haebe is willing to accept the honor of patriotic sacrifice—even if she feels personally unworthy (5.2.8–55)—also
flatters Elizabeth by validating the personal sacrifices—youth, marriage,
children—this aging virgin has undergone for her country.7 The failure of
Haebe’s sacrifice might also represent a “miracle” not necessarily caused by
her lack of beauty: the Agar may have been kept away from his virgin by
the powerful/magical presence of the positive, light side of Elizabeth I in
the audience. In fact, the failure of this particular sacrifice leads ultimately,
with Diana and Venus’s intervention, to the disbanding of the virgin sacrifice as a means of tribute to Neptune. Thus Haebe could be viewed as a
savior of her country for stopping the sacrifice, and not as a destroyer of her
country for failing to be accepted. But the actual reason for the sacrifice’s
failure is less important than the results of the failure: one particular form
of patriarchal oppression is stopped forever. Virgins’ bodies are no longer
to be used to forge alliances between men and gods.
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A Virginal Society
The bizarre situation of the virgin sacrifice also serves to point out a
major contradiction intrinsic to patriarchy. If individual fathers exercise
their rightful power over individual daughters, they can put their entire
society at risk, as the society of Gallathea is so placed when the sacrifice is refused. By exercising one sort of patriarchal control over their
daughters, Tyterus and Melebeus paradoxically free them from another
sort of patriarchal control. Thus freed, the daughters are able to experience the world of Diana and her nymphs, a woman-only “corrective” to the
early modern sexual economy. While part of the pastoral world the entire
play is situated in, Diana’s “sweete troope” (1.2.12) constitutes an essentially separate “society” of virgins. This vision of Diana and her nymphs
certainly derives from the classical mythological tradition that constructs
Diana as a woman-oriented virgin goddess whose effect on men (such as
Acteon) was both legendary and deadly.8 She lived and hunted isolated
from men with a community of women followers. Although the potential for female–female eroticism certainly exists within such all-women
communities,9 including that of Elizabeth I and her women, as indicated
above, Lyly’s play focuses on the loyal and friendly, rather than the erotic,
aspects of such a society. Thus, while Gallathea and Phillida cannot actually “belong” to Diana’s society because of their perceived “male” natures
(disguise), their actual femaleness and virginity—coupled with their desire
to avoid sacrifice (marriage)—indicate that they do “belong.” Indeed, they
become incorporated into the society to some degree as a result of the
nymphs falling in love with them. By act 3, scene 1, Eurota and Ramia are
infatuated with Gallathea (Tyterus) and Telusa with Phillida (Melebeus).10
The cause of the nymphs’ lovesickness is Cupid, who, in an attempt to get
the nymphs to forsake virginity and embrace love, has disguised himself as “a sillie girle” (2.2.1). Interestingly, and despite the effects of the
“female”-to-male cross-dressing in this play, Cupid’s male-to-“female”
cross-dressing does not result in his becoming an object of affection. His
disguise provokes love, but not of himself (or his disguised persona), since
the objects of the nymphs’ affections are the “boys” Gallathea (Tyterus)
and Phillida (Melebeus). Yet, even though this love appears to be male–
female love, it is in fact female–female love, thus reinforcing the fact that,
within a society of virgins, virgins are not only the objects of desire but can
become desiring subjects as well.11
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This view of nymphs as desiring subjects can be sharply juxtaposed
to the picture of them contained in that portion of Diana’s speech with
which I began this chapter. As the speech continues, it even more strongly
contrasts the actively desiring nymphs I have been considering with the
formerly “chaste” virgins of Diana’s train: “Shall it be said … that Diana
the goddesse of chastity, whose thoughts are alwaies answerable to her
vowes, whose eyes never glanced on desire, and whose hart abateth the
poynt of Cupids arrowes, shall have her virgins to become unchast in
desires, immoderate in action, untemperate in love, in foolish love, in base
love?” (3.4.27, 28–33). Diana’s speech, as well as her dialectical conflict
with Venus throughout the play, serves to isolate virginity—and virgins—
from love and desire and thus reinforces the early modern construction of
(biological) virginity that I have described earlier. But, since most of the
virgins in this play, nymphs and mortals, have separated themselves from
the patriarchal sexual economy that has defined virginity in this biological
way, can we continue to use this “patriarchal” definition for the virgin
characters in this play? The virgins may, indeed, avoid male desire and male
penile rupture of their hymens. But do they avoid desire altogether? And,
can a virginity that exists exclusively in a non-patriarchal space claim/hold
the same definition it does in patriarchal society? If women could exist
with other women in a “society” with no property to transfer, no fear of
pregnancy—and thus no possibility of fetishization of the hymen—would
virginity mean the same thing? Would it even exist in a world that lacks
the necessary penis to define it?
Once Cupid has been unmasked as the source of love in Diana’s previously “chaste” virginal society, he is punished by being set to untie love
knots. As the nymphs watch, they comment that some knots untie easily
by themselves while others remain fast. The false love knots are shown to
be the results of money, force, or male dissembling, all products of the
patriarchal sexual economy (4.2.37–56). Those that remain fast—the true
knots—were made by “a woman’s hart” (34, 60), or “by faith, and must
onely be unknit of death” (49–50). Although the male god Cupid has
trifled with the affections of the female nymphs, this act indicates a predisposition to consider women’s love truer than men’s love. This assumption
of female honesty and loyalty is reinforced by the relationship between
Diana and her nymphs. Although tricked by Cupid, the nymphs never
betray or challenge Diana outright and easily return to their previous
pursuits once Cupid is exposed. Moreover, even though two nymphs love
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the same “boy,” Gallathea (Tyterus), they do not engage in a power struggle
to gain control of “him.” The nymphs never sacrifice their friendship or
loyalty to each other, or to Diana, for love.12 Virginity thus allows women
to form a unified society that can clearly (and easily) withstand any sort of
disunity (Cupid and love) introduced from the outside. Yet the brief views
the play presents of the desiring nymphs do not explain the role pleasure
or eroticism play (or do not play) in this virginal society. To obtain a more
detailed view of how desire manifests itself among virgins, I would like to
consider how the love between Gallathea and Phillida is represented.

Virginal Desire
The story of Gallathea and Phillida is based on that of Iphis and Ianthe in
Book IX of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In this tale, Iphis’s mother is told by
her husband that the child she is pregnant with must be a boy or it will
die. The child, Iphis, is of course a daughter, whose sex is hidden from the
father by her mother. Only when Iphis reaches puberty does she fall in
love with Ianthe, and the intervention of Venus is required to make the
couple heterosexual and allow them to marry and be incorporated into
the patriarchal sexual economy. Jonathan Walker suggests: “Like other
classical texts, Ovid’s tale of Iphis and Ianthe refuses to make what we
would now call lesbianism at all visible, intelligible, or nameable, even
though it is demonstrably the most extensive treatment of female samesex desire in the extant literature of the period.”13 I question his source for
this argument, especially given the fact that there are probably very few
texts written by avowed ancient Greek lesbians that have come down to
us. In fact, Bernadette Brooten, cited by Walker,14 goes so far as to suggest
that the most famous ancient Greek lesbian, Sapho, was not considered
to be a lesbian by other ancient thinkers.15 She points out that the story
of Sapho’s relationship with Phaon (Phao) is an attempt to recuperate the
poet into the realm of heterosexuality. In fact, there were two Saphos in
ancient Greek thought: one the lesbian poet, and the other a woman who
fell in love with the ferryman Phaon. Further, Walker indicates that Iphis
does not know what she is or how to define herself.16 While I grant this
correct observation, I again wonder how we can impose such twenty-firstcentury notions of language, the self, and self-identity onto early modern
or ancient literary characters. Walker carries this notion of non-existent
lesbian language into his description of the relationship between Phillida
and Gallathea. Granted, we hear very little of their love language, nor do
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we see any of their lovemaking. In fact, many of their thoughts and feelings
are occluded. I feel, however, that this occlusion does not so much mean
that there is no language to describe lesbian affection or lovemaking, but
simply that the secrecy of Gallathea and Phillida’s actions allows for the
broadest possible interpretation of what their lovemaking may be about.
I would suggest that the same could be said for Iphis and Ianthe.17
In the context of Gallathea, Haebe can be seen as a representation
of society’s “ideal virgin,” a good daughter of the patriarchy. She willingly allows gods and (male) citizens to use her body to forge alliances.
She never challenges the uses to which her virginity is put even when
she suspects that her body may not be the “right” one for the situation. If Haebe is what a virgin should be, then how are we to understand Gallathea and Phillida, the two virgins who are removed from the
sacrificial/(marriage) economy? On one level, their disguises simply
represent the means by which they are able to save their lives. But on a
more important level, these disguises foreground the two characters and
mark them as distinctly different from the “ideal” virgin of their society,
Haebe. These disguised virgins do not remain simply fugitives from a
sacrifice/(marriage). They manage, I would suggest, to completely problematize not only traditional notions of female virginity, but various
kinds of social interactions between women as well. Gallathea and
Phillida become the locus of many conflicting notions of what virgins
“are” within early modern society, and only some of them are related
to traditional notions of patriarchal marriage. The instability of the
characters’ “meaning” is foregrounded in the situation(s) surrounding
their disguise. Gallathea is one of the few early modern plays that allows
a space, however contested, for female–female desire.18 This “space”
is possible not only because of Gallathea’s and Phillida’s disguise, but
because of their stated virginity. The disguise allows the two women to
escape from the sacrificial (marriage) economy and interact with each
other in a place in which virginity “rules” and creates its own society: the
forests the women share with Diana and her nymphs.
Gallathea and Phillida’s desire is triggered by a standard device of
disguise plays: a character falls in love with a person whose gender, as
marked by clothes/disguise, is contrary to the actual gender. In this play,
the dual disguise renders the plot doubly complex: two “boys”—really
women—fall mutually in love with “boys” who are really women. Unable
to reveal their disguised natures, the two women develop a friendship that
is initially tempered by the suspicion that the “boy other” each is in love
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with may be really a woman. In act 3, scene 2, in the midst of a series of
gender-confusing riddles about the possession of virginity, the two women
“voice” their suspicions:
PHILLIDA
GALLATHEA

[aside]. What doubtfull speeches be these?
I feare me
he is as I am, a Mayden.
[aside] What dread riseth in my minde!
I feare the boy to be as I am a Mayden.
3.2.28–31

By act 4, scene 4, the “fear” generated by that suspicion intensifies:
PHILLIDA
GALLATHEA
PHILLIDA

Why, what doost thou feare?
Nothing but that you love me not. Exit.
I will. Poore Phillida, what shouldest thou
thinke of thy selfe, that lovest one that I feare
mee, is as thy selfe is. … For if she be a Mayden
there is no hope of my love.
4.4.35–38, 42–43

This “fear” that both women articulate not only acknowledges
the suspicion that their love object is “same” rather than “other,” but also
validates the woman–woman desire that surfaces between them. Although
dressed as boys, each woman knows herself to be a woman and, by this
point in the play, is sure that the “boy” she loves is also a woman. Fearful
or not, these women have accepted the gender of their love object and are
emotionally committed to their desire for a person of the same gender.
These virgins have thus redefined themselves as lovers, as well as redefined
the terms of their love in a way that opposes it to those masculinist notions
of “love” as a contractual arrangement negotiated by men across women’s
bodies. They seem no longer to be definable as virgins in patriarchal terms,
whether that definition refers to the “intact” woman whose virginity is
“bounded” by marriage, or the “deviant” woman who allows male violation
of her body, extends her virginity to a permanent condition, or chooses a
woman as her love object. But can love exist between virgins and, if so, what
kind(s), and in what context(s) can it be expressed? Even though Gallathea
and Phillida actually “desire” a member of the same gender, it is difficult
to speculate about just how this woman–woman desire is expected to play
itself out. Have Gallathea and Phillida “shown” their love, and, if so, how
have they done so?
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Sex and Desire
Lyly’s text is remarkably unstable in this respect. At times we are led to
believe that the women know they love women—and act upon that love.
At other times previously raised expectations are immediately lowered.
Gallathea and Phillida’s first encounter occurs in act 2, scene 1, and they
are almost instantly attracted to each other. Yet their attraction is revealed
within a context that also questions their unstable gender appearance:
PHILLIDA
GALLATHEA

[aside] It is a pretty boy and a faire, hee
might well have beene a woman …
[aside] I knowe not howe it commeth to
passe, but yonder boy is in mine eye too
beautiful!
2.1.19–20, 44–45

Even though unsure, and puzzled, about the gender of the “other boy,” each
woman has, by the end of act 2, fallen in love and resolved to take some
action. Gallathea vows to “follow [her love] into the Woods” (2.4.12) and
Phillida vows to “transgresse in love a little of [her] modestie” (2.5.6–7).
An important question to consider is whether she does transgress her modesty, and, if so, how and to what extent.
The women appear next in act 3, scene 2, the riddling scene
I mentioned earlier. Although each fears—or suspects—the “boy” she
loves to be a woman, the scene ends without either character gaining/
revealing “definite” knowledge of this issue. However, unlike scenes 4 and
5 of act 2, when the characters went off alone to search and ponder, this
scene ends with their exiting together to Phillida’s curious speech: “Come
let us into the Grove, and make much of one another, that cannot tel what
to think one of another” (3.2.58–59). Here again the phrase “make much
of one another” is inconclusive. What will Gallathea and Phillida do in the
grove? How much of “making much” is verbal, how much physical? This
inconclusive language can lead one to believe that the women will surely
learn the “truth” of their gender as the result of their “making much.” The
suspicion that they do find out—or, at least, that they thoroughly enjoy
the process of exploration—is reinforced by the fact that the characters
are absent until act 4, scene 4. Yet the beginning of that scene—another
set of riddles about “fairness,” “boys,” and “virgins”—forces us to conclude
that, whatever “making much” encompasses, for Gallathea and Phillida
such “making much” may not result in gender revelation. Each still “fears”
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the other is a woman, and both leave for more wandering in the groves
(4.4.32). The two are clearly still infatuated with each other, but whatever pleasures they have shared have not “convinced” them that their love
object is a woman. Gallathea and Phillida’s consistent desire for each other,
coupled with the “fact” that they never seem to “discover” the other’s
gender, suggests that virginal pleasure is quite different from the sorts of
heterosexual pleasure that are part of the patriarchal sexual economy. To
claim that the women’s indecision regarding their lovers’ gender would
mean that they have not seen each other’s genitals implies that our notions
of pleasure are grounded in a masculinist, scopic focus on genital sexuality. If we believe that “real” sex between men and women must entail
penile vaginal penetration, we may be tempted to claim that the virgins
do not know their lovers’ “real” gender because, having no penis between
them, they cannot engage in “real sex” and so avoided any activity that
would have revealed each woman’s lack of a penis. But can we claim that
all sexual activity, all pleasure, requires either a genital focus or “ocular
proof ” of gender? Are there not pleasures virgins can provide each other
that do not require such a masculinist or biological focus? I suggest that
Gallathea invites us to speculate on the possibility of a kind of desire and
an economy of pleasure that is focused on the lovers’ entire selves rather
than that small portion located between their legs.
Thus, when the “truth” of their genders is finally revealed to
Gallathea and Phillida in act 5, scene 3, their responses demonstrate both
the degree of their affections and their (continued) “ignorance” regarding
their gender identity:
GALLATHEA
PHILLIDA
GALLATHEA
PHILLIDA
NEPTUNE
GALLATHEA
PHILLIDA

Unfortunate Gallathea, if this be Phillida!
Accursed Phillida, if that be Gallathea!
And wast thou all this while enamoured of
Phillida, that sweete Phillida?
And couldest thou doate upon the face of a
Maiden, thy selfe beeing one, on the face
of fayreGallathea?
Doe you both beeing Maidens love one another?
I had thought the habite agreeable with the
Sexe, and so burned in the fire of mine owne
fancies.
I had thought that in the attyre of a boy,
there could not have lodged the body of a
Virgine, & so was inflamed with a sweete desire,
which now I find a sower deceit.
5.3.110–21
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Even though this play allows a space for woman–woman desire, the type
of desire that occurs is represented as curiously “chaste.” Is this because
Lyly refuses to countenance the existence of woman–woman desire, or is
the only sort of woman–woman desire he can conceive of one that exists
within the traditional patriarchal definitions of virginity as an unviolated
bodily condition? What does this perception say about the possibility/
probability of desire between women?
I want to briefly and provisionally answer this question by recalling
the instability of Lyly’s text in terms of just how female–female desire/
pleasure can be represented. In this context, the text can also be seen to
be remarkably unstable as regards the representation of gender itself. One
reason we may not be able to mark the boundaries of desire/pleasure is
because we are often unable to mark the boundaries of gender in this
play. This latter circumstance results from the extraordinary degree of
complexity surrounding the disguises. Our first view of Gallathea is as
a “boy.” That is, the boy actor playing the woman character Gallathea is
already dressed as the disguised Gallathea (Tyterus) (1.1.60–61). Thus the
“woman” Gallathea is always represented on stage as the “boy” Gallathea
(Tyterus). Even though we are meant to make the mental jump from boy
actor to (absent) “woman” character Gallathea to disguised “boy” character Gallathea (Tyterus), all we ever see on stage is a character in male
clothing—an actual boy dressed as one—who purports to be a woman/
daughter called Gallathea.
In contrast, Phillida is represented, at least once (1.3), as female.
A boy actor plays Phillida, yet he wears female clothing, thus reinforcing
the femaleness of Phillida. Yet, two scenes later, Phillida is also disguised
as a boy. Thus for this character we are presented with the equation: boy
actor has become “woman” character Phillida and is now disguised as
“boy” character Phillida (Melebeus). For the rest of the play Phillida, like
Gallathea, will appear in boy’s clothing, will be seen as “male,” will be called
by a male name, yet will be “known” to be “female.”
This is not an unusual situation. We go through similar mental
contortions whenever we see/read Rosalind or Viola. Yet if we see a production on the twenty-first-century stage, where Viola and Rosalind are
usually played by women, we must remind ourselves not only of the extinct
tradition of boy actors, but also of the homoerotic desire encoded in the
various layers of male and female disguise/desire they enact. Many recent
critical examinations of cross-dressing on the early modern stage consider
the practice in connection with responses to it in anti-theatrical tracts.
Additionally, Lisa Jardine argues that the mere existence of the “play boy”
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marked him not only as an object of erotic interest, but as an object of
male–male desire. She also claims that all desire manifested between male
audience members and actors was (male) homoerotic, a point she specifically makes in connection with Gallathea.19
Yet, in terms of Gallathea, how is the homoerotic desire for/between
boy players to be understood in terms of a love/desire that is expressed by
“women” characters? How can we extricate the various layers of same-sex
from different-sex eroticism as well as distinguish between the genders
involved in the desire displayed in this play? To make sense of what is
happening, we need to ask not only how gender is marked, but where we
are to draw the boundaries between genders. We are presented with two
boy actors playing characters in male dress who do and do not declare their
love for each other. This situation appears to be a representation of male–
male desire. Yet these characters constantly remind the audience that they
are women. Thus their declarations would appear to represent female–
female desire. At the end of the play a marriage is promised between these
same two boy actors in male dress, a situation that appears to represent the
“consummation” of male–male desire. Yet we are told that the gender of
one character is to be changed. Will the desire then enacted by this couple
change to/be read as male–female eroticism? What has finally happened
to desire and to our reading(s) of gender in this play?
Although we are initially assured that Gallathea and Phillida are
(female) virgins, the cross-dressing conventions of the play serve to foreground the instability of both gender and desire to a much greater degree
than many other plays involving cross-dressing. But while all this confusion does occur, and while a rhetoric and a plot structure identifying the
characters as women is present, visual (and auditory) clues indicate that
Gallathea also presents its audience with a representation of male–male
desire. We virtually always see two characters in male dress expressing
desire to each other while they address each other with male names. This
effect of male dress and names seems, at times, to destabilize female–
female desire and foreground male–male desire. But I would also suggest
that the fact that the play was initially performed by the Children of Paul’s
contributes to this sense of gender instability and shifting erotic desire.
Like the “play boys” in adult companies, choirboys often became objects of
audience members’ erotic interest.20 Yet their relative youth would allow a
different sort of desire to be generated. One source of humor in comedies
put on by the boy companies was the disparity between the implied sexual
“innocence” of the actors and the often bawdy sophistication of the lines
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they spoke.21 Such a juxtaposition would foreground the boys’ youth and
suggest that the desire they generated was pederastic. What I want to do
here is speculate on the various possibilities of desire present—not only in
Gallathea but between audience members and choirboys—when youth, in
addition to costuming,22 renders gender indistinct. The indistinct gender
boundaries displayed within the boy companies generally could have made
it more difficult to determine whether male–male or female–female desire
(or a combination of the two) was being represented in this particular
Lyly play.
However, the presence of male–male desire is distinctly questioned
at the point at which the women’s female gender is exposed in act 5, scene
3. The revelation of the same gender of their love object does not destroy Gallathea and Phillida’s desire, though it does serve to elicit a “fear”
regarding a love that both Diana and Neptune define as “unnatural.”23
Further, the sea god reminds us/them that the women’s love is “[a]n idle
choyce, strange, and foolish, for one Virgine to doate on another; and
to imagine a constant faith, where there can be no cause of affection”
(5.3.128–30).
Neptune, the voice of patriarchal society, indicates that the
women have made “idle” choices because it is “foolish” for virgins to
“dote” upon one another. Humanist philosophy indicated that any
love that “doted” was excessive, but I would argue here that Neptune is
focusing upon the gender of the doters—the same, and female—rather
than upon a love that is out of control. Further, I call attention to his
questioning of the constancy of a love between virgins when there “can
be no cause of affection.” I would suggest that Neptune is pointing out
that love and affection can exist only when there is a penis, a “cause”
of (and “means” for) affection. This pointed reference to the lack of a
penis in Gallathea and Phillida’s love also reinforces the perception that
the desire we have been seeing so much of in bodies whose gender is
remarkably shifting and indistinct is not male–male desire. Yet, despite
Neptune’s rearticulation of the necessity of gender difference for love to
“work” within a patriarchal context, the two women, without fear, have
already declared their love:
GALLATHEA
PHILLIDA

I will never love any but Phillida: her love is
engraven in my hart, with her eyes.
Nor I any but Gallathea, whose faith is
imprinted in my thoughts by her words.
5.3.124–27
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These declarations show that the virginity in this play is inextricably tied
to woman–woman desire in a way that questions both the nature—or
“cause”—of male-defined love as well as its use of the virgin body to solve
patriarchal social problems. Gallathea’s and Phillida’s refusal to relinquish
their female–female love reinforces both its strength and the power of
women characters to find ways of defining themselves and their affections
that are “outside” the patriarchal sexual economy.
The transgressive nature of the two characters is reinforced by the
fact that male–female desire can be recuperated only by arbitrarily changing one of the women into a real boy so as to end the play with a marriage,
and thus to reincorporate the two characters into the regime of heterosexuality.24 But the arbitrary nature of the change—no one knows who will
become the “real boy,” and the women do not seem to care—serves to call
attention to the nature of the marriage being made here.25 I would argue
that Venus’s cavalier attitude toward gender—a penis may be necessary to
legitimize the union, but the organ here becomes an “add-on” part, sort of
like a better-fitting dildo—trivializes the whole notion of the traditional
patriarchal marriage.26 True love determines this union, not a contractual
arrangement between fathers. In fact, Tyterus objects to Gallathea being
changed to a boy, for the event would disinherit her younger brother. But
his objection is disallowed by Venus, who seems to be creating a new sort
of “marriage” that is designed to accommodate woman–woman desire and
not a patriarchal inheritance scheme.
This addition of a penis onto a female body recalls the situation
I discussed in chapter 1 in which Elizabeth I in her Tilbury speech reveals
that her body contains the heart and stomach of a male (king). Obviously,
this statement can be read metaphorically, and probably should be in this
case, but it also raises the question of what is male or female in a human
body. Venus’s wish to create a pair of heterosexual lovers suggests that only
a penis is necessary to change a female to a male. But if this is done, to what
extent does this addition suggest that one of the women is dangerously
close to being regarded as a hermaphrodite, thus again calling forth the
dangerous anomalousness of the virgin queen? Does this gender change,
happy though it might be for Gallathea and Phillida, again recall the dark
side of the queen and point out that the benevolent female presence in this
audience may indeed be a monstrosity?
The transgressive love of Gallathea and Phillida also raises questions
about virginity itself: must it be defined only according to patriarchal
norms? Might it be a life choice that is an end in itself ? Can a virgin
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life choice enable women to find a way out of the patriarchal sexual
economy? In response to these questions, I would suggest that Gallathea
demonstrates that virginity can be defined against patriarchal norms.
Virginity can be viewed as a means by which women refuse to be part
of the sexual economy, refuse to be defined exclusively in terms of their
reproductive capabilities, and embrace love relationships that allow these
refusals. This definition of virginity carries encoded within it the notion
that strong bonds of friendship and affection exist between women that
are not acknowledged by patriarchal society or the patriarchal narrative,
and that these bonds might have an erotic component, might grow into
woman–woman desire.27 According to this definition, being a virgin
means that the woman in question defines herself in terms of herself and
other women, not in terms of men, male society, or the patriarchal sexual
economy.
The importance of female desire in general is reinforced in the epilogue of this play, in which Gallathea (still presumably in male disguise)
urges certain members of the audience: “Yeelde Ladies, yeeld to love ladies,
which lurketh under your eye-lids whilst you sleepe, and plaieth with your
hart strings whilst you wake. … Confesse [Cupid] a Conquerer, whom
yee ought to regarde, sith it is unpossible to resist; for this is infallible,
that Love conquereth all things but it selfe, and Ladies all harts but their
owne” (epi. 5–7, 9–12). Even though Gallathea does not specify whether
the ladies should engage in female–female or male–female love, the fact
that the women are encouraged simply to love serves again (and finally) to
destabilize the notion of patriarchal marriage that frames this play. Women
who actually/actively desire (and love) would be unwilling to sacrifice the
object(s) of their affections for contractual marriage arrangements made
against their wills with those they did not love. Urging women to love in
this way also urges them to divorce themselves from the patriarchal sexual
economy in a way similar to Gallathea and Phillida, and also similar to
(but different from) Elizabeth I herself. The queen’s perpetual virginity
placed her outside the sexual economy and reinforced her power as an
anomalous, though “special,” ruler. Her unique virginity, coupled with her
incorporation of this bodily condition into a political rhetoric, rendered
her society’s construction of her “deviance” invalid. In a related way, the
virginal “society” in Lyly’s play renders the social construction of Gallathea
and Phillida’s virginity as deviant similarly invalid. The court of the Virgin
Queen, especially when considered as a venue for drama, has the potential to seriously question dominant social constructions of virginity and
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render them at best “curious,” at worst dangerously deviant and in need of
recuperation.
NOTES
1

Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, pp. 102–13, presents a helpful analysis of how Greek and Roman deities are employed in early modern texts.
2
The only known quarto of Gallathea is dated 1592. R. Warwick Bond,
ed., The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, pp. 419, 427, suggests that court performance may have occurred on January 1, 1586, 1587, or 1588. See also Leah
Scragg, “Introduction,” in Gallathea, pp. 24–27, who indicates that the popularity
of Gallathea continues into the present, noting 18 productions between 1998
and 2011.
3
Caldwell, “John Lyly’s Gallathea,” exemplifies the kinds of readings possible if Lyly’s plays are considered as texts designed to flatter the queen. See also
Bevington, “John Lyly and Queen Elizabeth”; and Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind,
chapter 7. The following scholars consider the “political” aspects of Elizabeth I’s
virginity: Yates, Astraea; Montrose, “ ‘Shaping Fantasies’ ”; Marcus, “Shakespeare’s
Comic Heroines”; Theodora A. Jankowski, “ ‘Where There Can Be No Cause of
Affection’: Redefining Virgins, Their Desires, and Their Pleasures in John Lyly’s
Gallathea,” in Feminist Readings of Early Modern Culture: Emerging Subjects; and
Frye, Elizabeth I: The Competition for Representation.
4
Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, p. 100, and Bond, The Complete
Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, p. 428, indicate that the play is set on the banks of
the Humber River in Lincolnshire and that the Agar is assumed to symbolize
the eagre, or tidal bore, on the Humber estuary. Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind,
p. 209, indicates that, despite this “actual” location, the play also seems to be set
in an ancient pastoral landscape. Phyllis Rackin, “Androgyny, Mimesis, and the
Marriage of the Boy Heroine on the English Renaissance Stage,” Publications of
the Modern Language Association, p. 34, makes an important distinction between
the “recognizable sixteenth-century [aspects of ] Lincolnshire” of the apprentice
plot of Gallathea and the “idealized, mythological, and ahistorical” aspects of the
Gallathea/Phillida plot.
5
For Lévi-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Kinship, p. 115, marriage is
a “total relationship of exchange … not established between a man and a woman,
but between two groups of men, [in which] the woman figures only as one of
the partners.” This idea becomes the basis of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s definition
of male “homosocial” relations in Between Men and Epistemology of the Closet.
See also the following: Heidi Hartmann, “The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism
and Feminism: Towards a More Progressive Union,” in The Unhappy Marriage
of Marxism and Feminism: A Debate on Class and Patriarchy; Veronica Beechey,
“On Patriarchy,” Feminist Review; Gail Omvedt, “ ‘Patriarchy’: The Analysis of
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Women’s Oppression,” The Insurgent Socialist; and Gayle Rubin, “The Traffic in
Women: Notes on the ‘Political Economy’ of Sex,” in Toward an Anthropology
of Women, p. 159: “[A] ‘sex/gender system’ is the set of arrangements by which
a society transforms biological sexuality into products of human activity, and in
which these transformed sexual needs are satisfied.” See also Friedrich Engels,
The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State, pp. 119–46. I have primarily described the Protestant discourse of marriage. The Roman Catholic one
is similar, though it includes an option for professed virginity. See also Theodora
A. Jankowski, Pure Resistance: Queer Virginity in Early Modern English Drama,
chapters 2, 3.
I use the term “discourse” in Michel Foucault’s sense that categories of
discourse create our experience(s) and regulate our world. See also Foucault: The
Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language; “The History of
Sexuality,” in Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings; The
History of Sexuality, vol. 1: An Introduction; and Remarks on Marx: Conversations
with Duccio Trombadori.
6
Lynda E. Boose, “The Father and the Bride in Shakespeare,” Publications
of the Modern Language Association, makes important connections between virginity, the female body, and the “ritual” of marriage.
7
Elizabeth I would have been fifty-nine when the quarto of Gallathea
appeared and anywhere from fifty-three to fifty-five when the play was performed
at court.
8
Nancy J. Vickers, “Diana Described: Scattered Woman and Scattered
Rhyme,” Critical Inquiry.
9
Valerie Traub, “The (In)Significance of ‘Lesbian’ Desire in Early Modern
England,” in Erotic Politics: Desire on the Renaissance Stage, pp. 159–61, examines
the erotic potential of “monogamous, erotic ‘virginity’ as the natural expression of love between women” in Diana’s community as represented in Thomas
Heywood’s The Golden Age. The potential for erotic encounters in various sorts
of women-only communities is part of the “myth” of female–female eroticism
connected to both actual and literary convents, such as Margaret Cavendish’s The
Convent of Pleasure. See also Rosemary Curb and Nancy Manahan, eds., Lesbian
Nuns: Breaking Silence.
Gregory W. Bredbeck, Sodomy and Interpretation: Marlowe to Milton,
pp. 20, 201–13, points out that the pastoral carried encoded within it a discourse of male homoeroticism, especially in “the two major models influencing
Renaissance writers, Theocritus’s Idylls [especially the fifth] and Virgil’s Eclogues
[especially the second].”
For a deeper analysis of the relationship between virgins and same-sex
desire, see Jankowski, Pure Resistance.
10
When disguised, the women are called by their fathers’ names.
11
Penelope J. Engelbrecht, “ ‘Lifting Belly is a Language’: The Postmodern
Lesbian Subject,” Feminist Studies, p. 86, persuasively argues for a rearticulation
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of the terms “Subject” and “Object”—which she sees as “linguistically and socially
mediated by the action of the paradigmatically (male) Subject upon the (female)
Object”—for defining lesbian desire. She sees the “lesbian terms, Subject and
Other/self [which she coins, as referring] to operation and are more than interchangeable; they are synonymous.”
12
In contrast to my reading of the play, Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind,
p. 208, characterizes the result of Cupid’s infiltration of the community as “jealous
wrangling” among the nymphs curtailed by Diana’s “furious” chiding.
13
Jonathan Walker, “Before the Name: Ovid’s Deformulated Lesbianism,”
Comparative Literature, p. 206.
14
Ibid.
15
Michael Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly, pp. 139, 73–74, states, “In Lyly’s
first Eliza play, Sapho and Phao, the ladies of the court appear to have no wish to
meddle with men, but may satisfy their sexual affections amongst themselves; this
allows them to preserve—or appear to preserve—their chastity but still follow
their natural desire for erotic pleasure.” Lyly can be picturing Elizabeth’s court, in
which ladies required to be chaste amused themselves with dildos and each other
in order to avoid contact with courtiers. Pincombe brings up the potential lesbianism of the historical Sapho and seems to become a bit grounded on the issue
of the extent to which lesbian sex does or does not require a penis.
16
Walker, “Before the Name: Ovid’s Deformulated Lesbianism,” p. 208.
17
See Simone Chess, “ ‘Or Whatever You Be’: Crossdressing, Sex, and Gender
Labour in John Lyly’s Gallathea,” Renaissance and Reformation. Chess bases her
article on Gallathea on the concept of gender labor, developed by Jane Ward
in “Gender Labor: Transmen, Femmes, and Collective Work of Transgression,”
Sexualities. Chess’s argument is based on the concept of “the notion of ‘gender
labour,’ in which a cisgender partner (not cross-dressed or trans) participates in
co-creating his or her partner’s queer gender” (p. 146). While the idea of “forgetting” certain aspects of the trans partner’s physical body—such as lack of a penis
in a female-to-male (FTM) transsexual—will benefit the creation of a relationship between the two partners. I don’t believe her argument works as smoothly as
she would wish in terms of Gallathea and Phillida’s queer relationship. It is difficult to apply the dynamics of a trans/non-trans relationship to two cross-dressed
girl characters. Chess also neglects to consider the underlying fact that the crossdressing is necessary to protect the lives of the two girls. Consequently, there is a
certain danger involved in whether or not the girls can actually “see” and “determine” whether or not their love objects are male.
Further, in her recent book Male-to-Female Crossdressing in Early Modern
English Literature, Chess examines the role male-to-female (MTF) cross-dressed
actors/characters played in the early modern theater. While this is a laudatory
aim, and Chess makes a number of important critical points regarding MTF crossdressing, her theoretical framework can at times become jarring. In chapter 1, she
indicates that she uses the work of Sarah Fenstermaker and Candace West (Doing
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Gender, Doing Difference: Inequality, Power, and Institutional Change) and Jocelyn
Downie and Jennifer J. Llewellyn (Being Relational: Reflections on Relational
Theory and Health Law) to discuss how twenty-first-century sociologists construct
the concept of relational gender theory. As a historicist/materialist critic, I find it
problematical to use contemporary theory, of any kind, in an unproblematized
way as a basis for exploring early modern texts. I explored the problems of such
usage regarding psychological/psycho-analytic theory and early modern texts in
my Women in Power in the Early Modern Drama (1992). I would contend that
a similar problem exists in Chess’s use of trans* (sic— Chess’s usage) theory to
examine MTF characters. She contends that trans* theory goes beyond queer
theory in allowing for various possibilities of gender exploration. Interestingly,
though, she uses Eve Sedgewick’s definition of what “queer” encompasses in
her definition of queer theory, yet neglects in her quoted material to indicate
that, according to Sedgewick, “transsexual” is an aspect of queerness. What also
concerns me about Chess’s anachronistic use of “trans* theory” is that she neglects
to discuss some of the real trans* persons in the early modern period: eunuchs/
castrati and/or men who have had their penises removed as a result of gangrene
or incurable venereal infections. Men without penises might have made use of
Ambrose Pare’s prosthetic penises, often made of wood. See Dympna Callaghan’s
“The Castrator’s Song,” in Shakespeare without Women: Representing Gender and
Race on the Renaissance Stage, especially pp. 52–66.
18
There are currently several books that deal with the issue of female homoeroticism in the early modern period: Jankowski, Pure Resistance; Valerie Traub, The
Renaissance of Lesbianism in Early Modern England; Harriette Andreadis, Sappho
in Early Modern England: Female Same-Sex Literary Erotics, 1550–1714. There are
also numerous articles. See also James Holstun, “ ‘Will You Rend Our Ancient Love
Asunder?’: Lesbian Elegy in Donne, Marvell, and Milton,” English Literary History.
See also Douglas Bruster, “Female–female eroticism and the early modern stage.”
19
Lisa Jardine, Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age
of Shakespeare, pp. 9–36, especially pp. 20–21. See also Laura Levine, “Men in
Women’s Clothing: Anti-Theatricality and Effeminization from 1579–1642,”
Criticism, pp. 125, 130, which examines the perceived “unstable” identity of
the cross-dressed actor, which led to his construction as “monstrous” because
he was effeminized by wearing women’s clothes. Rackin, “Androgyny, Mimesis,
and the Marriage of the Boy Heroine on the English Renaissance Stage,” p. 29,
maintains that cross-dressing resulted in making gender “doubly problematic.”
Jean E. Howard, “Crossdressing, the Theatre, and Gender Struggle in Early
Modern England,” Shakespeare Quarterly, p. 418, states that the meaning of crossdressing “varied with the circumstances of its occurrence” and that the “various
manifestations of crossdressing in Renaissance culture” allow us to “read aspects
of class and gender struggle in the period … in which the theater … played a highly
contradictory role.” Stephen Orgel, “Nobody’s Perfect; or, Why Did the English
Stage take Boys for Women?,” South Atlantic Quarterly, p. 13, argues for the theater’s
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assumption of “the interchangeability of the sexes,” a contention supported by
early modern medical treatises. See also Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and
Gender from the Greeks to Freud. These beliefs fed the fear that boy actors might
become “as,” if not “actual,” women, especially as objects of male–male desire. Steve
Brown, “The Boyhood of Shakespeare’s Heroines: Notes on Gender Ambiguity in
the Sixteenth Century,” Studies in English Literature 1500–1900, p. 251, examines
“boys” outside the theater as objects of male–male desire, especially in connection
with the use of the term/name “Ganymede” to refer to an “ingle” or “catamite”—a
young male whore. See also James M. Saslow, Ganymede in the Renaissance. Peter
Stallybrass, “Transvestism and the ‘Body Beneath’: Speculating on the Boy Actor,”
in Erotic Politics, considers the various implications for cross-dressing of the play
boy’s actual body.
20
Pamela Brown, “Boys Will Be Girls: John Lyly’s Gallathea,” suggests that
the choirboys’ erotic potential was necessary to ensure their success and mentions
that they may even have solicited for sex, along with the other whores, in St. Paul’s
(fols. 3, 5–6).
21
Michael Shapiro, Children of the Revels: The Boy Companies of Shakespeare’s
Time and Their Plays, pp. 106–8, shows that choirboys began singing at seven or
eight years of age and continued until their voices broke, at about thirteen or fourteen. Pamela Brown, “Boys Will Be Girls,” suggests that Diana’s scornful references
to her nymphs’ loves as “pelting boyes, perhaps base of birth” (3.4.49–50) could be
a barbed reference to (male and female) audience members’ dalliances with their
young servants (fol. 16).
22
Stallybrass, “Transvestism and the ‘Body Beneath,’ ” examines the (possible) use of prosthetic breasts (or tight lacing to produce a cleavage) by boy actors
for “nude” bedroom scenes and suggests a means by which these actors might,
indeed, be mistaken for “real girls,” and thus questions Jardine, Still Harping on
Daughters, who contends that all desire between early modern audience members
and actors was male homoerotic.
23
Bevington, Tudor Drama and Politics, p. 185, describes their love as “innocuous
but risible,” thus describing a situation as complex as the one Walker describes in a
much simpler way. In this he follows earlier critics in their almost incomprehensible
understanding of how the love between the two daughters can be resolved.
24
Mark Dooley, “Inversion, Metamorphosis, and Sexual Difference: Female
Same-Sex Desire in Ovid and Lyly,” in Ovid and the Renaissance Body, pp. 62–65,
70–71, rightly reminds us that the source of the Gallathea/Phillida story is the
Iphis/Ianthe myth in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. However, he feels that one of the girls
will not be changed into a boy because Hymen does not appear to bless the union
as he does in the Metamorphoses and in As You Like It. While I appreciate Dooley
waving the flag for lesbian marriage, I do believe that this play stresses the cultural
necessity of heterosexual, not homosexual, union.
25
See Rackin, “Androgyny, Mimesis, and the Marriage of the Boy Heroine
on the English Renaissance Stage,” p. 31: “For the girls and the gods in Gallathea,
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gender is arbitrary, unreal, and reversible because the vantage point transcends the
social to include the realm of fantastic imagination and spirit where androgyny is
an image of human self-completion rather than an aberrant social category.”
Altman, The Tudor Play of Mind, p. 209, seems to challenge the “arbitrariness” of the change by claiming to “know” which woman will become a boy.
Caldwell, “John Lyly’s Gallathea,” pp. 70–71, indicates “that desire to be free of
either a life-threatening female identity or of a confining male disguise seems to
motivate the women far more than the satisfaction of mere sexual passion.” She
sees the play as a celebration of constancy, rather than metamorphosis, despite the
fact that she feels the text is “a thinly disguised allegory of a woman’s reluctance
to face the sexual demands of marriage.” I do, however, agree with her contention that the play offers a “personal, not public, reason for marriage” and “seeks to
locate a new rhetoric between the extremes of Petrarchanism and common lust.”
26
Dooley, “Inversion, Metamorphosis, and Sexual Difference,” pp. 70–71,
feels: “However, what we have seen during the course of the play is that those presumptively granted the ‘privilege’ of possessing a penis are, generally speaking, the
least well-equipped to wield phallic power.” See also Laurie Shannon, “Renaissance
Homonormativity and Elizabethan Comic Likeness,” Modern Philology, pp. 199,
206, who notes that heteronormativity renders heterosexuality unrepresentable
in Galathea. Shannon also suggests that “at the play’s end there are still only two
kinds of gender-mixed bonds on the table: a predatory heterosexuality marked as
inimical to female characters and a deferred sex-change within a love established
clearly on the basis of ‘natural attraction.’ ” See also Berry, Of Chastity and Power,
p. 125, who points out that Venus’s act of changing one lover’s body could be
regarded as “asserting the completeness and authority of the feminine [through]
woman’s possession of phallic power.”
27
See Janice G. Raymond, A Passion for Friends: Toward a Philosophy of
Female Affection.
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Chapter 5

Male Friendship and Unruly Women in
Endimion

It is a tale of the Man in the Moone. It was forbidden in olde time
to dispute of Chymera, because it was a fiction: […] for there liueth
none under the Sunne, that knows what to make of the Man in the
Moone. Wee present neither Comedie, nor Tragedie, nor storie,
nor anie thing, but that whosoeuer heareth may say this, Why
heere is a tale of the Man in the Moone.
Endimion, prologue

Location and Genre
The plays I have previously examined have fallen easily into two subgenres
within Lyly’s work. Campaspe, Sapho and Phao, and Midas are concerned
primarily with actions that occur at court and concern whether or not the
monarch is a successful ruler. Love’s Metamorphosis and Gallathea belong
to the tradition of pastoral.1 None of the events of these two plays occurs
in a place of “civilization,” either a court or a city. Both plays take place
in forests among natural objects, and replicate parts of stories found in
Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In this sense, the scene regarding Midas’s judgment
at the music contest can also be seen as a pastoral interlude. While humans
are the main characters in these pastoral plays, they are also populated by
major gods and goddesses and a large assortment of minor deities, nymphs,
fairies, and humans who have been changed into bits of nature.2
Endimion (ca. 1586)3 as a play seems to be a compromise between
these two genres. The setting appears to be that of the pastoral connected
to the romance landscape of a quest with semblances of the court milieu.
Cynthia, the moon goddess, would seem to place the play in a pastoral landscape, while most of the other characters seem to have escaped from either
a medieval or a Renaissance court. While the myth of Endimion describes
him as a shepherd, the Endimion of this play is a courtier/soldier along
with his friend Eumenides. The female love objects, Tellus and Semele,
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are closer to courtly ladies than they are to nymphs or shepherdesses. And
given the presence of Dipsas, the witch, and Geron, the fountain-keeper,
it is hard to decide just exactly how this play is to be viewed. As a result,
we need to keep in mind that this Lyly play operates on two distinctly
different levels, that of a pastoral as well as a courtly fantasy.
But, like all of Lyly’s plays, this play presents a plotted debate that
examines, interrogates, and tries to define “love” within the context of a
sometimes very confusing, sometimes very allegorical plot.4 By trying to
examine or define an emotion—or passion—the play clearly participates
in the culturally long-range examinations of the nature of emotion(s)
from at least the medieval period to the time of the play’s composition.
Examinations of “love”—or “courtly love,” as we might name the emotion
examined in this play—have a long history, existing within as well as outside current attempts to describe an early modern sense of “self.” Let me
begin this analysis by stating that we cannot assume that there was no
personal consciousness of a sense of self in the early modern period, though
the literary works that help us to conceive of what this self might be like
cannot definitively show or tell us exactly what it is. We all have to work
within a context of continuous speculation, which can allow us, at best, to
produce even more various—though useful—speculative responses. Lyly’s
play is based very loosely upon the myth of Endimion, the shepherd who
falls in love with the “moon.” But given the difference between Endimion
and Cynthia, the regal moon goddess, the early acts of the play involve
many attempts to define love as well as to conceive of some way in which
Endimion’s specific passion for the moon can be understood. In fact, the
notion of Endimion’s love for the moon can be carried to risible extremes,
as noted by Gillian Knoll: “Endymion’s passionate desire for the moon is
bizarre, to say the least. Indeed, it is ‘monstrous,’ if we take Eumenides at
his word: how exactly does one make love to a giant rock in the sky?”5

Cynthia, the Moon
Untouched by Endimion’s feelings for Cynthia, Eumenides logically states
that the moon is unobtainable, unknowable, and changing, and therefore
it is “a dotage no lesse miserable then monstrous” to love her (1.1.25).6
Cynthia as a goddess figure differs in many ways from the other goddess
figures in Lyly’s plays whether or not they are meant to represent Elizabeth.
Our initial picture of Cynthia here is indeed of a moon who bears no
resemblance to either an earthly woman or a queen. In fact, Endimion’s
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descriptions of her would almost make it seem as though she were a very
strange goddess who more closely resembles an astronomical phenomenon than a deity in human form. This contradiction clearly appears in
the various descriptions of Cynthia, which do change through the course
of the play. In act 1, however, Cynthia is primarily the moon, and all of
Endimion’s reflections upon his love refer to those aspects of the moon
that humans regularly view. Endimion sees the moon as a beautiful object
in the same way that any human male would consider his love to be beautiful. However, Endimion makes very strange comments regarding the
moon’s changeability. For example: “But thou to abate the pride of our
affections, dost detract from thy perfections, thinking it sufficient, if once
in a month we enioy a glymse of thy maiestie, and then, to encrease our
greefes, thou doost decrease thy glemes, comming out of thy royall robes,
wherewith thou dazelist our eyes, downe into thy swath clowtes, beguiling
our eyes” (1.1.60–65). He sees her as appearing in swaddling clothes in
her early phases and culminating in the gown of the full-grown woman
in her full moon phase.7 Thus, even though the early phases of the moon
differ greatly from the full phase, Endimion seems to view all as equally
beautiful and, curiously, equally constant. Endimion as a man seems to
forget that, specifically from a woman’s point of view, the moon is always
changing. As a mature woman is always aware of her own menstrual cycle,
she is also aware of the moon’s various changes, which track that cycle.
Specifically, she is aware that the moon is never constant, but always changing. If the full moon is considered to be, in Endimion’s view, the most
beautiful phase, it is important to remember that that phase occurs for
only one day in the lunar cycle.
In the early parts of Endimion, this notion of a constant astronomical object occupies the thoughts of most of the characters in the play.
Endimion is the only one who sees any “humanity” in the lunar body. And
the moon remains consistently distant until near the end of the play, as
Saccio points out,8 when she becomes more human and approachable as
Cynthia, the goddess figure, rather than Cynthia the moon. As goddess
figure, she is more easily acceptable as the ruler of the realm in which
Endimion and Eumenides dwell, and therefore also more easily viewed as
a figure of Queen Elizabeth. Yet this particular iconic representation of
Elizabeth differs in many ways from those Elizabeth figures examined in
previous chapters. While there have been human or goddess figures who
clearly represent the queen, none is as austere or seemingly powerful as this
figure of Cynthia.9 In fact, the combination of her distance as a lunar body
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and her reign over the realm of Endimion shows her to be not only more
powerful but also more stern and imperious than other representations.
Accordingly, it is not surprising that a number of critics see this icon of
Elizabeth as indeed monstrous and threatening.
In one sense, she is considered to be, as Louis Adrian Montrose has
indicated, the woman to whom all men are vulnerable and whose power
points out the contrast between patriarchal society and her own female
courtliness.10 Philippa Berry and Christine Neufeld go further by indicating that the Cynthia figure, who is later able to counteract Dipsas’s spell,
closely resembles a witch and calls to mind witchcraft trials then occurring
in England.11 Cynthia’s connection with witchcraft also occurs because of
Elizabeth’s advancing age, which puts her closer to the clichéd description
of the witch as an old crone past childbearing age. This notion of the crone
also ties in to the metaphorical description of the triune Diana. The waxing
phase of the moon represents Diana (maiden) the earth goddess, the full
moon Cynthia (mother) the sky goddess, and the waning moon Hecate
(crone) the goddess of the underworld. In addition, the fact that Elizabeth
was at this time menopausal would make the description of her moon icon
representation as constant more believable. For the menopausal woman,
the phases of the moon no longer govern her body and leave her in a state
of stasis.
Neufeld makes a similar connection to the witchcraft trials but also
sees Elizabeth as an example of animal monstrosity in the image of the chimera in the prologue (quoted above).12 This image of the chimera appears
in the prologue to Endimion: “It was forbidden in olde time to dispute of
Chymera, because it was a fiction” (prol. 5–7). The mythical chimera was
a monster consisting of parts of three animals: a lion, a goat, and a serpent,13 thus rendering it not only monstrous but three times monstrous.
Neufeld’s use of this image focuses not only on what she sees as Elizabeth’s
monstrosity, but on a monstrosity that exists on many levels. In fact, in act
1, scene 1, Eumenides describes Endimion’s passion for Cynthia as monstrous, while Neufeld points out14 that Floscula states that “nothing [is]
more monstrous than to force affection by sorcery” (1.4.5).
Endimion’s “otherworldly” obsession occurs within a world that is
full of many other kinds of “earthly” love. Tellus, a mortal who considers
herself to be at least the equal of Cynthia (1.2.13–14), is so obsessed with
Endimion that she virtually “stalks” him. Like Tellus, Eumenides desperately loves Semele, who repulses his affection. Thus the play begins
with examples of unhealthy and excessive love “relationships” that are all
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unrequited; one is even totally outside the realm of reality. It is difficult to
concede that any usable definitions/concepts of love can come out of such
selfish posturing. In fact, Tellus wishes to use magic to obtain Endimion’s
love, to which Floscula replies, “Affection that is bred by enchauntment
is like a flower that is wrought in silke, in colour and forme most like, but
nothing at all in substance or savour. … [F]or there cannot bee a thing
more monstrous than to force affection by sorcery, neither doe I imagine
anie thing more impossible” (1.2.70–72; 1.4.6–8). In the midst of these
various flawed examples and definitions of love, Tellus arranges for Dipsas
to put Endimion under a spell whereby he will sleep eternally and age as
he sleeps (2.3).
While magic may be easily obtainable within the genre of the pastoral, it is rarely available at court.15 And, even if it were, Dipsas’s spell is
unusual as well as contradictory. Various folk tales present us with heroes
or heroines who are forced to sleep for many years until awakened by true
love’s kiss. However, when the victim of enchantment awakens, someone
such as Sleeping Beauty, she does so in the dewy radiance of her person at
the time of her enchantment. Years may have passed since the deed, but it
has not harmed the ageless beauty of the enchanted one. Endimion, however, is not so lucky. Tellus’s plot demands that he age as he sleeps, so, as
time in the play passes, Endimion grows white-haired and old, and the
twig against which his head is rested becomes a tree. This would not be so
unusual if all of the other characters did not retain their pre-enchantment
youth. These characters are aware of the passage of time; Eumenides says
it has taken him twenty years to find the fountain, but, while Endimion
lies growing a beard, his friend is as fit as he was at the beginning of the
play. This sense of time passing and time remaining constant is one of the
odder aspects of this play. It is another paradox to place next to the moon’s
changing changelessness. This lack of mutability leads to a “frozen” quality
wherein actions almost don’t occur because there is no fixed chronological
time scheme in which they can occur.16

Human Love and the Development of the Self
Distraught at his friend’s enchantment, Eumenides sets out to find a cure.
His travels bring him to a desert place where he meets Geron, Dipsas’s husband, the guardian of a magic fountain. At this fountain, “who soeuer can
shedde the teares of a faythful Louer shall obtaine any thing he would”
(3.4.26–27). Many “lusters” have come, but not lovers. When Eumenides
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reveals that he should easily qualify, having loved Semele for seven years,
Geron replies that he has “doted … not loued: for affection is grounded on
vertue and vertue is neuer peeuish: or on Beautie, and Beautie loueth to be
praised” (3.4.62–64). In raising the issue of “doting,” the character Geron
comments on one of the major issues arising out of the consideration of
courtly love. While Semele rejects Eumenides’s protestations of love as a
good courtly lady should, Eumenides continues to press her regarding the
undying nature of his affections. This is a very standard model in much
courtly love literature: the princesse lointaine holding off the affections
of her lover and the lover consistently pleading for the woman to accept
his affection.17 While this kind of back-and-forth interaction could and
in some texts does continue for quite a long time, Lyly seems to interrupt
this standard view of courtly love by pointing out just how useless it is. Do
any people really in love with each other play such silly games? If so, how
mentally adept do we consider them? Eumenides doting on Semele can
also of course be likened to Endimion’s doting on Cynthia, a celestial orb
conceivably incapable of any sort of communication or, indeed, affection.
The courtly love alteration between pleading and rejection is also present,
though reversed, in Tellus’s affection for Endimion. She dotes on him not
only because she loves a man who scorns her regard, but because he spends
most of his time doting on the moon. Thus Lyly has presented us with
an incredibly odd courtly play in which all the main characters dote on
rather than love another person who refuses to acknowledge or accept their
affection.
I doubt many would argue with my description of the love
relationships presented in Endimion as dysfunctional. However, I think it
is important to look not at why we consider them to be so, but why those
kinds of love relationships might have developed in a dysfunctional way
during the early modern period. To suggest an answer, I want to go back
to the medieval period and consider the changes in the idea of confession
and the development of penitentials, as described by Michelle Sauer. While
the idea of penance—“paying” for one’s sins with prayer, fasting, discipline,
etc.—began in the early Church, it continued throughout the Reformation
and, as time went on, became more and more codified. By 589 the Council
of Toledo condemned private penance and instituted the practice of public
penance, especially for serious sins. In these cases, the sinner was symbolically “excommunicated” on Ash Wednesday, required to perform penitential acts through Lent, and was accepted back into the fold on Maundy
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Thursday, just in time to celebrate Easter. “This sense of personal penance
was furthered by the ascetic perspective of peregrination, or voluntary
pilgrimage in God’s service, either literally, through travel to a holy destination, or spiritually, through inner devotions.”18 Penance was seen as a
“healing practice” meant to re-establish the sinner within the community.19
While the Reformation curtailed public penances, private ones
continued, often resulting in a growing sense of intimacy between the penitent and the confessor. In fact, this increased contact, as well as stricter
requirements regarding confession, turned the priest’s role into that of counselor as well as confessor. Thus, even before the early modern period, there
was a Western tradition that clearly led to a very conscious examination of
self that was necessary for determining the degree of seriousness of the sin
committed, and the sinner’s remorse. On a very basic level, given the overlap
between Church and secular law, the sinner and his/her confessor needed to
determine whether the sin required a secular or ecclesiastical punishment.
The latter could be determined along a continuum from prayer to excommunication. A confessor could determine the exact penance necessary by
looking at a manual—a “penitential handbook,” which listed punishments
for various sins—and working with the sinner to examine his/her spiritual
state. Such guided and personal examination of conscience—or self, or
soul—is clearly a means whereby an individual gained a sense of interiority
in terms of what it meant to be a sinning versus a good person. Behavior
cannot be considered in the absence of the character or personality of the
person who exhibited it. This examination of conscience also allowed the
sinner to come to an understanding of his/her own culpability in the sin
while, at the same time, developing his/her sense of interiority/soul/self.
The practice of confession as well as the penitential manuals “led
to ways of understanding the self (e.g. vulnerability to sin both from
without and from within).”20 Some scholars see private confession as a
way of assisting people “in developing a sense of true Christian purpose
and being,” while others suggest that the existence of penitentials imply an
examination of “larger, more relevant issues, such as the nature of the individual and his/her relation to society and the general life of the early medieval church.”21 Still others claim that penitentials “inform the ongoing
debates about the history and formation of the self as subject,” as well as
“the role of confession in the formation of subjectivity.”22
Discussions about the nature or development of the “early modern
self ”— especially as it relates to the twenty-first- century self— are, at
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best, severely fraught. Many critics have tried to tease out not simply the
differences, but the actual nature of the “early modern self ” and how it
developed. But, despite the inherent impossibility of this task, a number
of interesting points are continuously raised, whether in terms of just
how examinations should be conducted or how to define that which
we conceive of as the “early modern self.” We can look at that self as a
collection of interacting humors, as a sexual persona, as a “soul,” as the
tension between the public and the private person, or as a reaction to
a personal (or theatrical) inwardness versus outwardness.23 Obviously,
much of the discussion that has gone on about these concepts circles
around at some point to the reality of definition. How one defines these
particular terms—not to mention how the “early modern self ” itself is
defined—will certainly determine how one will look for or read the concept of “self.”
In the works mentioned in note 23, the focus has been on the
development of interiority in a single self and how that interiority
can be read. Katharine Maus’s reference to Eve Sedgwick’s discussion
of closeted homosexuality in terms of “closeted” Roman Catholics in
the post-Reformation period points out how the scopic economy of
the inquisitor/torturer strives to locate the religious “truth” within the
interior/soul of his victim. For those of us who study Shakespeare, Maus
reminds us of Hamlet’s struggle between the inner man and the “outward” view he presents to most of the court of Denmark. It is perhaps this
notion of inwardness/self with which early modern literature scholars
are most engaged. But that kind of search is not solely what I want to
consider here. While there is clearly a sense of personal inwardness
revealed, and developed, in this play, there is also a sense that knowledge
of self does not necessarily lead to knowledge of others. Consequently,
I want to use this examination of Lyly’s play to challenge the view that,
whatever means are used to discover inwardness/self, that discovery does
not necessarily mean that the individual in question always— or to any
degree— develops a conception of “other” in the sense of intuiting or
deducing what might be on another’s mind. Similarly, what the other
person does deduce to be on another’s mind may, indeed, be something that he/she wishes to be there, or “places” there with his/her own
suspicions. While this perception simply causes confusion and ill will to
the couples in Lyly’s play, it can have disastrous effects within the dyad
of inquisitor and victim.24
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The Development of Friendship
But how does this continuing development of inwardness, whether undertaken individually or in terms of confession or penitence, relate to an
analysis of friendship in Lyly’s play? On a very basic level, Eumenides’s
journey to the magic fountain that ultimately saves his friend can be seen
as the kind of pilgrimage that was often demanded of sinners during the
medieval period. While the actual journey to a holy place—Jerusalem or
Canterbury, for example—was later replaced by the interior journey to
gain knowledge of the self, the character Eumenides can be seen as taking
on the pilgrimage for his friend Endimion, whose enchantment prohibits
movement. In this view, Eumenides’s asking the question to save his friend
is not as unusual as it may initially have seemed. Only someone who cared
deeply about his/her friend would be willing to take upon him-/herself
the hardships of a spiritual (or actual) journey for the friend’s salvation.
There is another way of looking at how the process of gaining interior
knowledge impacts upon this play. The process of developing a sense of
intimacy with a confessor consists of working together to enable the sinner
to gain knowledge of his/her interior self to understand why s/he committed
a particular sin and to avoid others. Confessors, however, worked only with
individual sinners. While some today may work as actual counselors with
a couple or a family, in the past the confessional relationship was that of a
dyad, with all the interactions protected under the seal of the confessional.
This is understandable, yet I would suggest that there was an intrinsic
problem in this method of working. While the sinner may have gained selfknowledge and the confessor intimate knowledge of the sinner, the sinner
may not have gained any intimate knowledge of the confessor. This may
have been desirable, especially given that a priest acting as inquisitor had
need of the talents he gained as a confessor in trying to discover the interior
truth—the heresy or orthodoxy—of the culprit he questioned. And, presumably, that inquisitor would not appreciate having his victim possess the
talent to similarly search out his questioner’s interior truth.
I want to relate this example to Endimion in terms of the earlier
description I presented of the various dysfunctional love relationships.
Each of the characters in love may present an awareness of his/her inner
self regarding the love object. They know that they love one character and
not another, and they may have some conception of the degree of their
emotional attachment. However, each lover seems to have absolutely no
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conception of the feelings of the other. Yes, the lovers may realize that
their affection is not being reciprocated, but they are completely clueless as
to why. There is no sense that Tellus understands that, because Endimion
is so obsessed with Cynthia, she basically does not exist for him. Similarly,
Endimion’s passion for the moon obscures for him the realization that such
an emotional attachment is completely insane. While both characters seem
to have learned how to “read” their own emotions, they do not know how
either to read or to empathize with those of the object of their affections.
If we presume, for a moment, that the characters Tellus and Endimion,
like real early modern individuals, learned their sense of inwardness and
intimacy from interactions with a confessor, those interactions did not
equip them similarly to “read” the emotions of others. And to push this
image a bit farther, one might argue similarly that, while the inquisitor—
like the confessor—has learned to read the inner truth of his victims, he
has also not learned to empathize with them, or certainly not with all of
them. Eumenides is the only character in Endimion who has learned this
skill. Realizing his friend’s suffering—both in love and enchantment—
he opts to go to the fountain for help for his friend rather than himself.
So, is friendship a more desired emotion than love, or is it simply easier
to learn a sense of empathy for a friend? Given the pain that lovers can
inflict—consciously or not—upon the beloved, developing the openness
that allows empathy might (initially?) seem easier with a friend.
Additionally, the character Geron’s comments to Endimion highlight the completely selfish nature of the love relationships we have seen
previously. While the emotion has not been absolutely defined, Geron
points out several characteristics of the emotion: there is a difference
between love and lust; love is grounded in virtue and should not consist
simply of praising the beloved’s beauty; there is a normalcy to love that
should not extend to the lunacy of loving a goddess, or other unobtainable object; and love is not peevish. This character is thus represented as
examining an emotion to a degree that clearly demands a consciousness
of self and its relationship to and interactions with others that argue for
a fairly well-developed sense of interiority. Even though we can easily
view Eumenides as a doting lover, it seems that there is some spark of true
love within him, for he passes the first test of his faithfulness in love, and
the fountain—by way of its magical tiles—commands him to “Aske one
[question] for all” (3.4.81).25
Strangely—or perhaps predictably, given Geron’s definition of
love and the indication that Eumenides’s love for Semele may have been
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merely dotage—the questor chooses to ask the fountain to help his friend
Endimion. His request is accepted, and the magic fountain displays the
solution. We, as audience, however, are expected to make a huge leap from
looking at the play as a consideration of the nature of love to seeing it as
a play in which friendship is revealed to be more desirable and to have
more “power” than love.26 Why? Is friendship more important than love?
Perhaps, but maybe friendship is simply a kind of intimacy that creates
fewer problems than love. If love is to be relegated solely to romantic or
sexual relationships, then it is clearly a more problematical relationship
than friendship. In the course of our lifetimes, we all generally have more
friends than romantic love partners. And friendship encompasses the
entire spectrum of human life, from children to the elderly, from the sexually active to the celibate. If we can unthinkingly know what a twenty-firstcentury friend is, it is probably because sixteenth-century humans had the
same ease of knowing. In this sense, Eumenides may have had the same
security in knowing who his real friend is as we do in knowing who our
real friends are.

Homosocial/Homosexual
Even accepting the easy knowledge of who is or is not a friend does
not answer the question of why the problem of the play is solved once
Eumenides places friendship above love. Is it because the friendship
involves two men? Is that bond—whether homoerotic friendship or homosocial attraction—stronger than the heterosocial or heterosexual bonds of
love?27 How can we differ between friendship and love or what factors
determine why the bond between Endimion and Eumenides is privileged
over that of Endimion and Cynthia, Endimion and Tellus, or Eumenides
and Semele?28
Lyly manages to raise the question of homosexuality or
homosociality in almost all of his plays. Perhaps surprisingly, his primary
focus is on female homosexuality. In Sapho and Phao, Sapho is shown to
have an assembly of court ladies who constantly surround her and seem
to have intimate relationships with each other, although the protagonist
seems to be more concerned with her heterosexual feelings for Phao.
The presence of a coterie of women suggests Elizabeth I and her ladiesin-waiting. I have no idea whether Elizabeth ever engaged in homosexual
intimacies with her ladies-in-waiting. She still managed to control their
lives to a great degree, including punishing them if they married without
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her consent. The nymphs in Love’s Metamorphosis present a strong homosocial bond with each other. In fact, their extreme hatred of men in general
makes them settle for life as animals or rocks rather than having to engage
in marriage and heterosexual activity with males. The greatest description and development of homosocial intimacy and affection occurs in
Gallathea. The relationship among Diana’s nymphs is clearly homosocial
and Diana cares for what happens to Haebe even though the virgin is not
described as being part of Diana’s tribe. Obviously, the strongest and most
important homosexual/homosocial bonds exist between Gallathea and
Phillida. The play indicates that initially their relationship is not sexual,
but certainly homosocial as they are drawn into a companionship of two
“boys.” By the end of the play, as I suggested earlier, their relationship has
become sexual to some degree, and this has changed their friendship to
love. This reciprocated love continues even though Venus agrees to change
one to a boy in order to allow them to marry in accordance with social
convention.
Campaspe, by contrast, shows us a pair of close friends in Alexander
and Hephestion. On one level, their relationship is clearly homosocial,
as Alexander’s problem in the play is how to deal with his affections for
Campaspe, a woman below him in degree who loves someone else. Both
men clearly debate the pros and cons of Alexander’s affections as well as
his need to continue on his program to conquer the world. On this level,
the relationship is clearly homosocial, and homosocial in the same way
that Eumenides advises Endimion regarding his affections for the moon.
Unstated and almost undeveloped is the suggestion that Alexander and
Hephestion, as warrior-companions, may be about to go off to war as
lovers. Again, in Endimion, it is difficult to negotiate the degree of affection
between Eumenides and Endimion. However, I think it is important to
note that Eumenides can see into the fountain only if he is a true lover.
Since Geron suggests that his love of Semele is dotage, it may very well
be that it is his love for Endimion that allows him access to the fountain’s
instructions.
There are few other male characters in this play to examine as
regards homosocial or homosexual relationships. But, as I mentioned
earlier, part of the setting of this play is a court, and such places are generally full of courtiers. Considering any actual court, that of Elizabeth
I or any other English or European prince, the interactions between the
courtiers are often Byzantine. Alliances may be formed between families, friends, mistresses, etc. Obviously most alliances involving men and
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women were often sexual, but alliances between men could just as easily
be sexual. Older nobles could obtain sexual payment from younger men
who had fewer social connections within the court. And it is of course
impossible to know to what degree male courtiers might have sexual contact with a male monarch. As Peter Stallybrass has pointed out in conversation, physical proximity to the male monarch was very desirable, so one
of the most important positions a courtier could obtain in Henry VIII’s
court, for example, was that of Groom of the Stool. This position ensured
that, for several times during the day, the groom would be private with the
king and have close access to his ear.

The Man in the Moon
Endimion presents us with a court that is very fragmented. Obviously this
is because the play also functions as a pastoral, but it is also because it
does not contain a continuous unifying royal presence. While Cynthia is
certainly the Elizabeth figure in this play, she seems to have restricted her
presence to her lodging in the moon rather than on the earth. Consequently
she is simultaneously a goddess figure, a ruler figure, and an astronomical
satellite. While her behavior as ruler appears most obviously at the end of
the play, when she provides the kiss that awakens Endimion, she is rarely
present in any other context except that of the moon. But, even as the
moon, Cynthia holds a strange place in the play. When Eumenides asks the
fountain for help he is told that Endimion’s spell can be remedied by that
figure that is the most perfect, a circle (3.4.171–86):
GERON
EUMENIDES
GERON
EUMENIDES
GERON
EUMENIDES
GERON

Is not a circle of all figures the perfectest?
Yes.
And is not Cynthia of all circles the most
absolute?
Yes.
Is it not impossible to measure her, who still
worketh by her influence, never standing at
one stay?
Yes.
Is she not always Cynthia, yet seldom in the
same bigness, always wavering in her waxing
or waning, that our bodies might the better be
governed, our seasons the … daylier give their
increase, yet never to be removed from her
course as long as the heavens continue theirs?
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EUMENIDES
GERON

Yes.
Then who can it be but Cynthia, whose virtues
being all divine, must needs bring things to
pass that be miraculous? Go humble thyself to
Cynthia.

Cynthia as goddess and moon is that perfect figure, the circle. Yet the use
of this figure to describe the moon is paradoxical, as I’ve mentioned above.
We view the circle as complete for only one day in each lunar month,
when the moon is full. On every other day the moon is less than a circle—
therefore less perfect?—or as non-existent—the new moon. The moon,
then, is never constant or consistent. It is always changing.
A different aspect of this changeability can be seen in the way the
myth of Cynthia, as I have noted above, is described. The various phases
of the moon can also be considered the phases of a woman’s life: maiden,
mother, crone. Therefore, even in this sense, the moon is not constant.
This inconstancy then challenges Elizabeth I’s claim to be Semper eadem
and also challenges the kind of court presented in Endimion. Elizabeth’s
description of herself as ruler reinforces the strength and constancy of her
body politic, while in a sense similarly alluding to the fact that her body
natural, as a female body, may lack some of the desired constancy of a ruler.
While, in this play, a purely pastoral space may be observed or governed by
a moon that changes its phases, an equally changeable earthly court may
cast its ruler somewhat in eclipse. Does anyone really want to be ruled by
a monarch who is as inconstant as the moon? Further, would that court
also want to be governed by a being who is essentially the queen of the
underworld? Lyly in fact raises these issues in the prologue to the play, in
which he mentions the mythological chimera, a reference that has been
applied to Elizabeth by some critics, notably Neufeld.29 Thus the chimera
again points to the monstrosity of the figure of Elizabeth. In that same
prologue, Lyly states that his play is just about “the man in the moon.” The
issue then becomes how to define the man in the moon. On one level, he
is Endimion. On another level, he is the face that appears during the full
moon, or he is the man with the dog and the thorn bush who appears in
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. But if we consider the usage of the phrase
within the prologue, “the man in the moon” can be defined as something
frivolous, something funny, a joke, a toy, etc.
This collection of descriptors for the man in the moon, a series of
descriptors that never lets us focus on the singularity of the character
Endimion, makes a certain amount of sense considering how the Elizabeth
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figure is presented in this play. While I mentioned above that courtiers generally strove to achieve some kind of personal connection with the monarch, a connection that would allow them to rise within the governmental
hierarchy, Endimion, in presenting us with a somewhat mangled image of
court life, also presents us with a somewhat “mangled” ruler. There is no
queen or monarch of any kind available to benefit from the activities of
adoring courtiers. No king, such as Henry VIII, to engage his courtiers in
manly jousts; no queen to demand romantic attachments from a body of
lover-like doting young men. While Endimion seems to be the only one
who loves the monarch, the monarch herself is so removed from court that
she is virtually non-existent until the one time her power is needed. Thus
despite his earlier plays, in which the queen of England was celebrated as
either an exceptional ruler or a powerful goddess, this play distances her
representation to such an extreme that she seems to lack presence within
the play. While her servant, Endimion himself, seems mostly to take up
space in the forest, his queen, although she saves him, is hardly the intrepid
monarch/goddess of Lyly’s other plays.
NOTES
1

Evidence of Romance can also be found in this play, specifically regarding
Eumenides’s quest for a cure for Endimion’s spell. See Peter Saccio, “The Oddity
of Lyly’s Endimion,” in The Elizabethan Theatre, vol. 5, particularly pp. 94, 104.
2
See Hunter, John Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier, pp. 128–29, 192: “[T]he
world of Pastoral is dependent on the court world, indeed parasitic upon it”
(p. 129). Hunter also notes that Lyly is aware of the courtly love tradition (p. 128)
and points out that Endimion is the closest Lyly play to medieval romance
(p. 192). Many of these allegories of rulership are described by Montrose in many
of his works on Elizabeth. Montrose, in “ ‘Eliza, Queene of Shepheardes,’ ” p. 37,
points out that the queen often used a pastoral metaphor to refer to herself: “If
I were a milkmaid with a pail on my arm, whereby my private person might be
little set by, I would not forsake that poor state to match with the greatest monarch.” Montrose further notes, “Royal pastoral was developed into a remarkably flexible cultural instrument for the mediation of power relations between
Queen and subjects” (p. 47). Lyly also sets some of his plays in a pastoral landscape. Montrose, in “ ‘Shaping Fantasies,’ ” pp. 65–67, mentions Simon Forman’s
dream image of Elizabeth as well as commenting upon the conflicting image of
Elizabeth’s loose hair and bare breasts as signifying her maidenhood while her
naked breasts also reveal her motherly ability to feed her people as a pelican or a
wet nurse.
3
First performed at Greenwich on February 2, 1588.
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Bond, The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, pp. 193–98, spends an
amazing amount of time deciphering the allegory of this play in his introduction.
He sees Cynthia as representing Queen Elizabeth I. However, he also notes that
“Endimion is an allegory of sorts, but it is not an allegory of any particular event
in Elizabeth’s reign” (p. 198). Bond states that using boy actors can also distance
the audience from the play’s allegory: “Thus, the use of child actors must have been
one of the most effective methods of all for minimizing resemblances to the court,
serving to hold the audience, and the Queen, back from an involvement with the
basic plot of Endimion” (p. 193). The allegorical interpretation of this play is not
germane to my argument here. Percy W. Long, in “The Purport of Lyly’s Endimion,”
Publications of the Modern Language Association, written seven years after Bond’s
first edition of Lyly, challenges many of his allegorical identifications and adds
some of his own. Edward S. Le Comte, Endymion in England: The Literary History
of a Greek Myth, further discusses the allegorical issues in Endimion in his third
chapter. Hunter, John Lyly: The Humanist as Courtier, p. 191, also notes that the
debate in Endimion is one between love and friendship.
5
Gillian Knoll, “How to Make Love to the Moon: Intimacy and Erotic
Distance in John Lyly’s Endymion,” Shakespeare Quarterly, pp. 164–65, considers
three possibilities for Endimion’s love for the moon. 1: Cynthia becomes a
representation of Endymion’s beloved, rather than the moon (more mistress than
literal moon); 2: Cynthia becomes the queen, which leads to a lot of allegory; the
play itself becomes Lyly’s panegyric to Elizabeth; 3: “The third and most popular
way around this question is to interpret Endymion’s love as chaste reverence rather
than passionate erotic longing.”
6
The conversation with Eumenides points out that, like Queen Elizabeth,
Cynthia is ageless and outside time, as well as outside the sex/gender system.
7
See Berry, Chastity and Power, p. 128: “Endimion’s speeches raise this trope
of a constant inconstancy to the level of a mystical truth.” For further development
of these ideas, see Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly: Eros and Eliza, pp. 92–93.
See also Wells, “Elizabethan Epideictic Drama,” in John Lyly, p. 113: “The real
object of the play is not to examine the meaning of Platonic love, but to explore
a paradox, the paradox of the Elizabeth of popular myth, that miracle of Nature,
of tyme, of Fortune (1.4.36–7).” Wells also indicates that Cynthia is very much
removed from holding any major role as a character in the play (p. 113).
8
Saccio, “The Oddity of Lyly’s Endimion,” p. 99.
9
See the following reference to another “unknowable” female ruler in
Midas’s reference to Lesbos, the realm of the ruler Sapho: “I perceiue (and yet
not too late) that Lesbos wil not be touched by gold, by force it cannot: that the
Gods haue pitched it out of the world, as not to bee controlde by any in the world”
(5.3.101–3). See also Pincombe, The Plays of John Lyly: Eros and Eliza, p. 11.
10
Christine M. Neufeld, “Lyly’s Chimerical Vision: Witchcraft in Endymion,”
in John Lyly, pp. 194–95, points out that “Endymion invokes the witch—an
embodiment of the ‘unnatural’ woman at this point in Elizabethan culture—to
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portray explicitly the victimization of the male courtier in the fictional gynocentric environment; it was the unnatural woman at the centre, not the margins, of
historical society who posed a threat to the self-conceptualisation of the male
humanist courtier.”
11
Ibid., pp. 204, 193–94: “Endymion intentionally conjures the witch onto
the stage just as anxiety about witchcraft was cresting in England, with the execution of fifteen Chelmsford women in 1582, and just as the queen’s status as a
postmenopausal woman (she turned fifty in 1583) rendered her cultic iconography
as Virgin Queen increasingly problematic.” See also Neufeld quoting Philippa
Berry: “Was it merely coincidental that the courtly conception of Elizabeth,
which deliberately effaced her ageing bodily reality, yet simultaneously attributed
to her exceptional (even supernatural) powers as the immortal body politic of the
state, coincided with a scale of popular anxiety and legal debate about witchcraft
which had never occurred in England before?” (p. 194). See also Bevington, Tudor
Drama and Politics, p. 184; and Berry, Chastity and Power, p. 116.
12
Berry, Chastity and Power, p. 129, points out that Cynthia is also a
member of the triune goddess, whose other members include Diana and Hecate.
See also Neufeld, “Lyly’s Chimerical Vision,” p. 195. Vanhoutte, “Elizabeth I as
Stepmother,” pp. 317–20, considers Elizabeth’s speech to parliament in 1559 in
which she calls herself a mother to her people and which later refers to herself as
stepdame to her people and how both titles effect the development of her iconography. King, “Elizabeth I: Representations of the Virgin Queen,” pp. 43–44, points
out that, after the last attempt at a French marriage, the image of Cynthia, the
moon, was increasingly used by Elizabeth. Previous to that she had incorporated
the image of Athena, goddess of wisdom, and in the painting of Elizabeth and the
three goddesses the inscription specifies that the queen “exceeds Juno in political
power, Athena in wisdom, and Venus in beauty.” See also Montrose, The Purpose
of Playing, p. 165: “In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, as in The Faerie Queene,
Endimion, or Cynthias Revels, the project of elaborating Queen Elizabeth’s
personal mythology has a recurrent tendency to subvert itself.”
13
Neufeld, “Lyly’s Chimerical Vision: Witchcraft in Endymion,” p. 196, also
sees the genre of Endimion as chimerical. She further states that “the true Chimera
one must avoid naming or questioning is not the play’s genre, but the play’s subject
and object: a powerful queen who blurs traditional distinctions and whose supernatural iconography euphemises the threat of her unnatural condition as a female
head of state.”
14
Ibid., p. 206.
15
Ibid., p. 193. Interestingly, Neufeld also states, “However, Lyly’s mythographic
play in Endymion portrays monstrosity not as an inversion, but as a confusion of categories which society deems discrete—a chimerical condition that aligns the Virgin
Queen with the figure of the witch that haunts her society.”
16
See Knapp, “The Monarchy of Love in Lyly’s Endimion,” p. 136: Endimion
is anachronistic and transcends time.
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Wells, “Elizabethan Epideictic Drama,” p. 114, also sees Cynthia as an
example of a Petrarchan lady. See also King, “Elizabeth I: Representations of
the Virgin Queen,” p. 59: “[T]he emergence of the queenly moon-cult typifies
the increasing Petrarchism and Platonism of royal circles, where courtiers paid
homage to Elizabeth as an ever youthful yet unapproachable object of desire.”
See also Bond, The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, p. 189: “Endimion can be
considered as a ‘game’ of court life, applicable to all the nobles and to the Queen
herself, a game somewhat like the extended disquisition which forms the basis
of The Book of the Courtier, inviting the opinions and suggestions of all the
participants, in this case the audience.”
18
Michelle M. Sauer, “Penitentials and Confessionals,” in Handbook of
Medieval Studies: Terms, Methods, Trends.
19
It is important to remember that excommunication did not only bar the
sinner from church and the sacraments, but from his/her own community as well.
20
Sauer, “Penitentials and Confessionals.”
21
Ibid.
22
Ibid. Sauer also points out: “In particular, the concepts broached by
Foucault—not just the power dynamic, but also the idea that the sinner constructs
him/herself as a sinning subject—has led to a number of investigations into literary subjectivity as a product of confession.” Many thanks to Michelle Sauer
for allowing me to read this work in manuscript. See also Elizabeth Hanson,
Discovering the Subject in Renaissance England, on the Council of Trent’s (1551)
reinforcement of the importance of confession and the development of the
confessional box.
23
Katharine Eisaman Maus, Inwardness and Theater in the English Renaissance,
takes issue with many new historicists for seeming to deny a sense of consciousness of personal inwardness during the early modern period. See chapter 1. Also
see Maus on equivocation, theatrical inwardness, and searching for the “true”
nature of truth; Hanson, Discovering the Subject in Renaissance England, for selfincrimination and torture; and Michael C. Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves in Early
Modern England: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and
Milton, pp. 7–12, on humoural theory. Schoenfeldt indicates that temperance was
an important aspect of Galenic medicine and as such is related to current ideas of
alternative medicine.
24
Hanson, Discovering the Subject in Renaissance England, discusses the uses
of torture—and the relationship between the inquisitor and his subject—in her
book. This is not a subject I will consider in detail in this chapter.
25
See Knapp, “The Monarchy of Love in Lyly’s Endimion,” p. 132: “It is
Geron who gives the law to love, who teaches Eumenides the right order of caritas,
and who directs him to its penultimate object, Cynthia.”
26
See Bond, The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. 2, p. 193: “The ideal of
friendship does not inform the work as a whole, but it is embodied in Eumenides,
who is present from first to last, and it comes to the fore in the fountain scene
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as an irresistible force against which he may struggle but to which he ultimately
surrenders. Friendship prevails over love, refined by the close of the play to the epigrammatic precision of Eumenides’ retort to Floscula, ‘doe not that wrong to the
setled friendship of a man, as to compare it with the light affection of a woman’
(5.1.147–49).”
27
John Franceschina, Homosexualities in the English Theatre: From Lyly to
Wilde, argues for a development of male homosexual characters in early modern
texts and sees those in Lyly’s plays as a necessary part of a continuum. While I have
no objection to his commentary on Lyly’s male homosexual characters, I do think
he overstates the possibility that they are part of an overall continuum or development of male homosexual characters. See chapter 2, “Ganymede is Up and
Hebe Down.”
28
Act 3, scene 4, has a much longer debate on the relative importance of
friendship and love in one’s life, but I want to keep the argument more portable here.
29
As an aside, the term “chimera” has been used recently to describe persons
who have two completely different genetic identities. This comes about from the
fusing of twin embryos into a single person. Thus one half—literally one side—of
the person contains one genome and the other half another.
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Chapter 6

Early Modern Economics in the
Entertainments

The wonder of the wonder of the world.
Entertainment at Bisham

Pastoral
In addition to his court comedies, Lyly also had a hand—or several major
fingers—in a number of entertainments for Elizabeth I. Obviously, his
experience as a court playwright allowed him insight into the kinds of plots
and panegyrics necessary to sustain the momentum of these various kinds
of entertainments. Although it is not considered strictly an entertainment,
we can get a sense of the kind of praise articulated in these entertainments
by looking at Lyly’s epicedium upon the death of the queen (1603). She is
described as, among other things, “[g]reater then Alexander she was, for
the world which he subdued by force, she conquered by loue.”1 Evidence of
her strength as a ruler can be seen in the description of her as a “fortress …
sanctuary … harbor … enricher of her allies … [and] bane of her enemies.”2
Her chastity is indicated by the laying of Diana’s bow upon her tomb. The
epicedium indicates that, at her death, all the virtues, such as temperance,
justice, and mercy, have left the world. Lyly was at a loss to know where
among the angels Elizabeth would now reside. The eulogy continues with
extravagant personal praise of the queen, her chastity, and her brilliance
as a ruler, as well as sadness for the country—made so much greater by
her rulership—that now lies bereft of her. In fact, not only England but
her allies in Europe are left without the political expertise of this impressive queen. Although extremely excessive, this praise of Elizabeth I is an
example of the kind of encomia heaped upon the queen at her various
progresses throughout the realm.
David M. Bergeron describes three basic types of entertainments
presented before the queen: progresses, royal entries, and Lord Mayor’s shows.
He defines progresses as “[o]utdoor dramatic shows presented for sovereigns
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while on provincial tour.”3 There were two periods during Elizabeth I’s reign
when she spent a goodly amount of time progressing through her realm
and visiting various of her courtiers and family members: the 1570s and
the 1590s. I will be concerned only with the progresses Lyly likely wrote,
which occurred during the 1590s. The queen went on progresses for several
reasons, first because London was insalubrious in the summer, when there
was always the danger of plague or other contagious outbreak.4 Moreover,
she was able to control some of her expenses while she was on progress. The
fact that she traveled with an entourage of between two hundred and three
hundred persons suggests the degree of her savings when she was not at one
of her own palaces. Often, the progresses included visits to members of her
own family. Nobles were often extremely happy to welcome the queen to
their homes, especially if they were in need of preferment or wished to place
themselves better within the queen’s regard. The literal progresses across the
countryside gave Elizabeth I the chance to meet her people and have her
people see her in her glory. Those of all classes, from nobles to peasants,
would have seen her as she traveled and would also have experienced her
presence at various noble homes if they were friends or servants of her host,
or if they lived nearby and were recruited to help take care of the queen and
her retinue. Rachel Kapelle additionally notes that progresses acted as the
host’s propaganda in trying to sell something to the queen, and also to display his importance to his neighbors.5
The progresses themselves can be considered a sort of genre, even
though the actual entertainment presented to the queen was often plotless.6
This plotlessness was replaced by a kind of debate for which Lyly was well
known, and often focused on a moral issue. The subject of debates could
be historical, mythological, or centered around moral allegory.7 Given the
fact that the progresses often occurred in August or September around the
queen’s birthday, on September 7th, the weather was usually (hopefully?)
fine, so much of the action was planned to occur outdoors.8 This outdoor
action allowed the creators of the entertainments to dip into the genre
of the pastoral in order to create their plots and arguments. R. Warwick
Bond relies upon A. H. Thorndike’s definition of the “pastoral”: “Before
1600 the chastity-motive, the setting of shepherds and hunters, the story
of unrequited love, the singing-contest, the hunting-party with sounding
horns—all these had become material of the pastoral drama. Some
characters, too, such as the satyr-type, the rude forester, and the venerable
shepherd, were pretty familiar. … Pastoral poetry, at any rate, anticipated
the pastoral drama in the introduction of contemporary satire.”9
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These definitions of pastoral were reimagined by Louis Adrian
Montrose in his 1980 article “ ‘Eliza, Queene of Shepheardes,’ and the
Pastoral of Power.” While completely aware of the powerlessness of most of
the traditional pastoral characters, such as shepherds, shepherdesses, and
mythological characters such as satyrs and wild men, Montrose decides to
reimagine the pastoral as a genre in which power can be conveyed to the
queen within a traditionally powerless situation: “Pastoral power might
seem an oxymoronic notion, for pastoral literature is ostensibly a discourse
of the powerless in dispraise of power. … My argument is that the symbolic
mediation of social relationships was a central function of Elizabethan
pastoral forms; and that social relationships are, intrinsically, relationships
of power.”10 Further, Montrose reflects upon the power dialectic present
in the Elizabethan court yet played out within the previously “powerless,”
non-aristocratic genre of the pastoral: “The pastoral images, motifs, and
stylistic conventions of Elizabethan culture were grounded not only in
literary history but also in contemporary religious and socio-economic
experience; they constitute one of the ‘symbolic formations’ contributing to the establishment and continuity of the Elizabethan regime in
a period of religious and socio-economic upheaval. … The charisma of
Queen Elizabeth was not compromised but rather was enhanced by royal
pastoral’s awesome intimacy, its sophisticated quaintness. Such pastorals
were minor masterpieces of a poetics of power.”11
While Montrose is only marginally concerned with Lyly’s
entertainments in this article, he does point out how the pastoral becomes
a powerful means of defining the Elizabethan court. There are several
examples among Lyly’s entertainments of just how the presentation of the
pastoral allows for the staging and reinforcement of Elizabeth’s power. Jean
Wilson points out the importance of the entertainments as propaganda,
seeing as how printed versions appeared very shortly after the actual staging of the event. She further indicates that the entertainments were also a
way for courtiers to flatter the queen and attempt to earn preferment (occasionally through the use of appealing legs).12 In her recent book, Elizabeth
Zeman Kolkovich indicates the many functions that printed texts of the
entertainments served; for example, “they were collected as part of an emerging national literature, helped define regional culture, offered court gossip
to the elite insider, functioned as news for the common reader, and were
sometimes treated as literary works that helped define authorial identity.”13
For Bergeron, “[t]he theme that binds all the pageants … together is the celebration of Elizabeth’s power, her spiritual, mystical, transforming power.”14
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Lyly’s Pastoral Entertainments
Unlike Montrose, Kolkovich does not focus as completely on the pastoral
as a major genre in the creation of the entertainments, although elements
of the pastoral do sneak through in her analysis. She wants to consider
the various kinds of political implications of the entertainments, especially
how they relate to relationships between Elizabeth I and those who hosted
her at their palaces. However, she does not seem to be as concerned with
the importance of the local courtiers as she is in the larger question of those
whom she calls the “devisers” of the entertainments. By this she means the
actual writers of the entertainments, whom she often identifies as women
members of the host family, as well as actors, those who construct scenes,
and other minor servants whose importance to the creation of the entertainment was crucial. In this way, she eliminates consideration of some of
the more standard writers of entertainments, such as John Lyly.15 While
I certainly feel she has made an important and radical departure from analysis of the entertainments by focusing on the women of the host family,16
I do feel that she cannot completely eliminate consideration of Lyly from
her overall argument.
The skeleton of each entertainment does retain as Kolkovich argues,
various courtly rituals, either currently popular at court or harkening back
to an earlier time when country entertainments were vast and generous,
often feeding much of the countryside. This older tradition became part of
the generic focus of the entertainment, primarily because of the cost borne
by the host to welcome the queen. While there are few records remaining
regarding actors, salaries, or the costs of costumes, Kolkovich does speculate that the cost of running an entertainment was generally equal to that
of running the estate for a year.17
It is perhaps not surprising that Lyly’s entertainments have been so
closely tied to the pastoral as a genre. The queen’s progresses wandered
from country estate to country estate, all of which were set somewhere in
the midst of adjacent fields, pastures, and forests. What urban areas there
were were generally insignificant. So examining an entertainment such as
that at Bisham (ca. 1592) provides us with many of the standard characters
found in pastoral literature. We are presented with the “good” characters,
such as shepherds and shepherdesses, foresters, nymphs, dairy maids, and
goddesses, as well as with a number of “bad” characters, such as wild men,
animals, satyrs, and other gods with overly developed libidos. While the
threat these “bad” characters present may not be the threat of physical
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death, they certainly reflect the ever-present possibility of rape—definitely
a challenge for the virgin queen.
For example, the Bisham entertainment begins as the queen is initially greeted by a wild man, whom she instantly civilizes and then provides
with a club wherewith he will protect her. A playlet is presented in which a
number of shepherdesses reveal their desire to protect their virginity from
the advances of the god Pan. The queen views this playlet, even though the
actors are unaware of her presence. Although all the shepherdesses seem to
have multiple problems with men, it is odd that the most successful way
they have found to protect themselves from their potential attackers is by
making fun of them. This tactic, along with Pan’s retaliation by picking
out the stitches in a sampler the shepherdesses had been sewing, seems
to deflate what had been a particularly egregious threat to the young
shepherdesses. Perhaps the threat has been controlled by the appearance of
the queen herself. This possibility is reinforced by the shepherdesses’ explication of the queen’s virginal power to an unbelieving Pan. They also indicate that this power is extraordinary and will indeed save them from Pan’s
advances. At this point they discover the queen’s presence and announce
it to Pan: “This way commeth the Queene of this Islande, the wonder of
the wonder of the world, and natures glory, leading affections in fetters,
Virginities slaues.”18 In addition to being the protector of virgins, the
queen is also protector of her own country, by keeping England’s enemy
France in check with one hand, and the savior of Protestantism, by helping
Protestant countries such as the Netherlands with her other hand. After
hearing these praises of Elizabeth, Pan agrees to give her all of the fields
and sheep that he is in charge of, and to protect her while she is in the
neighborhood. He also breaks his pipes in honor of Elizabeth, something
Apollo was never able to get him to do.19
Elizabeth then proceeds to the manor, where she is greeted by Ceres
and given a crown of wheat ears with a jewel. Ceres then proceeds to indicate that she is more powerful than Cynthia—an unusual commentary,
since Elizabeth herself is often referred to as Cynthia. Ceres explains that
it is she who looks after the crops and causes them to grow, whereupon her
cart breaks, and she is forced to acknowledge Elizabeth’s power over her.
Interestingly, we have Elizabeth’s representation changing from that of a
virgin goddess to a fertility one. As a fertility goddess, however described,
she can also be viewed, as she states in a 1563 speech to parliament, as a
mother to her nation: “Elizabeth was fond of saying that she was married
to her people, and she assured the Commons ‘that, though after my death
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you may have many stepdames, yet shall you never have a more natural
mother than I mean to be unto you all.’ ”20 This is similar to the curious
situation in Love’s Metamorphosis when Ceres, who controls the crops
and is therefore able to cause Erisichthon’s famine, also acts as a goddess
of chastity as regards the nymphs. Again, Lyly seems to have taken bits
from his plays and introduced them into the entertainments. The whole
position of Ceres in Love’s Metamorphosis is an odd one, especially given
the fact that various deities take on the allegorical role of Elizabeth. And
the strangest thing about Ceres is the fact that Lyly uses a fertility deity
to represent the virgin queen. There is really no way we can easily justify
Ceres’s position as guardian or protector of the virgin nymphs in Love’s
Metamorphosis. Additionally, in this dialogue between the queen and
Ceres, the fertility goddess seems to claim that she is greater than Cynthia,
the moon. In Endimion, Cynthia is clearly a representative of the virgin
queen. So we have a strange situation here of a goddess claiming to be
either greater than another goddess, which is not all that strange, but also
of a fertility goddess being greater than the virgin queen of England. It
takes Elizabeth’s destruction of Ceres’s harvest cart to truly demonstrate
her power to the goddess.
Kolkovich discusses her theory of the hosts writing the
entertainments by considering Lady Russell of Bisham as one of the major
authors of this entertainment, not Lyly.21 However, Kolkovich also suggests
that Lady Russell most likely had a “professional writer” to help her. It
is puzzling why this professional writer could not have been John Lyly.
Anyway, the entertainment was designed to show the strength and importance of the two Bisham daughters, who probably played the nymphs.22
Likely, according to Kolkovich, this entertainment was devised by Lady
Russell not only to show the chastity and courage of her daughters, but
also to indicate that they had enough mettle to serve the queen at court.23
Thus we can see just how the “allegory” of an individual entertainment
could mask a much more pragmatic need: the courtier family’s desire to
obtain either preferment at court or the queen’s political or social favor.
Bruce R. Smith, in “Landscape with figures: The three realms of
Queen Elizabeth’s country-house revels” (1977), makes some exciting
comments regarding ways in which the pastoral as a genre can be expanded.
One way is by using the Italian phrase commedia rusticale to redefine elements of the genre. Smith explains how the interactions between lower-class
members of society who found themselves ensconced in the midst of the
pastoral might be better thought to reside in a “rustic” comedy. He sees
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this generic variation as deriving from the commedia dell’arte, though set
among shepherds, shepherdesses, foresters, etc. rather than among gods or
goddesses or the traditional commedia dell’arte characters. Thus not only
can we use this definition to consider the activities of the characters and
“lower-class” deities in the Bisham entertainment, but we can consider it
an alternative to pastorals whose characters were major deities or aristocratic people, such as knights and ladies.24
Additionally, Smith looks at the complete terrain of the pastoral
setting and considers just how actions staged in various areas reflect
upon different parts of the estate that hosted the entertainment, as well
as upon the action that occurred there. Specifically, he sees the terrain of
the progress as having three distinct “territories.” The first of these areas
is closest to the manor and can be thought of as the garden. The second
is in the middle distance, also containing elements of garden, but set off
by constructed elements such as fountains or gazebos, etc. The third space
is the most “natural” area, the forest.25 Smith describes the difference
between the three areas as follows: “Geographically, the journey from
the house toward the far horizon is a journey from art toward nature, but
mythographically it seems just the reverse: as the visible signs of art grow
fainter, our impulse to live life in imitation of art grows stronger. That
is the impulse that turns reality into revel.”26 Thus, according to Smith,
the entertainments go beyond the simple staging of dialogue or debate to
involve a philosophical consideration of the relationship of nature to built
community to human to actual speech to acting. This change can be seen
in the Bisham entertainment by the progression of Elizabeth’s encounters.
She brings about three major transformations in the characters of this pastoral. First, a wild man is civilized; second, Pan is reduced from a lecherous god to a more companionable one; and, third, Ceres is changed from
a goddess who wishes to control Elizabeth to one subject to the queen’s
control.
The critic also discusses the relationship between the three stages
of the entertainments within the pastoral and further discusses how these
same three spaces can relate to an entertainment that is more controlled
by the generic conventions of the medieval romance. The entertainments
show an uneasy border between art and life. The first area by the house
is the area of the commedia rusticale. The middle ground is the area of
pastoral and Ovid’s stories. The third area is the woodland of medieval
romance. So the movement can be seen to go from the art of commedia
rusticale to the nature of medieval romance or the other way around.27
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A similar description of medieval romance is posited by Margaret Drabble
as a genre dealing with “three traditional subjects: the legends about
Arthur, Charlemagne and his knights, and stories of classical heroes especially Alexander. … From the 15th century onwards English romances are
mostly in prose, and some 16th-century examples were the inspiration for
Spenser and Shakespeare.”28 Romances often used magic to illuminate a
moral point.
The Quarrendon entertainment clearly drew extensively from the
romance tradition. In fact, it often seems as though various characters have
come tumbling onto the page from Spenser’s cantos. This entertainment
was offered to the queen by Sir Henry Lee, her champion. It is the second
entertainment so offered, the first being at Woodstock in the 1570s. In
that entertainment, Elizabeth and the Faerie Queen discuss their own relative merits and their relationship to the romance tale of the knight and
his beloved that is presented.29 The 1592 entertainment, which I will be
examining here, was presented by a much older Sir Henry Lee. Its purpose
was apparently to graciously excuse himself from his position as Elizabeth’s
champion. The story presented in this entertainment involves a knight
named Loricus, two women, and a number of mythological characters who
have been enchanted by the Faerie Queen. It is difficult to know whether
or not Lyly is consciously referring to Spenser’s work or whether this Faerie
Queen represents some other character altogether. Granted, Elizabeth and
the Faerie Queen are antagonists, though the power of this Faerie Queen is
easily evaporated by the princely nature of Elizabeth and her various virgin
and magical characteristics. Once Elizabeth has removed the enchantment
created by the Faerie Queen, a debate between liberty and constancy is
inaugurated. One of the knights is unable to reconcile the necessity of constancy and love with the desire for liberty in choosing various partners
in romantic situations. However, the presence of Elizabeth insures that
constancy, Semper eadem (the queen’s own motto), does, not surprisingly,
triumph over liberty. The first day’s incidents end with a song praising
Elizabeth’s constancy.
On the second day of the entertainment Loricus decides to try to
discover the best way to live. He approaches a hermit to ask for his advice
on finding the highway that will take him to “the verie waye to eternall
blessedness.”30 He then builds three hermitages, one for himself, one for his
page, and one for the hermit, to show how solid is his resolve to leave the
active life of the warrior and pursue the contemplative life of the hermit.
The knight sees a decrepit house, which becomes a metaphor of his own
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body and would need the Architect of the World to rebuild. The knight
indicates that he is not afraid of his impending death and that he will continue to serve the court that he has always served. A further example of
the knight’s withdrawal from the world of action is indicated by the preparation of his will, in which he ultimately leaves everything to the queen,
the major representation of the active, worldly life in this entertainment.
Despite this, he still has deep affection for the queen, which is shown in
his gift of the herb hartesease—grown in the shape of a true lover’s knot—
to her and the retention of his own pitiful heart. The knight succeeds in
giving all he has, including his affections, to the queen by signing the will.
The entertainment ends with another bout of outrageous praise for the
queen, both in her ability to reign as well as to protect England from all
her enemies. Loricus praises the queen for having removed his earlier spell,
though the hermit indicates that he should rightfully be praising God. The
knight manages to Platonically wriggle out of this problem by indicating
that he is praising the god who is within Elizabeth. The knight claims his
own realm is a pitiful heart and the progress ends with his signing the will,
and thus much of his property, over to Elizabeth.
Allegorical symbolism and information are important to many of
the entertainments, especially those steeped in medieval romance. Like
the entertainment at Quarrendon, the entertainment at Rycote presents
us with an initially very bare presentation made only somewhat fuller by
an explication of the allegory presented. The Rycote entertainment begins
with a soldier meeting Elizabeth and telling her that his four sons, even
though they all desire to be in service to her, have taken all of his armor
and gone away. The soldier remains as Elizabeth’s loyal subject, as is his
wife, the “Crow.” This is a nickname for one of Elizabeth’s favorite female
friends.31 The use of it supports the continued theme throughout the entertainment of the crow’s nest where the knight and his wife live and the children, who have been devoted to the queen since they were in their shells.
In fact, a further reference to the phoenix’s nest brings the queen into even
more close contact with the Norris family, since the phoenix calls to mind
the well-known portrait by Nicholas Hilliard of Elizabeth wearing a jewel
supposedly symbolizing the phoenix.32 The entertainment ends with the
soldier giving the queen a gift, most likely a gown, and his heart’s devotion.
The second day consists of a series of deliveries from the sons to the
queen. They seem to have some sort of allegorical resonance, though they
are also in fact costly and extravagant gifts, which manage also to demonstrate the sons’ devotion. The gifts consisted of golden, bejeweled objects,
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such as a dart from Ireland with the motto “I flye onely for my soueraigne,”
a sword from France with the motto “Drawen onelie in your defence,” a
truncheon from Spain with the motto “I doe not commaunde but under
you,” and a key from the Netherlands with the motto “I onelie open to
you.”33 The old soldier begs the queen to accept the gifts of his sons, though
he regrets that he expects nothing of his daughter.
While some of the entertainments contain soldiers or knights as
characters, Rycote seems much more closely focused on the importance
of her military men to the queen. Focusing on their military aspects as
opposed to how they may function as characters within a romance may
have caused this entertainment to be sparer than some of the other ones.
As a result, Kolkovich envisions this as an entertainment whose main
purpose is to demonstrate and reward the kinds of devotion presented to
Elizabeth by her soldiers/knights. The entertainment suggests that these
men are not idle court layabouts in nift y costumes, but devoted men who
actually put their lives on the line for the queen. In fact, their presentation
in this entertainment validates the queen’s “identity” as a martial maiden
rather than simply a Petrarchan mistress.34 On the third day, however, yet
another messenger arrives, from Jersey, with a gift from the daughter. This
gift is a jeweled daisy, which is sent to the queen with all of the daughter’s
affection. Rycote is certainly one of the barer entertainments, lacking both
actors and elaborate scenery, yet it does show that even good friends are
obliged to present the queen with elaborate gifts.

Entertainments and Economics: Cloth and Gold
While the rest of Lyly’s entertainments are also clearly within the pastoral
tradition, the ones at Sudeley, Cowdray, Harefield, and Elvetham differ
from the three I discussed in the previous section in some very interesting
ways. In discussing the pastoral aspects of the entertainment at Sudeley,
Montrose points out that the Cotswold countryside, like much of England,
is not simply a pastoral locus amoenis. He indicates that the shepherd who
appears at the beginning of the entertainment “idealizes the remnants of
a feudal agrarian society. In fact, the English countryside was being profoundly transformed by the centralizing efforts of the Elizabethan regime,
great advances in farming and husbandry techniques, demographic
growth, and the expansion of a market economy. Sheep were vital to the
economy and society of the Cotswolds, and to the complex relations of
production and distribution affecting the welfare of the whole nation.”35
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The Sudeley entertainment, for example, begins with an old shepherd
appearing to give Queen Elizabeth a hank of Cotswold wool as a gift.36
By the time the play ends, that white wool has been transformed into a
white garment, which recognizes and praises the queen’s chastity. Changes
were occurring in agriculture and farming, many of which were related
to the wool trade, which at this point was increasing. The Cotswolds is
one of the many areas of England that are ideal for sheep raising, and the
wool Cotswold sheep provided was of excellent quality. In fact, in a general sense, wool was so important to the economy of England that the
Lord Chancellor’s seat in parliament was called “the Woolsack,” which
was essentially a sack of fleece to symbolize the source of the majority of
English wealth. Not only was the production of wool in the form of fleece
or thread important to the English economy, but the thing that generally came from these fleeces, namely cloth, was surely the backbone of the
English economy. The increase in trading in wool cloth expanded during
the sixteenth century and helped to turn England into a mercantile capitalist economy on the verge of becoming an imperialist state.37
Merchants outside England particularly valued English wool cloth
that was not finished—that is, not fulled or dyed, etc. This meant that
cloth finishers of various types were subject to a decrease in business. Since
the majority of cloth finishing occurred in London, the cloth finishers were
in a position to complain to parliament about their plight and to demand
some sort of change in the exporting of cloth. Laws and restrictions
regarding such export were passed in 1536 and 1566, although cloth
finishers still managed to petition parliament in 1568 and 1575, which
indicates that the first two acts were not successful in increasing the export
of finished cloth. The Privy Council Act of 1566 had indicated that every
tenth cloth exported had to be finished, but it was very easy for merchants
and others to receive permission to skirt this act. For example, in 1578 Sir
Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth I’s secretary of state, was given a license to
export 30,000 unfinished cloths per year. At this time the average number
of cloths exported per year was 103,600,38 making Walsingham’s license
good for about 29 percent of the entire yearly cloth export. So, despite
the economic growth that came from the increased wool trade, certain
sections of the English population suffered as a result of the increase in
the export of unfinished wool cloth. Lyly’s references to wool trading in
this entertainment, though brief, call to mind the actual economic system
regarding such trade that I have examined above. It is also interesting to
note that the garment given to the queen at the end of the entertainment
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is made of undyed wool. We can ponder the extent to which Lyly was
reflecting political positions of Cotswold sheep farmers, or his own, or
the government’s. This foray into economics is not completely a surprise,
because he also considers the government’s role in gold raiding and privateering in Midas.39
Many critics, though especially Bond, suggest that the gold-hungry
Midas is an allegory of Philip II of Spain, holder of vast colonies in the
gold-rich Americas.40 That the character Midas wishes to conquer the
island of Lesbos, home of Sapho, suggests an invisible presence of the queen
of England.41 The only other allegory suggested is that Midas’s daughter
Sophronia is a personification of wisdom and therefore also Elizabeth
I. While it may seem natural to accept Midas as an allegory for Philip II,
the question remains as to which Philip II Lyly is allegorizing. If we accept
the earlier composition dates for the play, the mid-1580s, the allegorical
Philip is the pre-Spanish Armada threat to England.42 If we accept a post1588 date of composition, we have to consider that Lyly was looking at
the defeated ruler of the Spanish Empire. Whichever Philip we choose to
consider, we need to look at the character in terms of what was happening
to the gold that Philip took out of the Americas.
Much of the gold obviously went to support the Spanish state,
Philip’s dreams of further conquest in the Americas, and his additional
colonization of Europe, such as the Netherlands. Thus it is important
to remember that Philip’s mining and use of gold was clearly tied to the
beginnings of colonialism and the economic riches it could deliver, providing one’s colonies were in the right locations. Both before and after the
Armada, England was similarly engaged in various kinds of “colonialist”
enterprises. The country was engaged in large-scale cloth trading with
the Netherlands, north Germany, and through the Muscovy Company
(chartered in 1555). Later, trade broadened to include companies that
traded with north Africa (the Barbary Company, 1585), the Levant
(1581), and east India (1599). Most of England’s early trade included
the selling of woven but unfinished cloth to the companies listed above.
Elizabeth I’s advisors, such as Sir Francis Walsingham, were implicated in
this trade in the sense of receiving licenses that allowed them to export
and sell cloth and receive the profits of those sales without having to pay
duty to the Crown. Once companies developed further afield, the profits
to be gained were enormous, even though the Crown strictly controlled
payouts and profits. For example, Humphrey Gylberte needed to obtain a
license from the Crown to search for a northwest passage to China. This
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license would allow Gylberte to trade with the country should he manage
to get there. Specifically, it allowed him to keep one-fifth of the profits of
whatever he brought back to England, the Crown keeping the rest. Not
only that, but once trade in China was established, Gylberte was entitled
to one-fifth of the profits of every English trader engaging with China.43
The English also made a profit from Philip’s gold mines in the
Americas.44 The Crown allowed individual seamen to scour the Atlantic
in search of Spanish treasure ships. Prizes for capturing and bringing home
such ships were huge. Thus England also became involved in the Spanish
gold trade, though in a very unusual manner.45 This gold was then used
along with personal capital to expand the various trading companies that
England supported. By 1599 this included the East India Company, which
would grow into perhaps England’s greatest imperialist venture. Thus Lyly
presents us in this play with something more than a simple allegory. His
politics goes beyond that of court and explores the growing evidence
of capitalist/colonialist expansion in England. Interestingly, he points
out just how the gold trade of Philip II both spurred English action and
financed English trade and colony creation.46
The second day of the entertainment at Sudeley becomes very much
a pastoral embedded in Ovidian mythology, and begins with Apollo
chasing Daphne, who conveniently is turned into a tree to escape his rapacious pursuit. The story about Apollo’s desired rape of the nymph is well
known, and ends with her being turned into a laurel tree in order to preserve her virginity. Lyly had used this idea of the arborified nymph earlier
in Love’s Metamorphosis, though the nymph was named Fidelia and she
was also escaping a potential rape. The arborification of both nymphs is
accomplished by a deity—her river god father, in Daphne’s case, and Ceres,
in Fidelia’s case. In both Ovid and Lyly’s play, the nymph is chased only by
one person/god. In this entertainment, both Apollo and a shepherd argue
their claims to Daphne’s virginity. However, by the time Daphne escapes
from her arborified state, as Montrose indicates, “Apollo’s song concludes
that ‘neither men nor gods, can force affection.’ ”47 Elizabeth is revealed as
the nymph’s savior. The importance of the queen as a safeguard to virginity
is validated by the nymph through her reading of praises to the queen from
a gift book.
We discover that the pastoral theme continues on the next day, even
though the entertainment was rained out. The text for the performance
remains, and we discover that, as one would expect in the Cotswolds, the
major actors in this pastoral/pageant are shepherds and shepherdesses
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rather than mythological characters. These country folk resort to songs
and dances that, although they are “rude,” claim not to be at all “boring.”
The entertainment ends with the serving of a cake, which contains both
a bean and a pea. The man who finds the bean is king of the play, and
the woman who finds the pea is the queen. The winner of the bean not
only claims power as king, but declares that this power is greater than that
of the woman who has found the pea, the queen. The woman confounds
the king by stating that the presence of the queen of England certainly
demonstrates a female power that is greater than any male’s. This interchange leads to a debate on the question of who is more constant in
love. While no definite answer is given for this debate, the queen’s virgin
power is recalled again through reference to her astrological sign, Virgo,
the virgin. The “king’s” reference to bees also calls to mind the proverbial
matriarchal monarchy. This reference is clearly made to please the queen,
though it is not as straightforward a praise as one might imagine. The most
important member of the hive is the queen bee, who, as its only fertile
female member, is the only one who can mate and lay eggs and continue to
populate the hive. However, in order to do this, the queen must mate with
the fertile male drones. While Elizabeth controlled England as decidedly
as does a queen bee her hive, she was not extolled for her fecundity, nor
had she apparently mated with any of her male subjects. The definition of
“drone” as basically useless and lazy gives some indication of why someone
as intelligent as Elizabeth would not want to have anything to do with
the male members of her court. The really useful citizens of the hive are
the female worker bees. They collect pollen and nectar, defend the hive
against attackers, raise all of the young bees, and also have the power to
create new queens from worker larvae. While this might seem to disrupt
the notion of power and rulership within Elizabeth’s court, the queen herself can in many ways be thought of as a worker bee, virginal but strong,
dedicated and powerful enough to protect her realm and perhaps even in
some way to create an heir. In still another way, Elizabeth’s uniqueness is
also alluded to in the bestowal of the gift garment of pure white Cotswold
wool at the end of this entertainment, thus taking the entertainment back
to its beginning.48

Examining Social Problems
The entertainment at Cowdray (1591) is not as elaborate as some others,
though the fact that a knight initially meets the queen suggests a romance
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element that is stronger in some other entertainments. On the first day,
Elizabeth I herself hunts in the woods and is then praised by a Petrarchan
ditty that contains verses describing the queen: “Behold her lockes like
wiers of beaten gold, / her eies like starres that twinkle in the skie, /
Her heauenly face not framd of earthly molde, / Her voice that sounds
Appolos melodie / But chast desires which beateth all these downe; /
A Goddesse look is worth a Monarchs crowne.”49 After dinner, from the
castle ramparts, she views another hunt. The second day’s entertainment
begins with a pilgrim who explains to the queen how he has acquired a
large oak tree as an antique relic. This tree, which represents the queen,
is hung about with the escutcheons of all the families that are willing to
serve her. The lords attending Elizabeth I indicate that they are so attuned
to her situation that they can feel when she needs support and fly to provide her with it. The wild man also remarks that it has become difficult to
determine a person’s position in society: “[B]ut such a disguised worlde
it is, that one can scarce know a Pilgrime from a Priest, a Tailer from a
Gentleman, nor a man from a woman. Euerie one seeming to be that
which they are not, onely do practice what they should not.”50 In a similar
way, slightly later in the text, a fisherman complains to the queen that
“fishing for commoditie is growen so farre, that men are become fishes, for
Lande lords put such sweete baits on rackt rents, that as good as it were to
be a perch in a pikes belly, as a Tenant in theyr farmes.”51 The comments
by these two actors seem to be well outside the realm of a pageant, never
mind a pastoral. They do not simply present minor issues to be debated by
the pageant’s characters. They bring to mind major economic and social
issues of the late sixteenth century. In this, these two sections are like the
entertainment at Sudeley, which calls to mind problematic issues in the
English wool trade.
The wild man is concerned with the fact that society itself does not
seem to be what it once was. This is an interesting response, given the fact
that, as Kolkovich indicates, the Montagues were Catholic.52 Clearly, their
willingness to support such an entertainment is an attempt to ensure the
queen of their loyalty and support. But it is interesting that this entertainment, while correctly focusing on social and economic issues, consistently harks back to an earlier, better time. People dress above their class,
leave their class, or dress contrary to their sex. Certainly, such happenings
would cause disturbance, and they in fact refer to issues that indeed
happened during the period. Clothing was one way in which challenges
to class and gender were presented. Peter Stallybrass and Ann Rosalind
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Jones have examined the economics of clothing during the period.53
Courtiers and nobles were required to be at court dressed appropriately.
Such dress needed to be of the current fashion. As a result, court costume
was often changed and, by necessity, was extremely expensive. Laying out
cash on the purchasing of such costume usually left the courtier cash-poor.
Consequently, s/he paid servants and perhaps even debtors with out-ofstyle clothing. Since sumptuary laws, as outlined by Lisa Jardine, regulated
the wearing of clothing, it would be illegal for persons of one class to
wear the clothing of someone above them in class, even though, like many
London merchants, they were flush with cash and could easily afford to
dress like their betters. The lists of dos and don’ts regarding clothing were
complex, and were broken down into such categories as what rank one
needed to be to wear fine fabrics, such as brocade or velvets, various kinds
of furs, or even colors. Consequently, only nobles of the highest ranks
could wear purple or ermine, for example. The servants and merchants to
whom the nobleman was in debt could not wear their “payment.” Hence a
trade developed in used clothing, which centered around the playhouses.
Theater owners often bought these cast-off garments for use as costumes
in their plays, thus leading to the bizarre situation that an actor playing an
earl, for example, might actually be wearing some earl’s garments on stage.
The situation of actors, mostly men of the middling sort, wearing clothes
of those well above them in degree bothered the various authors of the
anti-theatrical tracts. But what bothered them even more was the fact that
some actors wore the clothes of women, thus hiding their real sex from
view. Women occasionally wore individual items of a man’s wardrobe, such
as a hat or doublet, which also suggested to the more conservative that
she was trying to cross gender boundaries.54 Thus the situation of moving,
changing, borrowing, selling, and taking apart clothing led to a situation
in which the populace was often not sure of who was who. Add to this
changes in class, and the situation became even more perilous.
By the end of the sixteenth century many nobles were losing their
wealth, often as a result of dearth or the loss of preferment at court. As
a result, some second or subsequent sons were sold into apprenticeships.
Their fathers paid the appropriate fee to apprentice their gently born sons
into a middle-class craft or trade. Sometimes this situation worked well,
the son found himself a freeman of his guild, and accepted what was essentially a debasement of his class. In other situations the apprenticed son
refused to follow the more stringent rules of apprenticeship and either left
his master himself, or was dis-apprenticed by a provoked master who was
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unsuccessful in training the gently born son to the rigors of honest work.
While daughters were generally not apprenticed, they could often change
their class by marrying above or below themselves. Since the law equated
a wife’s class with her husband’s, a gently born daughter could debase herself by marrying a merchant while a merchant’s daughter could rise by
marrying a nobleman. Add this permeability of class to the fluctuations
afforded by clothing, and it is easy to see why the wild man is so concerned
about the condition of English life.55
Lyly examines one of the major issues of apprentices very comically
in Gallathea. The apprentice Raffe and his two brothers, Robin and Dicke,
are the secondary plot of this play. Their adventure begins in act 1, scene
4, when they appear on stage with the mariner after the four of them have
escaped a shipwreck. The mariner is in dire straits, because his apprentice has gone down with the ship. The three brothers are in a worse situation, because their master, whose trade we are never told, has also gone
down. Their situation is much worse than that of the mariner, because
their master’s death renders them masterless and therefore liable to arrest.
Usually, the category of “masterless men” contained a large number of
soldiers who had come home from the war. Should a soldier have a major
disability, such as the loss of an arm, a leg, or a foot, etc., he was eligible
for support by the government and/or the community because he could
not perform any other kind of labor. Such disabled soldiers fell into the
same category as the generally disabled. Able-bodied returned soldiers,
as well as “sturdy” beggars, were considered dangerous to society because
they had no master to control them, and usually no job. It was feared that
such masterless men, having no master to control them, could easily spark
or become part of revolts or generalized attacks against the government.
Thus it is to Raffe, Robin, and Dicke’s advantage to find a master as quickly
as possible. Since the mariner is equally desirous of finding apprentices, he
agrees to take on the brothers and begins to teach them by outlining the
various compass positions they will need to learn navigation. A complex
procedure, none of the brothers seems willing to take time to learn it, and
they leave the mariner to look for other masters. The mariner is probably
lucky to have lost the brothers as apprentices, since their inability to grab
hold of the principles of the compass would make them utterly incapable
of engaging in night navigation.
As Raffe travels, he runs into a strange black being named Peter.
This person is hardly an exotic traveler, but simply the apprentice to
an alchemist who has been hard at work at a bellows and is completely
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covered with soot. Peter beguiles Raffe with stories of how his master
can turn base metals into gold or silver, and trades places with Raffe. It is
not until the latter begins to work for the alchemist that he realizes that
this profession is as complex as sailing. Raffe’s third venture into master
searching is with an “astronomer,” who works unsuccessfully to explain his
zodiacal charts to Raffe. The lad decides that astronomy/astrology is not
for him, and goes off into the forests to look for his brothers. In the middle
of nowhere in Gallathea, Lyly has introduced two major problems of the
period, namely apprentices and masterless men. While being a mariner is
certainly a legitimate profession, alchemy and astrology are not. Other
than showing the apprentices to be as uninterested in their trades as many
other playwrights and social texts of the period have portrayed them, it is
difficult to understand Lyly’s purpose in providing options for employment
in at best severely dubious professions. Yet, interestingly, Lyly carries the
essence of the apprentice/master issue into the entertainment at Cowdray
without really developing its implications. While apprentices were contractually bound to their masters by their fathers, and a fee was paid to
seal the bargain, Lyly never provides these wandering former apprentices
with any parental or contractual control. They are simply left to wander.
According to Mihoko Suzuki, the bonds between apprentices and masters
were much stronger than those Lyly suggests. In fact, given the contractual
nature of the attachment between apprentice and master, and the fact that
apprenticeships lasted for about seven years, the bond between apprentice
and master seemed to be very close to that of marriage. Suzuki indicates
that this notion was borne out during the riots prior to the English Civil
War, when apprentices demonstrated with women, usually wives, and
were seen to be considered part of the same grouping.
Additionally, Suzuki mentions the apprentice riots of the 1590s,
and especially the twelve riots that occurred in 1595; thus the actual situation of apprentices as learners of their craft, as well as disruptive citizens
of London, presents a much more threatening picture than the adventures
of Raffe and his brothers in trying to find masters. Again, Lyly seems to
ignore this potential for disorder while only suggesting it humorously.56
Unlike other playwrights, Lyly presents his apprentices in plays written
for a rather restrictive audience: either court or the Blackfriars Theatre.
I wonder to what extent the majority of persons in either of these
audiences were aware of the various legal steps regarding apprenticing. The
author of a public theater play would know that his audience consisted of
at least some masters, guild officers, apprentices, and victims of apprentice
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behavior. The presence of these people in the audience would certainly
guarantee a knowledgeably humorous reaction to Lyly’s scapegrace
apprentices, while he might not be so sure of how a more elite audience
would have responded to them.
The disruption of society suggested by these remarks are repeated
on another level when the queen speaks to the fisherman. He tells her
that merchants are clearly responsible for much of the deception that
goes on in society, and also calls to mind yet another major problem of
the period: that of enclosures and rack rents. Because of the high prices
English wool was commanding, common lands were fenced in (enclosed)
so that sheep owners, whether noble or of the middling sort, had large
amounts of land to graze their flocks. This reduction of common land,
either for farming or for pasturing one or two animals, led to a barely sustainable existence for the peasantry. The only way most of them could
obtain a guaranteed income was to become tenants of a landlord, thus
guaranteeing them land upon which to grow crops, a percentage of which
was then given to the landlord as rent. William C. Carroll goes back to
Thomas More’s Utopia to examine the situation of enclosures. The earliest
definition of enclosure comes from More’s Utopia part one. Hythloday
describes it as a process in which “parasitical landowners have enclosed
‘every acre for pasture,’ leaving ‘no land free for the plow.’ ”57 The result is
that tenants are forced to beg or steal in order to survive. These tenants
might have gone into the cities to look for work, though, finding none,
might have been branded as masterless men or sturdy beggars, liable to
punishment for masterlessness. One of the first statutes against masterless men appeared in 1531, followed by another in 1572, which allowed
convicted sturdy beggars to have holes cut in their ears to indicate their
crimes. The most wide-ranging laws, as indicated by Jean E. Howard, were
the Elizabethan Poor Laws of the late 1590s, which specifically demarcated
the sturdy beggar/masterless man from the deserving poor.58 Hythloday’s
argument, then, is that the process of enclosure to increase pasture land
for the wealthy—primarily sheep owners—created thieves and beggars.
There is historical evidence to counter More’s/Hythloday’s assertions.
Fields were sometimes enclosed to try new agricultural processes rather
than simply to pasture sheep, and middle-class landowners were also
often enclosed. Additionally, more social causes than enclosure led to the
increase in “sturdy beggars” (masterless men).59 The term “enclosure” was
very unstable, often being used primarily to indicate social or agricultural
problems whether or not the enclosure of pasture land was a direct cause.60
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Obviously, bad harvest years made it difficult for peasants to pay
their rent and still survive, yet the need for more arable land by peasants
led to landlords racking up the rent higher and higher so that peasants
earned less and less. Thus it is important to remember that not only
merchants but also nobles were the cause of disruption within English
society. Interestingly, both of these problems are presented to the queen at
this entertainment. Yet, despite the actual causes of these social problems,
the angler points out that England definitely benefits from being ruled by
Elizabeth I: “What so euer there is, if it be good it is all yours, most excellent Ladie, that are best worthie of the greatest good.”61

Politics, Economics, and Display
The Harefield entertainment (1602) begins with a bailiff and a dairy maid
welcoming the queen while she waits on horseback under a tree in the rain.
They apologize that the owners of the house are not present, but invite the
queen for a country meal of syllabub, clotted cream, green cheese, etc. The
dairy maid indicates delight at the timeliness of the queen’s arrival, since
they are beginning the harvest the next day, and they always need extra
hands. To make her work lighter, the dairy maid gives the queen a rake and
a pitchfork to help with the harvest. On their way to the house, they are
met by Time and Place. Time notes that he can be stopped to glorify the
queen, while Place indicates that, once the sun has set, the moon can be
put in its place. Truth, Time’s daughter, finds a glass heart and throws it
away. Opportunity finds the heart, brings it to Time, who gives it to Place,
who presents it to Elizabeth. The heart is described as clear, with no close
corners, no darkness or unbeautiful spot in it, therefore yet again praising
the queen via gifts given her.
The incidents in the following days of this progress are rather
confusing. That is, it is sometimes difficult to tell whether they actually
occurred while the queen was there, or occurred after the queen’s departure.
The reference to many days of rain could have caused a number of the daily
activities to be rearranged or even dropped, as had occurred with Sudeley.
It seems as though the second day’s activities refer to the amount of rain
present and the queen is given a rainbow robe purportedly taken from Iris.
Further, Iris indicates that the robe should go to Elizabeth, because “[i]t
is fitt it should with you remaine, / For you know better how to raine.”62
After this incident with Iris, the timing and placement of events becomes
more confusing. Time and his minions leave with the queen, because Time
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is always with the queen. Place must remain where he is. Since the weather has apparently been extremely rainy and the fields quite sodden, the
queen’s final gift is a golden anchor to help her hold on in case she is swept
away by the excessive moisture.
One of the incidents whose placement is unclear involves a heated
discussion between nymphs and satyrs. The satyrs accuse the nymphs of
loving only attractive males, while not even all of the gods are faultless.
The nymphs refuse to dignify their commentary with a reply. This minidebate may refer in some way to the faultless glass heart given to Elizabeth
on the first day. While some gods may not be faultless, this gift might
suggest the faultlessness of the queen herself. Another incident in the progress is the huge lottery. A list of thirty-four lots of many sorts of things,
such as a necklace, a snuffkin, etc., remains to indicate the prizes and who
was successful in obtaining them. The prize given the queen was “fortune’s
wheeles.” Interestingly, some of the lots had no prizes indicated. The only
prize not drawn was a prayer book.
The degree of extravagance of each entertainment varied, depending
of course on the number of days, the number of actors, and the kind of
music, costumes, food, and gifts. Bond indicates that the cost of this particular entertainment was somewhere near £2,000, not counting whatever contributions in kind—food, servants, etc.—might have been made
by other lords in the area.63 Bond’s 1903 edition of the entertainments
indicates that the £2,000 cost of the Harefield entertainment would equal
about £16,000 in “present [1903] value.” At that point, £1 equaled about
US $5, so the cost would approach $80,000 in 1903 dollars. I am not sure
what that amount would translate into in early twenty-first-century dollars,
but clearly an enormous amount.64 Finally, it is important to remember
that Harefield was not one of the most elaborate of the entertainments.
Elvetham, for example, must have cost infinitely more; perhaps enough to
beggar a noble and his family?
Lord and Lady Hertford, the hosts of the Elvetham entertainment,
considered their estate to be a “regional center of power and support for the
Elizabethan government.”65 They also saw themselves as providing friendly
entertainment to all their neighbors in the “old style,” a generous form of
entertainment that differed from the parsimonious entertainments to be
had at nobles’ houses in London. Yet, despite this desire to be hospitable,
the Hertfords had an additional reason for wanting to present an elaborate welcome for Elizabeth. Lady Hertford was the sister of Lady Jane
Grey, whose severely brief reign prior to that of Elizabeth’s brother Edward
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pointed out a threat, though perhaps not a very strong one, to Elizabeth’s
claim to the throne.
I am considering the entertainment at Elvetham (1591) last because
of the various questions of authorship. Both Bond and Cutts assume Lyly
created the majority of the entertainment, though Breton and Watson
may have contributed some individual songs.66 Harry H. Boyle, however, denies Lyly’s authorship in any of the entertainment, and claims
that it was authored by at least two main authors (Thomas Watson, the
poet and neo-Latinist, and Nicholas Breton), with a third (George Buc)
who supplied the specific knowledge of all the naval events.67 George Buc
becomes an interesting choice of co-author, since he was Master of the
Revels. Boyle maintains that all of the action occurring in the crescent
lake and among the ships was an allegorical representation of the defeat of
the Spanish Armada.68 While a battle certainly occurs in this part of the
progress, it hardly resembles any of the specifics of the Armada invasion,
such as storms and fire ships, although the crescent lake may allude to the
crescent formation followed by the English ships during the first day of
the battle. There seems to be no other very close allegorical connection
between the action in Lyly’s entertainment and the actual battle. However,
Buc becomes necessary to Boyle’s explication of the Armada battle because
of his connection to Lord Howard of Effingham, the admiral of Elizabeth’s
fleet during the attack.69 While I certainly do not deny the importance of
Effingham to the winning of the battle against the Armada, there are so
few direct references to activities during the battle that one wonders at the
necessity of naming Buc as a co-author of the text.70
The entertainment at Elvetham (September 20, 1591) was amazing,
primarily because of the major changes the Earl of Hertford made to his
lands in order to entertain the queen. He built temporary cabins as well
as tents to house the queen’s retainers, musicians, launderers, cooks, and
kitchens. Perhaps the largest or most ambitious construction on his small
two-mile-square piece of land was a crescent-shaped lake large enough
to accommodate three separate islands and provide enough space upon
which to sail several pinnaces and other small boats.71
Lord Hertford meets Elizabeth along the way and leads her, accompanied by her 300 retainers, to his house. On the way, she is met by a man
all in green and wearing a laurel crown, who delivers a Latin oration excessively praising the queen and indicating that she is first among those on
land, sea, or sky. He subsequently presents the queen with the oration,
which she receives with her own hand. Six virgins appear, the three Graces
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and three “howres,” who remove blocks obstructing the queen’s way, placed
there by Envy, and then lead her to Lord Hertford’s house, strewing petals
before her on the way and lauding her as the queen of a second Troy.
The second day begins with rain, but later the queen is positioned
under an awning of sarcenet held aloft by a number of lords. She is seated
near the crescent lake, where an elaborate allegory is played out among
many sea creatures, gods, goddesses, and sea nymphs. In the course of this
allegory, Elizabeth is referred to as Cynthia, queen of the sea. Elizabeth
and Cynthia are considered to be so closely related that it is often difficult
to discern who is being praised, the queen or the goddess—or are they
considered to be as one. The queen is given a gift, a sea jewel shaped like a
fan, and this ends the nautical portion of the entertainment.
Sylvanus appears with various satyrs and forest folk and addresses
Elizabeth as Cynthia, who was created by Nature as unique, since Nature
broke the mold after the queen’s creation. The queen is presented with a
scutcheon with golden engraving by Apollo. Subsequently, a fight with
squirts occurs between the forest folk and the sea folk. It is ended because
the queen should always be at peace. Finally, the pinnace is named by the
queen as the “Bonaduenture.” The allegory ends, and the queen’s pleasure
is such that she tips the actors before she leaves.
On the third day the queen is entertained almost constantly by
musicians, playing courtly or rustic tunes. In fact, Lord Hertford arranged
for six musicians to entertain the queen exclusively. After the music the
queen watches a number of games of handball. The final occurrence was
a huge feast, consisting of one thousand dishes carried in by two hundred retainers. The most elaborate of these dishes was the void, consisting
of enumerable objects in “sugar-worke,” such as the coats of arms of all
the nobility, land animals (including lions, unicorns, tigers, elephants
and dromedaries, etc.), sea creatures (sturgeons, eels, whales, dolphins,
mermaids, etc.), and birds (eagles, herons, quails, owls, larks, etc.). Meals
at noble houses during the early modern period were usually served in
the main hall. The guests then “voided” the hall to allow trestle tables to
be taken down and provisions made for dancing. While this change was
occurring, the more noble members of the dinner party were invited to
another room or small building to partake of sweetmeats before returning
to the entertainment. This procedure began to be known as the “void” or
“dessert,” and treated as a separate course.72 The sweetmeats eaten in the
void were often made of white sugar, a very expensive commodity even after
the establishment of the sugar cane trade in Central and South America.
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The vast number of sugar work dishes produced by Lord Hertford would
suggest that there was a huge number of nobles present at this entertainment, or that the host was allowing those of all classes to partake in the
void. It would be difficult to determine now the cost of even this magnificent dessert, but one wonders whether or not Lord Hertford had stock in
sugar factories in Barbados or had some other way of obtaining sugar at
reasonable prices. In any event, this incident points out how the nobility
was involved in the sugar trade, even if only through purchase.73
The last day begins with the queen being awakened by cornets outside her window. The queen is greeted by the Faerie Queen, who salutes
her with a chaplet from “Auberon.” The Faerie Queen indicates that she
knows that heaven approves of Elizabeth and will grant her a long life and
her enemies a short one. She then dances around the chaplet on a silver
staff. The Faerie Queen leaves, and the queen is surrounded by the forest
folk on one side, the sea folk on the other, and the six virgins on a third, all
wringing their hands and lamenting her inevitable departure. She is then
greeted by a poet reciting a poem on the same subject, and that is followed
by a song called “Come again” by a group of hidden musicians. The queen
continues her process out of Lord Hertford’s lands, but, in bidding him
farewell, she promises that good things will come of this entertainment.
This group of entertainments reinforced the splendor of the
presentations, as well as the use of medieval romance, together with pastoral, to create a scene that was extremely flattering to the queen and set her
apart as a being to be adored and worshipped. However, the entertainments
in this section went beyond a simple presentation of the queen’s greatness.
The first three, Sudeley, Cowdray, and Harefield, take us outside the realm
of pastoral and recall various social problems within the Elizabethan period
and try to present explanations for them that have nothing to do with the
queen or her reign. The problems of the shepherds at Sudeley are alluded to
in the fine white wool provided by Cotswold sheep, yet the shepherd’s gift
to the queen erases consideration of both the economic problems of dyers
and cloth finishers while the government allows and perhaps even ensures
the exportation of non-finished cloth. Even though most of the dyers and
cloth finishers had set up shop in London, their physical presence close to
the center of government did not have sufficient effect in altering the ability
of nobles as well as merchants to export unfinished cloth.
The entertainment at Cowdray calls to mind issues of enclosure,
rack-renting, and masterless men, as well as general problems such as
cross-dressing and the theater, which suggest a total breakdown of society.
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As with the cloth traders, the merchants seem to be the ones blamed by
the fisherman as the cause of all this disruption. The vast wealth of the
merchants has allowed them to buy fine clothing and dress above their
rank, thus destroying the social order created by God. Some merchants as
well as nobles are responsible for enclosing land and the subsequent rackrenting suffered by tenant farmers, who are no longer allowed to pasture
their animals on open land. Merchants are also blamed for not providing
sufficient work for all Englishmen, thus resulting in masterless men whose
mere presence in society is deemed illegal. The forwardness and wealth of
middle-class women allows them to dress contrary to their gender, thus
again upsetting social structures. While the fisherman suggests that all
of these disruptions are ultimately caused by a rising mercantile class, he
suggests that the queen manages to keep society together despite all of
these social threats. However, the fisherman neglects to remark that many
of these problems are not caused simply by a rise in power of the merchant class, but by the fact that the nobility including the queen and those
close to her, such as Francis Walsingham and Robert Dudley, the earl of
Leicester, are engaging in support of trade ventures, thus contributing to
the upset experience by society at this time.74
While the entertainment at Harefield does not focus on social
issues as specifically as do the two previous entertainments, Bond does
use this example to point out the relative cost of these entertainments. In
fact, we can compare the expense of the Harefield entertainment to that
at Elvetham. The construction of various outbuildings as well as the large
lake with its three islands indicates one kind of labor cost tied up with
these spectacular entertainments. The question to ask is: to what degree
was this labor remunerated and how many families benefited from the kind
of largesse that these country entertainments provided? Did this labor, for
example, help any peasants out of financial difficulties due to enclosure or
rack-renting and, if so, then to what degree? In addition to the labor of
construction, the Elvetham entertainment provided a huge and sumptuous
void constructed almost exclusively of white sugar work. This production
asks a number of other questions. Who received the pay for the cost of
all the sugar needed, when all of the labor to make sugar was provided by
enslaved people? Did this sugar come from the lord’s own sugar plantations
in the West Indies, or did he have to purchase it from someone else? How
much of the cost of providing the actual sugar pieces was borne by cooks
and pastry chefs at Elvetham? Again, did any of this labor succor enslaved
workers or provide a decent salary for the lord’s own servants?
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Finally, I would suggest that, in addition to his court plays, which seem
to be staged in a world completely alien from late sixteenth-century England,
these entertainments seem to have, curiously, become mired within the economic and social distress that characterized the end of the sixteenth century.
And yet we are still confronted with the fact that the entertainments were
published shortly after they appeared. We might ask what the actual purpose of this publication was. Were these texts designed to state and therefore
reinforce the economic power of the nobles who staged the entertainments,
or were they somehow meant to control anxiety amongst the literate population regarding disturbances within the social fabric? I hardly think they
were printed in order to call attention to the complicity of the nobility in
the economic disasters faced by the poor and the masterless—although, like
the strange list of tokens in the Harefield entertainment, readers might have
expected to gain something in the way of a “party favor” for paying enough
attention to these entertainments to read them.75 Whatever the ostensible
purpose of the entertainments, they do certainly call attention to many of
the social disruptions present in this period.
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Chapter 7

Coda: The Man in the Moon and
The Woman in the Moon, or,
Whose Moon Is It Really?
All that I have to say is to tell you that the lantern is the moon,
I the man i’ th’ moon, this thorn bush my thorn bush, and this dog
my dog.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream—Starveling, 5.1.247–49

Like the other actors putting on the play “Pyramus and Thisbe,” Starveling
finds himself confronted with a posse of pettifogging, pedantic parsers
who act more as critics than as audience. Finally losing all patience,
Starveling smashes through the fourth wall and presents the audience with
a clear description of just how the workings of his character occur (see
quote above). He seems to feel that this basic description of what is what
should appease the audience and settle any questions. Maybe.
While this description of a man with a thorn bush and a dog
ensconced on the face of the moon may satisfy British or “Athenian”
audiences, it rarely satisfies U.S. college students. I have constantly received
questions from my students wanting to know what a dog and a thorn bush
are doing on the moon. I can understand their questioning. When I was a
child, the image of the man in the moon was described to me as the jolly
round smiling face of a pudgy man, especially when the moon was full.
When the moon was in its quarter phase, I relied upon the picture of the
face of an old man with a beard caught between the two cusps of the moon
that appeared in Proctor and Gamble’s advertisements. I was also informed
that the moon was made of cheese, specifically green cheese. Obviously,
different cultures conceive of the markings of craters and “seas” on the
face of the moon as representing different objects, whether facial features,
animals, or objects of various kinds.
Linguistically, the phrase “the man in the moon” also raises some
issues. I don’t want to get as stroppy as Pyramus and Thisbe’s audience,
but, to parody what George Sanders said to Marilyn Monroe in All about
Eve, “You have a point. An idiotic one, but a point.” Is the man either
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in or on the moon? Looking at Lyly’s Endimion, we are confronted with
the subtitle or, the Man in the Moon. While “Pyramus and Thisbe” may
show a man either in or on the moon, Lyly’s subtitle to Endimion might
be better phrased The Man in Love with the Moon or The Man Enthralled
to the Moon.
The moon in Lyly’s Endimion lies far beyond the moon of “Pyramus
and Thisbe.” There are no male characteristics to this moon. As I have
argued above, this moon is completely female. She appears in swaddling
clothes as she waxes and dressed in a ball gown in her full moon phase.
She is likened to various aspects of a goddess’s life. These aspects, which
represent the various stages of a woman’s life, are directly connected to the
ages of women as well as to her menstrual cycle. It is curious therefore that
the subtitle of a play that is so completely organized around a woman’s life
should be subtitled for the non-existent man in the moon.
Lyly’s The Woman in the Moon presents us with another female
moon character. Curiously, though, she has not strayed into this play
from Endimion. She is caught up in another Greek myth, that of Pandora
the bearer of all gifts. The plot of Lyly’s play is unusual. Mother Nature
is appealed to by her shepherds in Utopia, and asked to create a mate for
them. This she has done before the play’s beginning. She has created the
body of a woman out of the four elements—fire, air, earth, and water.
She has endowed this woman with spiritual, mental, and personality
characteristics that she has taken from the seven planets—unfortunately,
without their permission.1 Thus the play begins at the fork in the road
between two plots: that of the planets and that of the shepherds. I do
not plan to spend much time with the shepherds’ plot, since it basically
resembles that of a French farce, minus the large armoire and the saucy
maid. When the planets discover that Nature has taken some of their good
characteristics—such as high thoughts, a warlike heart, beautiful eyes,
skin, cheeks, etc., and an eloquent tongue—they chide Nature for her theft
of their characteristics, and promise to get back at Pandora, whose creation
strikes them as unnecessary.
Nature is accompanied in the early part of the play by Concord
and Discord. They debate who has more right to influence the creation of
Pandora, but they finally agree that the ultimate in creation exists as a result
of the delicate balance between concord and discord. This situation recalls
my argument regarding the two sides of the various Elizabethan icons. We
are presented in many places, as I have indicated above, with an Elizabeth
figure who has both a dark side and a light side. Curiously, though, one
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never completely cancels out the other, even though the two together may
cause confusion and an inability to decide which aspect is dominant. For
example, in Endimion, the prologue talks of the moon as the mythological
chimera. If we look at the moon in Endimion as reflecting the actual moon
and the female menstrual cycle as governed by that moon, we are presented
with a somewhat difficult construct when applied to Queen Elizabeth I. In
Endimion, Cynthia, the fertile, fecund, potentially motherly phase of the
moon, is the consistent lunar presence in this play. Yet Elizabeth herself
never produced a child of her body, though she saw all of the English as
her stepchildren. So to what extent, then, does this lunar icon refer to
Elizabeth? The queen is also simultaneously the maiden and the crone. She
has reached her crone age naturally, yet has “unnaturally” prolonged her
maidenhood, so she is simultaneously maiden and crone as well as stepmother. This icon, then, can be seen as a melding of concord and discord.
Elizabeth is a woman having the possibility of passing through all three
stages yet not actually being able to do so given her own created persona as
virgin queen. Dark elements and light elements meet to create the chimera
that is the representation of the queen in Endimion.
Mother Nature leaves Pandora in Utopia to meet the shepherds and
obtain a husband. Her beauty makes the three shepherds present pursue
her. However, their pursuit is tangled by the obstacles provided by the
planets. As a punishment, each planet has decided to provide Pandora with
one of their negative qualities—such as: frowardness, ambition, martial
character, amorousness and wantonness, falsity and lying, and lunacy—as
a kind of exchange for the positive quality with which Nature endowed her
creation. Thus, throughout the play, Pandora jumps from negative characteristic to negative characteristic, forcing her potential lovers to deal with
her surprising changes in personality as well as trying to figure out who,
if anyone, she really likes. Ultimately, Pandora agrees to marry Stesias,
even though it is doubtful whether or to what degree she loves him. He
seems to be besotted with her, and defends her against verbal attack by the
other shepherds. Indeed, it is only Stesias and the servant Gunophilus who
ultimately seem to really care for Pandora.
Once the moon infects Pandora with madness and lunacy, she
plans with Gunophilus to run away with the shepherds’ riches. Stesias, at
the complete end of his rope, manages to capture her and bring her and
Gunophilus back to confront the planets. Nature changes Gunophilus
into a hawthorn bush because he has not acted as a good servant to
Pandora. After having their fun, the planets have decided that Pandora
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must choose one of them to live with forever. A number of the planets
try to charm Pandora into their spheres, but she ultimately agrees to stay
with the Moon: “But Cynthia made me idle, mutable, / Forgetfull, foolish,
fickle, franticke, madde; / These be the humors that content me best, /
And therefore will I stay with Cynthia” (5.1.307–10). Cynthia welcomes
Pandora’s decision, primarily because it will aid her in carrying out her
tripartite existence: “No! fayre Pandora, stay with Cynthia, / And I will
loue thee more than all the rest: / Rule thou my starre, while I stay in
the woods, / Or keepe with Pluto in the infernall shades” (5.1.281–84).
Pandora agrees to stay with the moon and to act as her deputy when she
leaves to play Diana in the woods or Hecate in Pluto’s regiment. Stesias
joins Pandora in the moon and brings along with him one half of the thorn
bush that was Gunophilus. Very unhappy at how things have turned out,
he places the thorn bush between himself and Pandora, so that he won’t
have to look at her, and her face will be scratched if she tries to look at him.
We seem somehow to have come around to the back of Endimion
and entered through a secret door after stopping off at the Athens of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and picking up Starveling and some of his
props. How are we to understand this “moon” that Pandora controls?
Stesias and his thorn bush seem to have taken the role of the man in the
moon and his thorn bush, but what on earth has happened to his dog?
And Starveling would certainly have advised his audience if there were a
troupe of women up in the moon with him. So, while we may not know
what is going on with these leftovers from A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
we are equally confounded by Pandora, who is in service to Cynthia.
The Cynthia of The Woman in the Moon is very much like the Cynthia
in Endimion. Unlike the tripartite goddess of Endimion, Cynthia’s phases
seem to pop out of the moon at various times and take off to pursue hunts
or visit underworld paramours. While this is going on, the moon herself,
Cynthia, is happy to let the strangely lunatic Pandora take over as ruling
deity of the lunar sphere. Again, questions need to be asked. This time,
they are: who is Pandora and where did Elizabeth I go?
Part of Elizabeth is where she was in Endimion, namely caught up
in Cynthia, who seems to be virtually the same as she was in Endimion.
The major question concerns Pandora, and what she is doing in the
moon. Granted, Elizabeth has been represented as various classical deities
throughout Lyly’s plays, but Pandora is very different. To begin with,
she is not a goddess; she is a mortal. She is also a rather ordinary mortal,
whose task has been to marry a shepherd and to lead to the peopling of
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Utopia and, presumably, the rest of the earth. Yet, while there are two
female goddess/planetary figures—Venus and Cynthia—there seem not to
have been any female humans in the world until Nature created Pandora,
and, as a creation, the woman is not easily accepted by the planets, especially the male ones. Pandora is sent to reside in the moon because of her
female characteristics of idleness, fickleness, foolishness, and madness.
Given these characteristics, it is easy to see why she might be disdained
as a being having no decent characteristics to recommend her, but the
larger questions remain as to why this female character possesses such
negative traits, and why she was placed in the moon with Cynthia. These
two issues raise some of the problems we confronted regarding Elizabeth
I and Endimion, and also raise some additional ones. While the Cynthia of
Endimion does challenge some of the Elizabethan icons, she still manages
to retain her royal self-possession as a distant ruler who approaches earth
only to aid a courtier who loved her more than life itself. But it is difficult
to figure out why the co-regent of the moon is a creation totally defined
by the anti-feminist rhetoric of the sixteenth century. Is Lyly trying to
suggest that there are many dubious aspects of the queen’s personality that
need to be not only revealed, but also located far away from the England
Elizabeth rules? The stage history of The Woman in the Moon is unclear.
It was written in about 1597, though it was not initially performed by the
boy companies because they were disbanded in 1591. Nor is there any evidence as to whether or not the play was performed at court. It would seem
odd if it was so.
I indicated in chapter 2 that the plays Campaspe, Sapho and Phao,
and Midas are concerned with the conflict between the monarch’s body
natural and body politic. What is also obvious is that questions of how a
ruler should rule were argued in many of the courtesy books of the early
to mid-sixteenth century, such as The Book of the Courtier. Thus, as Scott
O’Neil suggests, by taking an overall look at Pandora we might see her
being given both the positive and negative characteristics of a ruler by the
planets. The characteristics with which Nature endows Pandora as well as
the evils the planets plague her with present again a positive and negative dichotomy, through which one might expect a ruler or a ruler character to create a path to successful rule.2 Unfortunately, though, we are left
with a Pandora who consists basically of most of the sexist elements of the
late sixteenth century’s arguments against women. We are left, therefore,
with the problem of how really to read the Pandora figure in this play. She
is hardly ideal, and the sexist rhetoric that describes her, combined with
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her location on the moon, makes me wonder to what extent Lyly wished
to compromise iconic representations of the queen, to what extent he
succeeded, and whether or not he was bold enough to arrange for a performance of this play.
NOTES
1

See Kesson, “ ‘It is a Pity You are not a Woman,’ ” p. 40. Kesson importantly points out: “The Woman in the Moon offers us the opportunity to rethink
concepts of female subjectivity and its onstage representation. Nature’s own identity appears to be challenged by the creation of woman, as she goes ‘beyond herself,’ whilst Pandora’s own female identity is challenged by Nature’s description of
her as a second sun or ‘sonne’ (as the Quarto spells it).”
2
Another way to look at the difference between Pandora and Cynthia is to
consider the woman in the moon to be a representation of Elizabeth’s body natural
and Cynthia to be a representation of her body politic. However, the triune nature
of the goddess Cynthia also suggests that Elizabeth’s body politic can exist in three
specific incarnations.
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